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CHAPTER I 

TRENDS IN LATIN TO 1650 

In the new Oxford English Dictionary trend is defined 

as follows: 

1. A rounded bend or circuit of a stream. 
2. Wool {partly cleaned} wound in tops for spinning. 
3. (&) That part or the shank of an anchor where it 

thickens towards the crown. 
{b) The angle between the direction of the anchor 

cable and that of the ship's keel. 
4. (a) The way something trends or bends away; the 

general direction which a stream or current, a 
coast, mountain range, walley or stratum tends 
to take. 

(b) The general c~urse, tendency or drift of action, 
thought, etc. 

It is my purpose to use the word trend in a figurative 

sense as suggested in the last definition given, in order to , 

develop my dissertation entitled, Trends in Latin from the 

Early Middle Ages to 1931. 

In the early middle ages Latin was the language of edu

cated people. It was during this period that the monaster-

ies became the leading teaching institutions. The language 

of the church was Latin. The writings or the F·athers of the 

Western Church were all in Latin and in the fourth century 

the Bible was translated from Greek into Latin. The lan

guage of this period became corrupted because of the igno

rance that prevailed and so it was necessary to have some 

good models of Latin for reference. These models were 

Caesar, Cice!o and Vergil. It was necessary to copy these 

1The New English Oxford Dictionary, p. 324. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1926, Vol. X, Part I. 
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~uthors because of the destruction of old books that had 

taken place during intervening eenturies.2 

In the library of the cathedral church of Saint Martino 

at Lucca there were only nineteen volumes of abridgments of 

ecclesiastical commentaries and in the cathedral of Novara 

in 1212 there were some copies of Boethius, Priscian, the 

Code ot Justinian, the Decretals and the Etymology of Isi

dorus. Each volume was a ·work of art. The caligraphy was 

pert·ect., The margins were ornamented with er imson, blue and 

gold. The sheets of parchment were encased in rich settings 

of velvet or carved ivory and wood. They were embossed with 

gold and precious stones. The edges were stamped with gilt · 

and the clasps were wrought with silver. The price of these 

books was enormous, as for example, a copy of .rosephus and 

Quintus Curtius was priced at forty ducats.3 

The nuns as well as the monks copied the ancient clas

sics in beautiful, legible characters, They devoted their 

time to reading, writing and copying Latin. This language 

was · spoken as well as written in both churches and monaster

ies. The writing and speaking of Latin were emphasized 

among the educated classes. Then came the darkest period 

2Ellwood P. Cubberley, A Brief History of Education, 
p. 74. Boston: Houghton Mifflin & Co., 1922. 

3Ellwood P. Cubberley, Readings in the History of Edu
cation, p. 82. Boston; Houghton Mifflin & Co., 1920. 

l 
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ot the Middle Ages from 600 - 850 A.D. The monasteries and 

cathedral schools were broken up. The clergy were ignorant 

and the copying ot books had almost ceased, but in the time 

of Charlemagne there was a real revival in the study ot La

tin. The copying or manuscripts was resumed. Some tine 

books were. written _in a script called the Caroline minuscule 

the origin or which is in dispute. The first example ot tbi.s 

new script was a famous Latin Bible written tor Abbot Maur

drammus in ?78 A.D. and preserved in several volumes at 

Amiens. The Lectionaries of Charlemagne tor the Year ?81 

are another example of a .fine manuscript. It was written on 

purple parchment in large uncial letters. This shows that 

in 781 a beautifully formed minuscule existed. A.nother book 

copied was the Ada Bible written in a new type based on half 

uncial with the cursive elements eliminated. The simplicity 

and dignity of this new script appealed to Charlemagne and 

Alenin. A revision of the Vulgate Bible, and also of the 

liturgy, was made. These revised versions have been called 

the Apostles and Propagators of the New Script. 4 

The difficulties that Charlemagne had to face were 

great for at the time when he was reviving the study of La

tin "a vulgar -new Latin" was appearing. This made the task 

of the grammarians hard, "for they had to reclaim a class 

4c. G, Crump & E. F. Jacob, Legacy of the Middle Ages, 
pp. 216 & 217. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 
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of minds which had become too far estranged from Latinu. 

Most of these grammarians were of non-Latin orig in. They 

prided themselves on their own nationality. They were i g

norant of Lat·in and confused in their ideas. One of these 

grammarians was Vergil of Toulouse. He claimed great gram

matical authority and was quoted by distinguished grammari

ans. He was regarded as the authoritative head of a school 

but his ideas were strange and mysterious. He invented 

rules, words, facts, ideas and names of authors and finally 

ended "·by distinguishing twelve different kinds of Latin and 

putting Vergil in the time of the flood". He adopted the 

name of verg ilius Mar9 in order to enforce his claims. The ~ 

chief authorities on grammar, however, were Donatus and 
. 5 

Priscian. 

In the circulars sent out by Charlemagne in 1?87 it 

should be observed that the study of the scriptures was em

phasized for he believed that the scriptures should form the 

basis of instruction and at the same time he S'.).ught for 

teachers of grammar in order to revive the secular part of 
- 6 education. 

There was a real revival in the study of La.tin in the 

time of Charlel!lagne. It was easter to learn Latin than be

fore. There was a great deal of time devoted to giving 

5oomenico Comparetti, Ver~il in the Middle .Ages, pp, 
122-125. · New York: G. E. Stec ert & Co., 1929. 

6Ibid., p. 96-97. 
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instruction in Latin. ~uestions and answers were prepared 

beforehand by the teachers and learned by the pupils. Much 

attention was given to the pronunciation of Latin. The pu

pils were trained in Latin conversation as mu.ch as possibl~. 

Some of the old lesson books used in teaching Latin in those 

days resemble our conversation books of today in modern lan

guages. After the boys had learned to read Latin words and 

had studied the grammar somewhat, a simple Latin colloquy 

was read before studying the classics. The following me

diaeval colloquy which has been translated into English il

lustrates the type of instruction given: 

Boys, Master, we children ask you to teach us to spea 
correctly for we are ·unlearned and speak corruptly. 

Master. What do you want to say? 
B. What do we care what we say so long as we speak 

correctly and say what is useful, not old woma.nish or im
proper. 

M. Will you be flogged while learning? 
B. We would rather be flogged while learning than re

main ignorant; but we know that you will be kind to us and 
not flog us unless you are obliged. 

M. I ask you what you are saying to me. What work 
have ·you? 

B. I am a professed monk and I sing seven times a day 
with the brethren and I am busy with reading t,nd singing; 
and meanwhile I want to learn to speak Latin. 

In Charlemagne's time the reading of Latin was taught 
by the alphabet method. The first reading book was the La-

tin psalter. This book was read until it could be said by 

heart. Latin was begun very early with the learning by 

heart of declensions and conjugations and in addition to 

this, lists of vocables. The time of the students was 

7Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., p. 111. 
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devoted mainly to the study of the Latin language. Grammar 

was the basis of all other studies. The Latin Grammars used 

were those of Donatus and Priscian. These grammars were all 

in Latin. Abridgments of Donatus were made and widely used. 

The teachers explained the meaning of the grammatical rules 

in the vernacular. The boys wrote what the teacher said on 

waxen tablets. What they wrote on these tablets· were trans

ferred to parchment. Vergil was used as a text book. Ju

venus, Sedulius and Prudentius were read. These poets were 

studied mainly for grammatical purposes. · Explanations were 

given to the more advanced scholars in .Latin. The main ob

ject of study was to get a practical command of the Latin 

language. Vocabularies or the less common words were intro

duced as the boys advanced. Metrical exercises in La.tin 

were regarded as a high accomplishment in the schools of 

higher learning. 

Bernard de Chartres taught his pupils the application 

or grammar rules to the· texts studied. He directed their a'tr 

ten ti on to ·the f jgures of speech, beauty of expression and 

delicacies of language. He trained his pupils in writing 

Latin prose and verse. In some of the monasteries Roman law 

was studied after the seventh century. When the pupils had 

exhausted the instruction g iven at. the monasteries they at

tended higher institutions of learning where they continued 

the study of Latin.a . 

8s. s. Laurie, Rise and Constitution of the Universi
ties. nn. 38-65. New York: D. Annleton & Co •• 1898. 
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Comparetti says: Charlemagne might resume the classi
cal studies; he could not renew them. Grammar, which of all 
the Seven Arts was the one most benefited by that monarch, 
remained unchanged, except for the childish _i gnorances of 
the compilers and adapters, from the times of paganism to 
the 12th century, when its theories at length began to come 
under the influence of scholasticism. Modern literature and 
modern speculation had then commenced, but grammar still hell 
in the popular estimation that pride of place which in the 
sixth century the Ostrogoth king had assigned to it.9 

Quintilian's ideas were followed in the teaching of La.

tin Grammar in Charlemagne's time and also in all the schooB 

of the middle ages. Quintilian says: 

In regard to the boy who has attained facility in read
ing and writing, the next object is instruction from the 
grammarians. Nor is it of importance whether I speak of the 
Greek or Latin grammarian, though I am inclined to think the 
Greek should take the precedence. 

Both have the same method. This profession, then, dis
tinguished as it is, most compendiously, into two parts, the 
art of speaking correctly and the illustration of the poets 
carries mor e beneath the surface than it shows on its front. 

For not only is the art of writing combined with that 
of speaking but correct reading also precedes illustration, 
and with all these is joined exercise of judgment, which the 
old grammarians indeed used with such severity that they not 
only allowed themselves to distinguish certain verses with a 
particular mark of censure, and to remove as spurious cer
tain books which had been inscribed with false titles, from 
their sets, but even brought some authors within their canon 
and excluded others altogether from classification. 

~uintilian calls a~tention to the fact that the poets 

are not the only authors to be studied, that grammar is not 

complete without a knowledge of music, that the grammarian 

should not be i gnorant of astronomy, for if he is, he cannot 

understand the poets. The grammarian also needs eloquence 

9nomenico C~mparetti, op. cit., p. 78. 
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in order that he may be able to speak fluently and finally 

~uintilian concludes: 

Let no man therefore, look down on the elements of 
grammar as small matters; not because it requires great la
bor to distinguish consonants from vowels, and to divide 
them into the proper number of semi-vowels and mutes, but 
because, to those entering the recesses, as it were, of this 
temple, there will appear much subtlety on points, which may 
not only sharpen the wits of boys~ but may exercise even the 
deepest erudition and knowledge.lu 

In comparing the period f r om ?8? A.D. to the beg inning 

or the tenth century, a period of about one hundred years, 

with the period prior to 600 A,D. which is about 100 years, 

if we use 529 A.D. as the beginning of that period, we ob

serve that there was a break of nearly two hundred years be

tween these two periods. We also observe that considerable 

progress was made in the teaching of Latin. In the period 

prior to 600 A.D. the monks prided themselves on making 

beautiful manuscripts but they did not understand very well 

what they wrote. They were contented with making beautiful 

manuscripts or with the sound of the words which they could 

not understand,but from 787 to the end of the ninth century 

the instruction in Latin was more practical. The pupils 

were more thoroughly trained in reading , writing and speak

ing Latin. The manuscripts were more clearly written and 

could be more easily read. Copies were made of the Latin 

Scriptures in the Vulgate version. Even among people who 

lOJ. s. Watson,· Institutes of Quintilian, translated, 
pp. 28-30. London: George Bell &. Son, ·1892. 
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could not read the influence of the Scriptures must have 

been very great. Copies were made of prayers in Latin that 

cannot be criticized with respect to language or syntax, as 

for example: 

Deus in te sperantium fortitude, adesto propitius in
vocationibus nostris; et quia sine te nihil potest mortalis 
infirmitas, praesta auxiliwn gratiae tuae, ut in exequendis 
mandatis tuis et voluntate tibi et actione placanius.11 

In the tenth century there were only a very few bishops 

who studied Vergil, Lucan and Cicero. In 922 - 942 Abbot 

Odo of Chiny compared Vergil to a beautiful vessel full of 

vipers. Majo.lus, another abbot, forbade Vergil to be read in 

the cloister school, 964~994 A.D. Sigulf, one of Alenin's 

pupils, permitted Verg11 to be read at Ferrieres and Anselm ·~ 

had to advise the study or ·vergil in the middle of the 

eleventh century.12 

In the twelfth century there was an intellectual re

vival. The Mohammedans introduced Arabic learning into 

Europe and translated Greek authors. The Crusades and trade 

guilds quickened intellectual activity. Medicine was taught 

1n ·Latin and Hebrew a! Salerno. Health rules were written 

in Latin verse and addressed to the king of England in 1100 

A.D. Roman law was taught at the beginning of the twelfth 

century. The Codex, the Institutions and the Pandex of 

Justinian were studied. There was a restricted study of 

2.26. 
llc. G. Crump & .E. F. Jacob, op. cit., p. 155, pp. 197 

12s. s. Laurie, op. cit., p. 76-79. 
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Latin authors at the University of Paris at this time. Do

natus and Priscian were the Latin Grammars used. These were 

explained and learned by heart. · Debates occupied a prominent 

place. Selections from Cicero and Vergil were read. They 

were not studied as literature but they were used as illus

trations of grarmnar and of the rules of rhetoric. The study 

of the rules of Latin grammar was formal. Debate was empha

sized and summaries were given in Latin. The study of lit

erature was neglected. 13 

In comparing the period ?87-870 with the twelfth cen

tury and the early part of the thirteenth we observe that 

the reading, writing and speaking of Latin were emphasized. 

The aim was to get a practical connnand of Latin.- In the 

twelfth century they read, wrote and spoke Latin. They also 

studied the Latin Grammar, but this study was characterized 

by formality, laok of interest, imagination or observation. 

There was one trend in Latin study in the twelfth century 

that does not appear in the period influenced by the example 

or Charlemagne ?8?-870 and that was the study of debate and 

the summary of the arguments in La.tin. This was an out

standing characteristic of the trend that Latin was taking 

in the twelfth century, but on the other hand there was a 

lack of humanism in the study of Latin. Humanism was over

shadowed by philosophy. Laurie says: "These studies. however 

13Ibid., p. 91-172. 
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unfruitful as they might be in their immediate results, cul

tivated acuteness or mind, loosened old conviction and laid 

the foundation of modern rationalism.ul4 

There was another trend in Latin in the twelfth century 

that should not be overlooked and that was the composition 

of Latin rhythmical poetry by the Ooliards who regarded them 

selves as belonging ·to the clergy and at the same time they 

looked upon the laity with great contempt. Here was a use 

of Latin in such close connection with the vernacular as an 

organ of thought that the names of the · aneient tradition be

e.a.me familiar in popular literature. Antiquity was thus un

dergoing a new change. Romanticism was introduced. Ovid, 

for example, was not only interpreted allegorically but he 

was also romanticised. The gallant adventures that he de

scribes were "travestied according to the notions of con

temporary chivalry". Here was a new type of poetry that 

swept away with it "the language, the forms and facts of 

ancient poetry" _and made them its own. There were two dis

tinct trends here in the study of Latin, scholasticism and 

romanticism. Comparetti says that it was no uncommon thing 

for the same man to compose learned works and romant'ic po

etry.15 

There was an interesting romance called the Dolopathos 

__ written by John, a monk of the abbey of Hautesville in 

14rbid., p. 269-271. 

l5Domenico Comparetti, op. cit., p. 188-189. 
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Lorraine. This romance was written in Latin in the thir

teenth century and gives a pleasing picture of Vergil that 

illustrates the typical Latin teacher of the thirteenth cen

tury. 

Dolopathos, king of Sicily in the time of Augustus has 

a son called Lucinian. He sends this son to Rome to be edu

cated by Vergil. The wife of Dolopathos dies. He marries 

another woman and sends a message to recall his son. Vergil 

learns that Lucinian is menaced by some great danger. He ad

vises him to remain silent and says to him, "Remain silent 

until I give you permission to speak. n The queen tries to 

make Lucinian speak but he refuses and so she declares that 

she is in love with him, but without effect. She determines 

to have Lucinian killed and so she accuses him of having of

fered her violence. The king condemns Lucinian to death. A 

wise man or sage arrives who succeeds in getting the execu

tion postponed for a day. Other sages arrive and do the same. 

On the seventh day Vergil comes and permits Lucinian to speak 

He declares everything and the queen is burned alive. The 

Narrative describes the deaths of Dolopathos and of Vergil, 

the coming of Christ, the preaching of Christianity in Sici

ly and the conversion of Lucinian ·who dies a saint. In this 

romantic poem, when Lucinian comes to Rome, his future mas

ter receives him with great politeness. On entering the 

school he finds Vergil seated in his chair. He is dressed 

in a rich mantle lined with fur and without sleeves and 
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wears on his head a fur cap. Seated on the ground before 

him are sons of great barons who listen to his teaching. 

The course of instruction begins with the rudiments. Vergil 

teaches Lucinian to read and write, then instructs him in 

Latin and Greek and finally introduces him to the study of 

the seven arts, beginning with grammar, the mother of all 

the rest, and condenses them all for his pupil's special 

benefit into such a small volume that it could be held in

side the closed hand. The Vergil of the grammarians of the 

mediaeval school is embodied in this curious travesty.16 

In 1344-45 an E~say on the Love of Books appeared by 

Richard d'Aungervile, surnamed De Bury. This book was en

titled Philobiblon derived from two Greek words ft..'~ o.s and 

S~l?AOSmeaning love of books. 

The aini of the author was to show to others his love of 

books and to make clear his purpose in collecting a library 

for needy scholars. 

The early chapters deal with the need of books on the 

part of the clergy and the author's charitable intentions in 

collecting a library. He then sets forth his opportunities 

for collecting books. He writes about the benefit of books, 

the value of books and his love and care for books. 

The Philobiblon contains 350 selections from 50 books 

or the Bible. The author quotes Aristotle in Latin. It is 

l6nomenico Comparetti, op. cit., p. 233 & pp. 236-23?. 
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evident that he was familiar with the Latin classics, as for 

example, the Odes of Horace, Martial, Suetonius and Seneca. 

Manu Latin words familiar to the ancients are used in 

the book but they have a meaning entirely different from 

that used in ancient times in order to meet the needs of the 

people in the middle ages. Concilium, for example, means a 

church council, curatus, a curate; horae canonicae, hours of 

prayer and iniquitas means sin. There are many classical 

terms used in a new sense since the introduction of Chris

tianity. 

There are some changes in syntax as, for example, names 

of towns are used in place relations with prepositions. Ex-~ 

amples of this usage are in Roma and de Roma. The accusati"e 

case of the gerund occurs with an object in the accusative, 

as ror example: ad rependendum pro nobis suffragia. Verbs 

used in a transitive sense in cla ssical Latin may be fol

lowed by a prepositional phrase as Veritas vincens, super 

omnia. The dative and ablative plural of anima meaning soul 

has the ending abus instead of is. The ablative of price is 

used in connection with a preposition, as for example, lib

ros pro septuaginta duobus millibus sestertiis emit. 

The author apostrophizes books and identifies them in 

figurative terms as the Ark of Noah, the Ladder of Jacob, 

and the Vineyards of Engedi. 

There are ninete·en thousand words in the Philobiblon 

i _ncluding one thousand words that are not classical. Th ere 
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are many proper nouns taken from the Bible and there are 

frequent allusions to the Scriptures. There are many nouns 

that have a theological significance and many words derived 

from the Greek. There are Latin geographical names and a 

great variety of adjectives and adverbs. 

There are many allusions to the mythology of Greece and 

Rome. There are many philosophical terms and titles for 

Aristotle who was ftthe great idol of the learned" in the 

middle ages, . so that the Philobiblon by Richard de Bury is a 

suitable introduction. to Mediaeval Latin Literature. Prof. 

Mierow quotes from West's -three volume edition of the Philo

biblon, Vol. III, page 33, as -follows: 

It rolls along profuse in allegorical allusion, full 
of rich resonance, and with endless interior echoings be
tween sound and sense, sometimes laborious and pompous, 
and never without a sort of dignity.l? · 

There were no further developments in the study of La.

tin until after the revival of learning and then there was 

a distinct change in the trend of Latiri study and that was 

the introduction of humanism as · revealed in the life and 

teachings of Guarino de Verona, 13?4-1460. He believed that 

Vergil should be learned by heart. He believe that the 

writing of Latin verse was one of the essential marks of an 

educated person. He believed that a knowledge of Greek was 

necessary because of the great number of Latin woras derived 

17charles c. Mierow, Mediaeval Latin Vocabulary, Usage 
and Style as Illustrated by the Philobiblon of Richard de 
Bury, Classical Philology, Vol. x:rv, October, 1930, pp. 
342_-357. 
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from it. He believe that the case endings of Latin nouns 

could not be explained without a knowledge of Greek. He be

lieved in a systematic teaching of the rudiments of Latin 

Grannnar. ·He believe in the study or Homer· for Vergil drew 

his inspiration from this author. He emphasized the study 

of Cicero and Quintilian. The De Officiis and the Tusculum 

Disputations of Cicero were attractive to him. He also re

commended some knowledge of the principles of Roman Law as 

that is helpful 1.n the understanding of Latin authors. 18 

A Latin book entitled Manuale Scholarium was published 

at Uhn by Dinolgnut between the years 1476 and 1481. It pic

tures the life of Heidelberg University. The author is un- ~ 

known. Friedrich Zarncke . reprinted the complete text or this 

book in a work entitled "The German .Universities in the Mid

dle Ages". 

The purpose of the Manuale Scholarium was to teach 

children to speak and comprehend Latin. Dr. Seybolt made a 

translation published by the Harvard University Press. In 

the Introduction to this translation he says that the says 

that the purpose was: 

To preserve,in some measure, the atmosphere or the 
University setting, and the adolescent spirit of the drama
tis personae, as well as to cope with the problem of the bad 
Latin and the etymological vagaries or an unknown author. 

The book contains eighteen chapters. -It consists main

ly of conversations in Latin. In the first chapter a teach

er converses with a student who desires to enter the 

18Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., pp. 205-207. 
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university. The next sixteen chapters are devoted to a con

versation between two students, Camillus and Bartoldus. The 

last chapter consists of invitations to banquets and break

fasts given by students to their teachers. One chapter is 

devoted to hazing. There is some anxiety expressed on the 

part of the students concerning the requirements for gradua

tion. They tire of attending class. They praise their in

structors and they talk about reviews and examinations. 

They discuss expenses of living, borrowing money, books and 

clothing. They are also interested in women. They discuss 

the philosophy of the nominalists and realists and also the 

value of schools of poetry and of law. 

The Manuale was based on the regulations of the various 

schools of the period. Horrible clamors at night were for

bidden, also hazing, destruction of property and gambling. 

Students called lupi, or wolves, were appointed to take 

down the names of those who violated rules and regulation. 

The following conversation is interesting in this connection: 

Bartoldus says: What disturbs you? 
Camillus replies: Listen, I pray, I have been before 

the wolf twelve times. 
Bart. Who was he? 
Cam. I do not know. I will avenge this wrong. 
Bart. It is not a wrong, instead it's the rule. Don't 

be surprised that you have been reported so . often. You 
might have been reported a hundred times. As a matter of 
fact, to tell the truth, I have not heard one Latin word 
from you in eight whole days. 

In those days the children were expected to have some 

knowledge of spoken Latin when they .entered the grammar 

school. They needed heip in Latin according to the 
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testimony or John Brinsley, a Latin teacher who says: 

I have labored and striven by ferule and all means of 
severity, yet I ha~e not been ~ble to make my scholars ut
ter their minds in ariy tolerable manner, or on ordinary 
things, but in very barbarous phrase; not so much as to put 
it Lnto practice among themselves; much less to utter their 
minds in Latin easily, purely and freely.. 

There are many mistakes in syntax in the Manuale 

Scholarium. The .subjunctive ·is used and also the indicative 

without any distinction between them. The perfect subjunc

tive is often used in place of the perfect indicative. In 

direct questions may have the verb in the subjunctive or in 

the indicative mode. Result clauses are introduced by quod 

instead of ut. Clauses introduced by ut, quia and quod are 

used in the indirect discourse instead of the infinitive 

with subject accusative. Clauses giving the reason of the 

speaker have the verbs in the subjunctive mode instead of 

the indicative. Verbs of fearing are followed by quod in

stead of ne. The rules of the sequence of tenses are vio

lated~ Although the Man~ale Scholarium was inaccurate, it 

served a useful purpose in the tifteepth century as a con

versation book in Latin. "Numerous editions off it published 

in the next two centuries show that it ranked in the class 

or the best sellers of that period.nl9 

The college of Guyenne, established in 1534, was a 

great humanistic school where Latin Gra.nrrnar was studied, 

19 
Lillian Gay Berry, A Fifteenth Century Guide to Latin 

Conversation for University Students, The Classical Journal, 
Vol. XXIII, pp. 520-530. April 1928. 
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where Cicero's Letters were the standard prose text and 

where an oration of Cicero was especially studied and with 

it a manual of rhetoric. There were frequent exercises in 

Latin Composition accompanied by much grammatical question

ing and simple materials for writing Latin verse were dic

tated. There were readings from Lucan, Vergil and the Meta-

morphoses of Ovid, Latin Declamation was undertaken, the art 

of oratory was studied, based on the Orations of Cicero, the 

study of Greek was pursued, French was employed in translat

ing Latin and also in Latin Composition, and finally the 

older boys were required to use Latin in addressing little 

boys. 20 

In 1537 Johann Sturm organized a humanistic Latin 

school at Strassburg. Seven years were given to the ac

quirement of a pure Latin style. Two more years were devotoo. 

to elegance of Latin style and five years were given to the 

art of Latin speech. course of ten years was carefully 

mapped out. The child learns to read and learns the decien

sions and conjugations of t he Latin Grammar. Sturm's aim 

was to give his pupils great power of elegant expression in 

Latin. He was especially concerned about the art of expres

sion. The pupil must have a fair command of expression in 

Latin and some knowledge of Greek. Sturm believed that La

tin should be used as a substitute for the mother tongue 

20Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., pp. 208-210. 
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and boys were to be severely punished for using their own 

language. 21 

john Colet was an enthusiastic humanist who lived 

about 1465-1519. He was Dean of St. Paul's Cathedral in 

London and founded St. Paul's School. · He emphasized the 

teaching of pure Latin and Greek. He also surrounded his 

pupils with a healthy relig ious atmosphere. William Lilly 

was appointed headmaster of this school in 1512. He was 

the author of a Latin book called Paul's Accidence, or 

rather this book was dedicated to him. It was compiled by 

a num.ber of Latin, scholars. · Lilly made contr.ibutions to it. 

It became the standard . Latin grammar of the day and was en- . 

titled Lilly's Latin Grammar. The Colloquia of Erasmus ap

peared in 1523. This book was studied in connection with 

Lilly's Grammar. It was the only text book allowed on the 

subject of Latin syntax and inflection. Wh ite says that it 

was not much of an improvement over the dry dissertations 

of a Priscian or a Donatus on the nature of a noun or a 

verb. 22 

The Latin Grammar of Donatus was an elementary Latin 

Grammar, the work of a grammarian of the fourth century. 

It was the foundation of Latin learn ing for more than a 

thousand years. There is nothing in it _to assist the 

· 21Robert Hebert Quick, Educational Reformers, pp. 27-
32. New York: D. App-le ton & Co., 1897. 

22norrance s. White, Humanizing the Teaching of Latin, 
pp. 50? and 508. Classical Journal Vol. rxv {April 1930). 
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memory. The paragraphs are long and unbroken. Initial 

letters alone disturbed the monotony of the page. 

The grammar of Priscian was a work in eighteen books 

that treated the rudiments of Latin Grammar and also syntax. 

iillia.m Lilly's Grammar was much better arranged for conven

ience and compiled on more reasonable principles.23 

The course of study at Eton illustrates the new human

istic learning as introduced into the grammar schools of 

England. The curriculum,with the exception of religion, 

sports and good manners which were especially emphasized, 

was entirely Latin. 

Cur riculum of Eton in 1560 ~ 
First Form 

The Disti"cha de Moribus of Dionysius Cato 
The Exercitat_ion Linguae Latinae of John Lewis Vives 

Second Form 
Terence 

Jucian's Dialogue in Latin 
Aesop's Fables in Latin 

Third Form 
Terence 

Aesop's Fables in Latin 
Selections by Sturmius from Cicero's Epistles. 

The outline given above 1-llustra~es the type of curric

ulum in the lower or usher's school. The following is an 

outline of the curriculum in the upper or master's school. 

Fifth Ferm 
Qvid's Metamorphoses 
Horace 
Cicero's Epistles 
Valerius Maxiamus 
Lucius Florus 
Justin 
Epitome Troporum of Susenbrotus 

23c. G. Crump & E. F. Jacob, op. cit., pp. 276-277. 
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Sixth & Seventh Forms 
Caesar's Commentaries 
Cicero de Of'f'iciis and de Amicitia 
Verg il 
Lucan 
Greek Grammar 

There was the declension of' nouns and the conjugation 

of verbs by the boys of the lower school. Rules of grammar 

were repeated by the seniors and short phrases wer_e composed 

and committed to memory·. Latin composition was a daily exer

cise. In the lower forms an English sentence or passage was 

translated. In the fifth form a theme was written in Latin 

b h 
. 24 

ut in the sixth and sevent forms Latin verses were written. 

The period of Latin study in the mediaeval universities 

covered a period of about two hundred years, embracing the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The period of classical 

humanism was of about the same length, 13?4-1560. In com

paring these two periods we observe that the humanism of the 

mediaeval universities was overshadowed by philosophy, but 

in the p_eriod 1374-1560 the humanistic element appears. That 

is to say Greek and Lattil are emphas~zed as cµltural studies. 

In 1571 there is a break in the trend,as illustrated by the 

teaching .of Edward Campion at Prague, a Jesuit teacher, Latin 

is no longer emphasized as a cultural study. The humanistic 

element disappears and the instr uction becomes a sort of a 

"narrow formalism and a minute di ssection of Classical au

thors'!. 25 

24Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., pp. 222-223. 
25 Ibid., p. 124. 
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Having considered the classical humanists 13?4-1560, 

our next step is to consider the realistic humanists 1535-

1660. The first of these periods is about 200 -years in _ 

length and the second about 125 years. These two periods 

overlap each other to the extent of about twenty-five years. 

These periods run nearly parallel. In the meantime the Re

formation was going on from 1400-1535. 

The object of the classical hlll11allists was to form young 

Romans, to produce a newer Latium. The object of the human

istic realists was to attain to a knowledge of human motives, 

of human life in institutions, of life in contact with na

ture. 26 

The first of these humanistic realists that we shall 

consider is Rabelais who lived from 1483-1553. 

In place of the old linguistic and formal literary edu

cation, he advocated one embracing social, moral, religious 

and physical elements, one that will lead to freedom of 

thought and of action. He believed in the mastery of books 

for practical service in life. He beli eved that games and 

sports should be used in order to make studies pleasant, as 

well as for usefulness in the physical development of the 

child and for the practical bearing ·on his duties later in 

life. He advocated the study of Greek, La.tin, and Hebrew. 

He placed Greek first, Latin second and Hebrew third in the 

6 . 
~ Paul Monroe, History of Education, p. 444. New York: 

MacMillan co., 1908. 
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curriculum. In Latin he emphasized the study of Cicero and 

th~ imitation of his style. The same may be said of Plato 

in Greek. The New Testament was studied in Greek and the 

Old Testament in Hebrew. Rabelais was a humanistic realist. 

Physical, social, moral and religious elements were added. 27 

Rabelais wrote a book entitled Gargantua. In this book 

he pictures tbe life of Gargantua and the heroic deeds of 

Pantagruel. His aim is to set forth in story form the idea 

or obtaining from the study of the ancient authors knowledge 

that would be useful. He ridiculed the old scholastic learn

ing and set forth the idea of using the . old classics for re

alistic and humanistic ends. 

John Mi+ton was another humanistic realist, 1608-1674. 

He did not believe that the entire attention of the student 

should be directed to mastery of the formal side of a lan

guage without any attention to the literary or the content 

side. His curriculum was V'e-ry elaborate. Latin grammar was 

to be s.tud i ed the first year. There was a long list of 

classical authors to be read. Greek and La.tin were to be 

learned with a view to the mastery of the content of the lit~ 

erature. The orations, histories and poetry of the Greeks 

and Romans were studied. The curriculum was impossible of 

accomplishment. His intentions, however, were good, for he 

emphasized the thought of a Latin author rather than the 

words. He emphasized the practical things of life rather 

27 Ibid., pp. 446-448. 
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than showy accomplishments. His view was much broader than 

the formal linguistic views or the classical humanists.28 

According to Milton's view if a man wished to know 

something a.bout architecture he should read Vitruvius ; it 

he wanted to know something about natural philosophy he 

should read Seneca; it he wished to know geography he should 

read the works of Mela; if he wished to know medfcine, he 

should read Celsus who wrote eight books on this subject; if 

he wished to study natural history he should read Pliny's 

natural history, or if he wished to know something about 

bees he should read Vergil.29 

Montaigne was a social realist. Social realism implies~ 

a- training or the judgment with a view to securing for the 

youth a successful and pleasurable career in lite. Training 

in judgment is preferable to cramming the memory . These 

were Montaigne's views. Tra~itional studies such as Latin 

and Greek were not to be neglected. Other studies should be 

added, as f.or example, logic physics, geometry and rhetoric. 
. -

What Cicero says is a good summary of Mantaigne's views. 

"The best of all arts · - that of living well - they followed 

in their lives rather than in their learning." 30 
. 

Locke was- a social realist. ·He be.l ieved in physical 

exercises. His views were somewhat similar to those of 

28Ibid., pp. 448-451. 

29Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. c~t., pp . 332-333. 
30 Paul Monroe , op. cit., p. 452 • . 
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Montaigne. Latin was to form a part of the curriculum be

cause a knowledge of this language was yet a part of thee

quipment of a gentleman of the world. Locke believed that 

education should be practical and fit for the real life of 

the time~ He believed that the writing of Latin themes and 

verse was too restricted and calculated to develop certain 

abilities that were of little value. It seems that from six 

to nine years were devoted to Latin and Greek prose composi

tion and to the writing of verse especially in Latin. This 

was supposed to develop an appreciation for · classical litera

ture. This was the situation that confronted Locke and to 

which he was opposed and so he wrote a book entitled Locke'.s . 

Thoughts which exercised a wonderful influence on the English 

schools and promoted physical and moral discipline through 

games and sports. 31 

Locke believed that the child should be drilled in the 

mother tongue before studying Latin. Latin is to be learned 

through use and through conversation if the teacher can speak 

it. If not, then there should be the reading of the authors 

with as little grammar as possible. There should be no Latin 

Compositioh. The reading of easy Latin texts should be em

phasized. The purpose was no longer to learn Latin for the 

sake of writing it elegantly but the purpose was to compre

hend the authors who had written in that language.32 

3LPaul Monroe, op. cit. pp. 523-524. 
32Gabriel Compayre, History of Education, pp. 204-2Q6. 

Boston: D. c. Heath & Co., 1895. 
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Richard Mulcaster was a precursor of the sense realists. 

He was a famous Latin grammar school master of London. He 

honored Latin and urged the importance of the study of Eng

lish at the same time.33 

Hatke ~as a sense realist. He claimed that he could 

bring about the use of one common language among the German 

people. In 1617 Ratke published in Latin his Methodus Nova, 

a book of rules for teaching. The following principles are 

set forth in this book: 

1.. The order of nature is to be sought and followed. 
2. One thing at a time and that mastered thoroughly. 
3. Much repetition to insure retention. 
4. The use of the mother tongue for all instruction 

and the languages to be .taught through it. 
5. Everything to be taught without cons t raint. The 

teacher is to teach. The scholars are to keep order and 
discipline. 

6. No learning by heart but much questioning and under-
standing. 

?. Uniformity in books and methods a necessity. 
8. Knowledge of things to precede words about things. 
9. Individual experiences and contact and inquiry to 

replace authority~54 

Wolfgang von Ratke was a forerunner of Comenius. It is 

.interesting to observe the method pursued by him in the stud~ 

ot Latin. A play of Terence, for example, was being studied. 

A translation was read to the pupils several times before 

they were shown the orig inal. The~ the Latin was translated 

t .o them from the text. In the next place the class was 

drilled in grammar and finally the boys were required to turn 

German sentences into La.tin after the style of Terence. 

33Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., p. 405. 
34Ibid., pp. 407-408. 
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This method may have produced a high degree of concentration 

but it was liable to result in monotony and want of interest 

unless skillfully administered. He anticipated many of the 

principles of modern pedagogy and was unsuccessful.35 

·comenius who lived 1592-1671 was a sense realist. He 

had to face many difficulties as a Latin teacher. The gram

mars in common use were those of Donatus and Priscian to 

which we have already referred. There were other grammars 

in use, as for example, Lilly's Latin Grammar of 1513 and 

Melanchthon's Latin Grwnmar of 1525 and that of Alexander de 

Villa Dei called "the doorkeeper of all the other sciences, 

the apt expurgatrix of the stammering tongue, the servant of 

logic, the mistress of rhetoric, the interpreter of theology, 

the relief of medicine, and the praiseworthy foundation of 

the whole quadrivium". 

Comenius undertook to improve the method of teaching 

Latin. His first attempt to simplify the teaching of Latin 

was a work entitled Granunaticae Facilioris Praecepta, Pre

cepts of Easier Grammar. He also wrote Janua Linguarum Re

serata, Gate of Languages Unlocked, an intro_duction to the 

study of Latin. There were sentences of several thousand La

tin words for the most familiar objects and ideas. The Latin 

was p~inted on the right hand side of the page and on the 

left a translation in the vernacular. This helped the pupil 

35Fra.nk P. Graves, Great Educators of Three Centuries, 
pp. a3 and 25. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1912. 
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to get started in his Latin. The Janus., however, was too 

difficult for beginners. It contained eight thousand words 

·and so the Vistibulum was issued which contained a few hun

dred of the mo st common words. These books were revised 

several times. Grarnmars · and Lexicons were written to accom

pany them between 1642 and 16.50. A Latin reader was issued 

called the Atrium. This book was a little in advance of the 

Janua. Comenius contemplated writing a book entitled Sa

pient_iae Palatium , Palace of Wisdom, which was to consist , of 

selections from Caesar,- Sallust and Cicero, but it was never 

completed. He wrote a book entitled Schola Ludres, School 

Plays, which fell into disuse. He also wrote the Orbis 

Sensualium Pictus, the World of Sense Objects Pictured , a 

very popular book for two centuries. Each object in a pic

ture was marked with a number corresponding to one in the 

text. It was the first illustrated reading book on record. 

Comenius alsn; wrote the Didactica. Magna in the Moravian Dia

lect. Such studies as music, morals, religion, government 

and economics were given in the vernacular since it would 

take too long to acquire the Latin for this purpose . Co

menius believe that those who were going on with their stud-

ies would learn Latin more readily if they had a wide know

ledge of the things to which they would simply have to apply 

new names instead of those of the vernacular. He also be

lieved that the use or· a foreign language is a better means 

of learning it than the rules of grammar. 
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The study of a language should be joined with that of 

objects. He subordinated Latin to the vernacular. He com

bined the training in Latin with a knowledge of real things. 

The Orbis Pictus was for many generations the favorite means 

of introducing young people to the study of Latin.36 

In comparing the classical humanists 1374 to 1560, a 

period of 180 years, with the realistic humanists 1555 to 

1660, J a period of 125 years, we observe that great progress 

was made for the object of the classical humanists as stated 

earlier in the chapter was culture. They wished to make 

young Romans out of their pupils. They wished to produce a 

newer Latium, but t~e ?bject of . the humanistic realists was 

to make an application of Latin to the practical aff~~rs of 

life. They sought to -apply a knowledge of Latin to the va

rious occupations in which men were engaged. They believed 

that through the study of the classics one could attain to a 

knowledge of human motives or of human life in contact with 

nature. Comenius was the most successful of these ·humanisti 

realists for the material used .by him. was within the exper i

ence of the child and then too he made the first attempt to 

construct Latin text books according to modern psychological 

principles. His books . stand in marked contrast with those 

of the classic~l humanists who made the children commit to 

memory the dry rules of Latin -syntax without regard to their 

practical application to the realities of life. 

3'6 . ,, .. Ibid., pp. 2?-51. 



CHAPTER II 

TRENDS IN LATIN I N FRANCE, 15.50-1931 

The middle of the sixteenth century opened i n France 

with a reaction against humanism. Ramus, a professor at the 

college of France, published his Dialectic i n Fr ench in 1555 

and seven years later a French grammar. He considered it 

almost a sacri-lege to criticize Cicero or uintilian. Henri 

Estienne published a book entitled: "Similarity between the 

French and the Greek Language". In 15?6 Louis Le Rey, a 

professor in the college or France expounded the orations of 

Demosthenes in French instead of delivering his lectures in 

Latin. It was about the middle of the sixteenth century that 

a society k~own as the Jesuits· was organized. They opened 

the college of Clermont in Paris where they emphasized the 

study of Latin and Greek. 1 

Latin superseded all other languages in speaking and 

nothing else could be used by the pupils on any day except a 

holiday. Latin conversations on var1ous topics were com

mitted to memory. The teacher would expound a portion of a 

Latin or a Greek author. The pupils were required to learn 

grammar rules and parts of classical authors by heart. writ-

ten exercises in Latin were handed in every day excep t Sat

urday. Emulation was characteristic of the instruction g iven 

The classes were divided into two groups, Rome on one side 

l Ernest F. Farring ton, French Secondary Schools, pp. 
40 & 41. New York: Longmans Green & Co., 1915. 
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and Carthage on the other. There were pitched battles of 

questions on set subjects. There were disputations in the 

higher classes in Latin. The teacher would explain a piece 

of Latin. There was parsing, conjugating and declining in 

Latin. Almost all the strength of the Jesuit teaching was 

thrown into Latin which was used in reading , writing and 

speaking . A lecture on a classical author must consist of 

the following parts: 1st the general meaning of the passage; 

2nd the explanation of each clause; 3rd accounts of histori

cal events, of manners and customs~ 4th applications of the 

rules of rhetoric and poetry; 5th an examination of the La

tinity and 6th the inculcation of some moral lesson. 2 

The college of Clermont founded by the Jesuits in Paris 

became very strong in the classics but when they made an at

tempt on the king's life they were expelled from Paris. When 

the king Henry IV came to Paris, the educational condition 

was deplorable. He aimed to reform the university. royal 

commission was artganized and the statutes of the University 

or Paris were published in 1600. Emphasis was placed on La

tin and the humanistic type of .instruction prevailed. Tibul

lus, Perseus, Propertius and Plantus were included in the 

curriculum. The leading Greek autho~s were also listed in 

the curriculum. The Latin Grammar requirement was limited 

to one hour per day instead of six, the other five were de

voted to the study of th.e orig inal text. The course extended 

2R. H. uick, op. cit., pp. 40-45. 
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over a period of five year s . If the boys · were nine years 

old when they began this course and were familiar with the 

elements of Latin, the time allotment suggested here agrees 

with the- ratio studiorum of the Jesuits. It also compares 

favorably with Sturm's course at Strassubrg and is qu ite 

humanistic. The authors studied were: Terence, Cicero's Le t 

ter~, Cicero's De Officiis and Ovid. There was also a com

parative study of Greek and Latin Grammar. The arrangement 

of the curriculum corresponded with that of Sturm's course 

at Strassburg . The use of Latin as a medium of communication 

was .emphasized and students were forbidden to use the verna

cular.3 

There was a definite change in the trend of Latin intro

duced by the Port Royalists and the Oratorians at the beg in

ning of the seventeenth century. The Port Royalists flour

ished from 1600-l?OO. It is well to observe here that the 

humanists tolerated no language except Latin and Greek . The 

pupils had to learn Latin. They had to study the rules of 

Latin in Latin and commit them to memory. The Port Royalistf 

. reacted against humanism. They proposed to break the bondage 

to Latin and so new principles were introduced . Everyth ing 

should be taught through t he mother tongue. Translat i ons of 

Latin authors into French wer e used . The classical authors 

were regarded as books that meant something . The first 

principles of gr ammar we~e taught as set forth in the 

. 3E. F. Farring ton, op. cit., pp . 43-46. 
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Grammaire Gen~rale et Raisonn~ of Arnold and Lancelot. The 

Latin Grammar of Despant~re written in Latin was discarded 

and Lancelot's New Method of Learning Latin, published in 

1644, was used. Thus the pupils were taught to translate a 

Latin author into French with a minimum of the essentials of 

grammar and with a previous acquaintance with the sense of 

the book. The art of translation was emphasized. The train

ing was literary but the study of forms was not neglected.4 

The Oratorians resembled the Port Royalists in their 

methods of instruction for they began the study of Latin 

Grannnar in French but at the same time they emphasized the 

study of h~story, mathematics and physics. The use of Latin 

was made obligatory from the fourth class up. uick says: 

The Oratorians and the Port Royalists are equally to be 
credited with beg inning the study of grammar in the vernacu
lar, but for the emphasis placed upon history, mathe·matics 
and physics, the Oratorians have to share the honors with 
none.5 · 

~ 

Toward the end of the century Rollin appears on the 

scene 1694-1696. He wrote "Trait~ des etudes" in which he 

sets forth his ideas on education~ Rollin censured the stud~ 

of Greek. He was more of a Latinist than a Hellenist. He 

recommended Latin Composition to h is pupils. He believed 

that Latin should be written and spo~en. He demanded that 

there should be no abuse of themes in the lower classes. He 

recommended the use of oral themes and the interpretation of 

4:a. R. Q.uick, op. c'it., pp. 184-187. 

5Ernest F. Farrington, op. cit., pp. 4?-48. 

• 
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Latin authors.6 

Farrington says that Rollin follows the Oratorians and 

the Port Royalists in the importance of the French language 

for beginning pupils, but he shows his partiality for the 

classics in his elaborate treatment of instruction in Greek 

and Latin. He makes no attempt to teach Latin as a living 

language like the Jesuits, but it is considered as a means 

of laying under tribute the vast treasures of the classic 

world. His aim was not merely to form good Latinists, but 

rather to develop young men of fine appearance and good taste 

who know the right and will to do the right. 7 

The Jesuits flourished in Paris 1550-1600, the Port 

Royalists and Oratorians from 1600-1700, Rollin 1694-1696. 

Here we have two periods, one of fifty years and one of a 

hundred years, but the difference in trends is sharply de

fined although the periods are close together. 

In comparing the Port Royalists and the Oratorians with 

the Jesuits it should be observed that the Jesuits taught 

Latin in Latin, but the Port Royalists and the Oratorians 

taught Latin in French . The Ratio Studiorum of the Jesuits 

was confined entirely to Latin. The curriculum -of the Port 

Royalists included Latin as a subject to be taught in the 

vernacular, but they emphasized th~ study of geography, his

tory, physics and the various branches of mathematics, as 

6william Compayre, History of Pedagogy , p. 24. Boston: 
D.C.Heath & Co., 1895. 

7Ernest F. Farrington, op. cit., p. 52. 
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tor example, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Analytical

Geometry and Calenbus. While the Jesuits were very success

ful in the miltiplication of their colleges they were less 

progressive than their rivals the Port Royalists and the 

Oratorians. Rollin was more of a humanist than the Jesuits 

and emphasized Latin more than the Port Royalists and the 

Oratorians. 

There is a great break in the Latin trends in France 

from the end of the seventeenth century to the beginning of 

the nineteenth century and there is nothing of importance 

during this period concerning out subject of investigation 
. --

except Rolland 's educational plan of 1?68. His plan incor

porated the views of Rollin and those of the Port Royalists . 

He added French to Latin as a source from which to draw il

lustrations for the principles of rhetoric. He believ~that 

each one should have within his reach the education for which 

he was best fitted. Rolland's plan was excellent but, as it 

did not go into effect until . the beginning of the nineteenth 

century under the supervision of Napoleon, it will be consi

dered or included in the next period of Latin trends in 

France. 8 

This trend covers a period of ftfty years from the be

ginning of the nineteenth century to the establishment of 

the Second French Republic in 1848. 

In 1802 Napoleon r~organized public education in France. 

8 Ibid., pp. 55-57. 
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He incorporated in his plan many of the ideas of Rolland ad

vocated forty years before. The curriculum was a six year 

course. Le.tin and French ran parallel through the first 

five years. Greek and Latin were studied in the second, 

third and fourth years. Instruction in philosophy was op

tional in the last year in either Latin or French. The 

sciences were submerged by the traditional classical program. 

The fall of Napoleon, however, dealt the schools of France a 

blow from which they did not recover for a long time. 

In the reign of Louis XVIII Scriptural readings were 

introduced in French in the preparatory classes, but in the 

sixth to the third form they were conducted in Latin and in 

the hig~er classes in Greek. The two years course in phil

osophy had to be conducted in Latin. · In 1820 there was some 

reaction and philosophy was taught in French. In Villemin's 

report on secondary education in 1843 the study of modern 

languages was reinforced by the study of the classics, but 

·there was· no change of any consequence until the founding of 

the Second Republic in 1848. 

The new curriculum was divided into three parts. There 

was a three year grannnar course devoted to the study of La

tin and Greek. Two and one-half years were devoted to the 

study of Greek but the pupils could make a choice ~etween 

ancient languages and sciences. The literary or classical 

course resembled the course for the B.A. degree in the old 

type American College. 9 

9 
Ibid., pp. 66-?4. 

• 
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There was a great deal of discussion from the middle 

to the end of the century concerning the classics. Jules 

Simon attempted to reform the study of ancient languages. 

He wished to abolish Latin verse and oratory, but the time 

was not ripe for this reform and so these exercises were re

stored in 1874. In 1880 Latin verse was abolished and the 

French oration was substituted for the Latin. An attack was 

made on the classics in 1885 by B. Frary in his book entitled 

"La Question des Latin". He did not think it necessary to 

study Latin because only a few were benefitted by it. He was 

opposed by Alfred. Fouilee who believed that Latin was a use

ful subject of study, that carried one back to great nationa~ 

and historical interests, that Latin should be studied in or

der to promote the use of the French language. The ministry 

of instruction in 1890 advocated an extensive reading of the 

classic authors. The intensive study of parts of the origi

nal was supplemented by good translations. In 1898 a ques

tionnaire -was sent out by the chamber of Deputies. M. Ber

thelot declared that a classical education wa s out of harmonJ1 

with modern needs and the demands of modern society. He did 

not believe in a compulsory requirement of the ancient clas

sics. M. Lavisse believed that the study of Latin was es

sential for a thorough command of the French language. 

M. Griard believed that the study of Ureek should accompany 

the study of Latin and that classical studies were the foun

dation of the French language and literature. M. Brunetiere 
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believed that the study of Latin was important for the study 

of the French language and etymology. M. Buisson says: 

"Classical education should develop a man in that which is 

the most essential and the most perfect." M. Joubert, an 

Inspector General in Science, says: "Classical education 

having as the foundation Latin and Greek is certainly indis

pensable and it is hoped that it will remain so as long a s 

possible." I • 
M. Leon Bourgeois believed that Latin and Greek 

were indispensable to a certain number only. M. Wallon, a 

former minister of public instruction believed that the clas

sical course should be retained, that it is the foundation of 

secondary education. M. Anatole Leroy Beaulieu recommends 

briefer Latin grammars and not overloaded with rules and ex

ceptions. The Chamber of Commerce of Aubenas considers the 

classics suitable for young persons destined for liberal ca

reers, but they question as to whether it meets present needs 

and demands. The Bordeaux Chamber of Commerce claims that 

while the ·classics have trained men who have placed French 

industry and commerce in high rank, they are no longer suited 

to meet present demands. The Chamber of Commerce of Amiens 

says: "Classical secondary education, based on the study of 

the dead languages, is an advisable gymnastic of the mind 

which strengthens and makes it supple· by g iving it precision, 

finesse and taste .. " 

The Rouen Chamber of Commerce believesthat the classi

cal curriculum should be maintained. The Chamber of Commerce 

-
• 
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of Lyons emphasizes in strong terms the importance of a 

classical education.lo 

In comparing the last fifty years of the nineteenth 

century with the Napoleonic period of t wenty years we ob

serve t ha t in the Napoleonic period Latin and Mathematics 

were the leading subjects of study in the curriculum a nd that 

m1litary discipline was introduced, but in the latter half 

of the century Latin and science were emphasized. There was 

also a period of discussion extending over a period of three 

years, which reached a climax in January 1902. Some were in 

favor of the classics while others thought that the class i cs 

had served t heir purpose and that other branches should be 

introduced to take their place. 

In 1902 a new plan was introduced as the result of a 

plan of discussion, extending over a period of several years 

as indicated above. This was called the plan of 1902. The 

new course of study was seven years in length. It was divid

ed into two parts cal_led cycles of three and four years each4 

In the first cycle there were two section·s, one which empha

sized Latin, while the other was devoted to French, science 

and drawing. In the second cycle there were four sections, 

anyone of which could be elected as follows: (1) Latin and 

science; (2) Latin and modern languages; (3) Latin and 

Greek; (4) Modern language and science without Latin. The 

10c1assical Investigation, Part III, General Report, 
pp. 55-74. Princeton University Press, · 1925. 

-
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length of the course was two years. In the last year the 

student could specialize in philosophy or mathematics. The 

chief stress in Latin was placed on the explanation of the 

text. In the first place ther e is a word for word transla

tion. This material is then turned into good French. The 

lesson is concluded by reading the original text with ex

pression but without affectation.11 

In France Latin is pronounced like French with the ex

ception of the Roman sound of e and the enunciation of the 

final consonants. All efforts to introduce a reform in the 

pronunciation of Latin have failed. The reason for it is 

that the main object or purpose of the French in studying 

Latin is to trace the relationship betwe~n the two languages 

and they think that this purpose can be accomplished to bet

ter advantage by pronouncing Latin like French. If they 

learned a foreign pronunciation they would not be able to see 

the relation of Latin to French. 

The . work in Latin Composition is prepared at home and 

handed in. It is read by the teacher. The mistakes are 

noted and discussed in class. The sentences are then written 

correctly by the pupil in a note book. The professor keeps 

a note book of all the exercises g iven out. 

Written translation is emphasized. The method pursued 

is similar to that used in Latin Composition. These exer

cises are corrected and rewritten so that the translation 

llibid., p. 185. 

• 
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from Latin into French is an exercise in French Composition. 

It should be kept in mind that the teacher of Latin teaches 

French. This is an advantage to the classical students for 

it helps them to make up work in Freno~ that would otherwise 

be impossible. There is also a great deal of committing La

tin to memory. Ten or twenty lines are assigned for each 

lesson. The lines to be memorized are translated and ex

plained in advance. 

According to Farrington the reading and translation of 

Latin in France is entirely different from what it is in 

America. The teacher hears only a few members of the class 

recite but he finds out what each one knows about the lesson. 

The first part of the period, occupying about one-third of 

the time, is devoted to memory work , translation and dicta

tion. The remaining two-thirds is occupied with translation. 

The teacher asks a pupil to explain the text. This work is 

divided into four parts. He reads a sentence in Latin or the 

entire assignment is read, then he rereads the Latin accord

ing to the natural groupings of the words . He reads this in 

the order required according to the order of the French id

iom. Each of these groups of words is turned into French and 

finally the ~ntire assignment is turned into good French. 

The teacher asks questions on history, geogr aphy, style and 

etymology connected with the text. The pupil takes notes on 

the comments of the teac4er. Farrington critizes the method 

as follows: 

• 

J 
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To be sure it eliminates numer ous syntactica l questions 
and explanations, for the teacher can discern immediately 
whether or· not the pupil has grasped the meaning of the text; 
and the rest of the class at the same time have most of their 
difficulties cleared up, but it must ·necessarily waste con
siderable time, for the method recognizes no differentiation 
of difficulty, and the same laborious and artificial treat-
ment is expended upon the simple as upon the obscure.12 . 

1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 

. 

TABLE I 

THE STATUS OF LA.TIN .!1"1) GREEK SINCE 1904 

A 
Latin

Greek 

3,337 
4,008 
3,552 
3,105 
2,886 
2,506 
2,312 
2,176 
2,110 
2,398 
2,502 
2,872 
2,760 
2, ?53 
2,?75 

B 
Latin
Modern 

Languages 

1,217 
1,965 
2,367 
2,818 
3~058 
3,147 
3,229 
3,265 
3,431 
3,569 
3,807 
4 ,620 
4,686 
4,943 
5,964 

C 
Latin
Sciences 

2,229 
3,019 
2,422 
2,878 
2,766 
2,71? 
2,757 
2,964 
3,039 
3,134 
3,382 
5,055 
5,167 
5,243 
5,281 

D 
Science

Modern 
Languages 

997 
2,742 
3,634 
3,748 
3,897 
4,088 
4,266 
4,480 
4,529 
4,632 
4,643 
4,266 
4,629 
4,862 
5,241 

According to this table there is a decline in numbers 

in column A. This is due to the fact that there was a de

cline in the number tak ing Greek. The columns Band Cindi

cate a steady increase _in the number of those taking Latin. 

In 1902-1903 the number was 4,121, but in 1903-1904 the 

number was 4,307. In 1904-1905 the number was 4,538. In 

12Ernest F. Farrington, op. cit., pp. 202-205. 
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1905-1906 the number was 4,460, in 1906-1907 the number was 

4,528, in 1907-1908, 4,476 and in 1908-1909, 4442. 

In making his report on the budget for 1913 M. Viviani 

says: "Latin studies are not on the decline and we would 

wish that those who protest so vigorously against the pres

ent would take the trouble to examine the statistics.It 

The Classical Investigation quotes the following sta

tistics from the Report of the United States Commissioner of 

Education for 1914 on page 723. 

TABLE II 

PERCENTAGES OF PUPILS TAKING LATIN, 1908-1913 13 

Year In Lycees In Colleges 

1908 53.27 40.2? 
1909 53.76 40.39 
1910 54,72 42.39 
1911 56.29 48.19 
1912 58.29 47.25 
1913 60.62 49.66 

There was a break of four years in the trends of Latin 

in France from 1913 to 1921 as the· result of the World war. 

The curriculum had become overcrowded. The Classical 

Investigation calls it "merely a collection of subjects de-

vised by specialists from their own point of view instead of 

a coordinated whole organized with a view to modern require-

men ts." 

In making efforts to reorganize the curriculum there 

13c1assical Investigation, op. oit., pp. 89-91. 

-
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were two viewpoints. One was to turn the schools into trade 

and technical institutions; the other was to introduce a new 

spirit that would meet the demands of modern times. There 

were only a few who were extremely radical in their views. 

The majority believed in training for citizenship. There 

were those who emphasized the study of Latin. They believed 

that Latin should be the basis of an education. There were 

those who emphasized the sciences. They believed that these 

branches were the basis of an education. There were also 

those who recommended the development of the classics and 

sciences side by side. 

In 1921 the superior council of public instruction in · 

France recommended two courses of study. One of them should 

be a Greek and Latin course, the other should be a Greek and 

Latin course with French as the basis. The Council of Edu

cation recognized both these courses but there was much op

position. M. Brunot, Dean of Letters at the Sorbonne, for 

example, believed that the ancient and modern languages 

should be equally recognized and that the pupils should be 

permitted to choose between them. Prof. Borel recommended 

the creation of two parallel courses, a classical course and 

a modern language course including science. M. Marcel Pre
vost believed that Latin was indispensable. The Lyons Cham

ber of Commerce recommended the study of Latin and Greek, 

for in this way French is learned. There were three types 

of opinion then, as already indicated. There were those who 

--
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believed that Latin and Greek should be suppressed; there 

were those who believed that these languages should be com

pulsory; there were those who did not believe in compulsory 

requirements of the classical languages, but who emphasized 

the humanities and at the same time were not opposed to the 

classics. 

In the reorganized curriculum three courses are .pre

sented, a course in Latin and Greek, a course in Latin and a 

modern language course. We may designate the Latin and Greek 

course with the letter A, the Latin course with Al and Modern 

Languages with B, then the proposed plan of 1923 may be pre-

sented as follows in comparison with the plan of 1902. 

ProEosed Plan of 1923 Plan of 1902 

A Al B A B C D 
Hours 64 58 50 70 57 55 33 

So then, according to the classical investigation,Greek 

enjoys a status that is favorable, Latin enj oys an advantage 

because it becomes more general and French also because it 

has more hours among the classical subjects and a larger num

ber of hours· among the modern subject in the second period . 

On May 3rd, 1923 a decree was issued by President 

Millerand of France alono the line of the proposed plan as 

already suggested. The articles of this decree are stated in 

the following terms: 

Article 2. All pupils pursue the same course of studies 
during the first four years. Latin is compulsory during the 
first four years and Greek for two years. 

• 
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Ar ticle 3. In the classes of the second and first years 
pupils have a choice between a classical course and a modern 
course. In the classical course of three years Latin is com
pulsory and Greek is optional. Those who. do not continue 
Greek divide the time between Franch and a modern language. 
If the modern course is taken,more advanced work in French 
and second modern language replace Latin and Greek. 

rticle 4. From the sixth year class to the first year 
class· the programmes and hours for the sciences are the s ame 
for all pupils . 

Article 5. The classes in philosophy and mathemati cs 
are open to the pupils who pass from the first year class 
without regard to their option. 

Article 6. The baccalaur~at is the single sanction of 
secondary education. 

This decree was passed October 1st, 1923 and the follow

ing chart shows the new organization of secondary schools de

veloped as the result of this decree: 

TABLE III 

CURRICULUM IN FRENCH SCHOOLS IN DEC. 1923 

Age 
l?-18 Philosophy or Mathematics 

Latin and Greek Latin Modern Languages 

Pr . t-,. Al B 
16-1? emiere Premiere Premi1re ) Second 
15-16 Seconde Seconde Seconde ) Period 

Certificat Classique t1Jmentaire 
14-15 Trois~me Latin and Greek ) 
13-14 Q.uatri ·me Latin and Greek ) First 
12-13 Cinquieme Le.tin ) Period 
11-12 Sixieme Latin ) 

These courses of study became the regular curriculum in 

French schools in December 1923 and were slightly modified , 

but the modification was considered temporary as it had not 

been definitely formulated. The classical course is strongly 

maintained alongside of a modern course. It should be kept 

Ill 

• 
• 

• 
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in mind, however, that all have to take Latin during the 

first four years, classes de sixi~me, cingui~me, quatrieme 

et troiseme and Greek is required in classes de quatrieme et 

troiseme for two years, but in the classes de seconde et de 

premiere the pupils can choose between a classical course 

and a modern course. If they take the classical course Latin 

is continued as compulsory and Greek is optionai.·14 

The requirements in Latin are as follows for schools in 

France according to the plan of 1923. 

In Classe de Sixieme they have six hours of language . 

In this class they teach pronunciation, the declension of 

nouns and adjectives, the conjugation of verbs and the de

clension of pronouns . Oral and written exercises are given 

in composition and translation. The authors read consist of 

easy and graduated texts as for example, Epitome Historiae 

Graecae and De Viris Illustribus Urbis Romae. 

In Classe de Cinqui1me they have six hours of language 

and a revi.ew of regular declensions and conjugations. Irre

gular declensions and conjugations· are studied . The syn tax 

of concords and complement. is studied, also principalwand 

subordinate sentences. A comparison of Latin and French Con-

struction is made, based on examples of texts already ex~ 

plained. There is an explanation and recitation of texts. 

Explanations are followed by reading the Latin text with 

expression. The authors read are De Viris Illustribus Urbis 

14Ibid., pp. 91-127. 

• 
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Romae during the first semester and Selectae e Profanis 

Scriptoribus Historiae . In the second semester the selected 

fables of Phaedrus and Cornelius Nepos are read. 

In classe de quatrieme they have f ·ive hours of lan

guage . There is a review of grammar and a more complete 

study of the compound sentence and subordinate clause. Deri

vatives and compound words are studied, also the elements of 

prosody and versification associated with the explanation of 

texts. There are practical exercise·s consisting of the ex

planation and recitation of texts followed by the reading of 

the Latin text as a whole with expression. There is oral and 

written composition together with translation. The authors ~ 

read are: Cornelius Nepos , Caesar De Bello Gallico , Anecdotes 

and selections from Cicero, the Metamorphoses of Ovid and 

Vergil's Aeneid, Books I - III, also Quintus Curtius and 

moral passages or aphorisms selected from Latin authors • . 

In classe de trois~me they have four hours of language 

and literature. There is a general review of grammar and 

special attention is given to the syntax of subordinate 

clauses. The more simple distinctive features of the Latin 

sentence are taught. The elements of prosody and versifica

tion in connection with the explanation of texts are taught, 

also the scanning of hexameters and pentameters. Roman Lit

erature and civilization are studied in connection with the 

translation and explanation of authors. The practical exer

cises consist of the explanation of texts together with the 

• 
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reading of the Latin text as a whole with express_ion and the 

recitation of texts previously explained. There are written 

and oral compositions and translations. Selections from the 

Latin drama are read, Vergil's Georgiees and the Aeneid are 

studied, books I - III , the Pro Archia of Cicero, Sallust . 

and moral passages or aphorisms selected from various Latin 

authors. 

In Classe de Seconde there _are four hours of language 

and literature. In this class there is a review and further 

study of grammar in connection with the explanation of au

thors. There is also further study on versification, Roman 

literature and ~ivilization are studied in connection with 

the translation and explanation of authors. The practical 

exercises are very similar to those mentioned in previous 

classes, namely, the explanation of texts followed by the 

reading of the Latin text as a whole with expression. There 

is also a recitation of the texts previousl.y explained, com

positions and translations. The authors read consist of 

selections from . the Latin drama, the Bueolies and Aeneid of 

· Vergil, the Odes of Horace, Anthology of Latin Poets , the 

Catilinarian orations of Cicero , Livy, the Germania and 

Agricola of Tacitus, the selected letters of Pliny the 

Younger, an Anthology of Latin prose writers to the end of 

the fourth century A.D. and moral passages or aphorisms se

lected from Latin author.a. 

In classe de Premi~re there are four hours of language 

• .. .. 
.. 
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and literature. There is a review and further study of 

grammar in connection with the explanation of texts · and fur

ther study .of versification. The history of Roman literature 

and civilization are studied in connection with the transla

tion and explanation of authors. The practical exercises 

consist of the explanation and reading of the Latin text to

gether with compositions and translations. The authors read 

are selections from the Latin drama, Lucretius, Vergil, 

Horace, the Pro Milone and Pro Murena of .Cicero, Selections 

from the philosophical writings of Cicero, also selections 

from the treatises on Rhetoric , Caesar's Commentaries, Livy, 

Seneca, Tacitus, the Conciones of Henri Estienne, an antholo-
~ 

gy of Latin poets and also of Latin prose writers to the end 

of the fourth century A. D. 

In the classe de Ph ilosophie they read selections from 

the list studied in the Classe de Premiere , selections from 

Seneca's Letters to Lucilius and his moral essays, these

lected Idylls of Theocritus, selections from Thucydides and 

selections from the Rhetoric and Peetics of Aristotle .15 

In comparing the period before the war 1902-1913 with 

the period after the war 1918-1923, we observe that four 

courses of study were open to the pupils according to the 

plan of 1902, namely, Latin and Gre.ek, Latin with a modern 

language, La.tin with sciences or modern languages and sci

ences without Latin , but .according to the plan of 1923 there 

15 Ibid., pp. 127-134. 
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was no opportunity to take a course without Latin. This 

subject must be studied during the first four years and 

Greek for two years. During the last two years of the course 

in the classes de seconde et de premiere the pupils have a 

choice between a classical course and a modern language 

course. 

It seems to me that the plan of 1923 is preferable to 

the plan of 1902 for according to the plan of 1923 Latin is 

recognized as an indispensable subject of study during four 

years of the course and this is a very commendable feature 

when you stop to consider that French is derived from La.tin 

and that the discipline derived from the study of Latin is a 

very great help in the mastery of the French language and 

literature. 

• • : 



CHAPTER III 

TRENDS IN LATIN I N GERMANY 1500-1931 

In the fifteenth century the schools of Germany were 

monastic and cathedral schools or municipalities controlled 

by guilds, dominated by the clergy and devoted almost ex

clusively to the study of Latin. The curriculum consisted 

of the trivium, grammar, rhetoric and dialectic, a lso t he 

quadrivium, arithmetic, astronomy, geometry and music. 

There was no appreciation of the spirit of Latin literature 

and no devotion to classical ideas. This attitude was dem

onstrated with great force by the fact that the monks were 

opposed to the revival of learning. The monasteries were a 

nest of i gnorance and depravity. Their opposition was des

perate for they regarded Greek as newly invented. They 

thought that if a man studied Hebrew he would become a Jew 

and so they pursued various representatives of the new learn

ing like beasts of prey. Their i gnorance was exposed, how

ever, by Erasmus and also by Renchlin who published the 

first Hebrew· Grammar in Germany in 1506. He was professor 

of Latin and Greek at Basil and also at Tubingen. He vis

ited the papal court in Italy and delivered such an admir

able address in Latin that the Pope said: "This man certain

ly deserves to rank with t h e best or ators of France a nd 

Italy." According to D'Aub.igne, Renchlin spared neither 

labor nor money to introduce into Germany t he editions of 

the classic writers as they issued from the Italian press.l 

iF.V.N.Painter, History of Education, pp. 128-131. 
New York: D. Appleton & Co, l~j39. 
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He wrote a Hebrew Grammar in Latin, De rudimerrtis 

hebraicis. He prepared an edition of the Hebrew text of the 

Psalms with a literal Latin translation. He wrote a book in 

Latin entitled, De Accentibus et ortographia benignae he

braicae, also De verbo mirifico 1494 and De vale cabalistica 

1517. 2 

The first Protestant school of the humanistic t-ype was 

established at Magdeberg in 1524. In -1528 Melanchthon pre

sented a pla~ for the organization of schools. The children 

were divided into three groups and six classes. Melanchthon 

attached great importance to the study of the Latin Grammar 

and established Latin Grammar Schools . The children were to 

be taught Latin .only in the language courses. The first 

group studied Donatus and Cato. They learned Latin words 

and were trained in reading Latin. The second group read 

the Collognies of Erasmus . Sentences from Ovid were memo-

rized. esops Fables were studied in Latin and Terence was 

committed to memory . Plantus was read including such plays --
as the Aulularia, the Trinummus and the Pseudolus. In the 

third group Vergil was read, Ovid's Metamorphoses were trans

lated, also Cicero's Offices and his Letters~ The pupils 

were rigidly confined to Latin conversation and the teachers 

must speak nothing but Latin.3 

2catholic Encyclopaedia, Vol. XII, p. 798. New York: 
Robert Appleton & Co., 1911. 

3Ellwood P . Cubberley, Readings in the History of Edu
cation, pp. 247-249. New York: Houghton Mifflin & co.,1920. 
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( ProfJ Peck writes of Melanchthon as a classical scholar 
-------of great diligence. The influence of his severe training in 

grammar and style is felt today in .rermany. He wrote Latin 

and Greek grammars and many classical text books. He com

posed Latin letters written in a clear and simple style. He 

is classified by Prof. Peck as a German philolog ist and not 

as an Italian or French classicist. 4 

Melanchthon was called the praeceptor of Germany. His 

educational reforms appear in the universities and in the 

school established at .V i ttenberg. According to a statement 

made by him in the Visitation Ar ticles of Saxony formulated 

by him in 1528 he said that the children should learn only 

Latin, not German or Greek or Hebrew as some had done hither- · 

to, thus burdening the children with a multitude of studies 

that were not only unfruitful but even hurtful. 5 

Rudolph Agricola, 1443-1485, was another humanist of 

considerable importance. The worst Latin prevailed in Ger

many in Agricola's time. Good Latin wa s not appreciated in 

the least and so Agricola attempted to i mprove conditions. 

He believed that it was nece s sary to study both natural and 

moral philosophy in the classic authors in ·order to learn 

the art of speaking well. He believe ·tha t t he cla s s ics 
~ 

should be translated into the mother tongue . as exactly as 

possible. In this way one learns to find easily the 

4Earry T. Peek, History of Classical Philology, p. 39?. 
New York: _Macmillan & Co., 1911. 

5Paul Monroe, op. cit., p. 416. 
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necessary Latin expressions for what one has thought in his 

own language. One should ponder well in the mother tongue 

what is to be written in Latin and before he seeks to em

bellish what he writes with ornamental language, he should 

learn to write correctly.6 

Jacob Wim.pheling should be mentioned among the German 

humanists for he shared with Melanchthon the title, preceptor 

of Germany. He made Heidelberg the center of humanistic 

learning in Western Germany. He wrote a treatise entitled, 

Guide to German Youth. In his method of education he fol-

lowed the traditions of the Renaissance. He advocated a 

wide selection of Greek and Latin texts and made a study of 

their content as well as form. 7 

In southwestern Germany humanistic classical schools 

were established at W"tlrtemberg. The code for these schools 

was issued in 1559 and approved by the Diet of the State in 

1565. Each school was to have six classes. In the first or 

lowest class the children were from nine to eleven years of 

age., In this class the aim was to read Latin and to build 

up a vocabulary. Cato was the reading book. In the second 

class the children were from ten to twelve years of age. 

The reading of Cato wa s continued. The declensions and con

jugations of the Latin Grarmn.ar were studied. The vocabulary 

was enlarged. There was translation from the Latin 

6F.V. N.Painter, op. cit., pp. 125-128. 

?Paul Monroe, op. cit.,_ pp. 377-378. 
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catechism, much drill on phrases and some training in music. 

In the t h ird class the pupils .were eleven to thirteen years 

of age. There was much drill on -phrases, the reading of 

fables and dialog s and also they commenced the reading of 

Cicero's Letters. There were reading s from Terence for the 

sake of elegance and purity. Syntax was begun and music con

tinued. In the fourth class the children were from t welve 

to fourteen years of age. In this class Cice~o's Letters 

were read and also his Essays on Friendsh ip and Old Age. 

Terence .was studied, syntax was finished and prosody begun. 

Music was continued. The study of Greek gr ammar was intro

duced together with readings from the smaller Greek Catechism 

of Brentius. In the fifth class the children were from thir~ 

teen to fifteen years of age. In this class they read Ci

cero's Letters and his "Offices", also Ovid's de Tristibus 

and the Gospels in Greek and Latin. In the sixth class the 

children were from fourteen to sixteen years of age. Ci

cero's Orations, Sallust a nd Verg il's Aeneid were studied. 

Much attention was g iven to the elegant stylistic peculiar

ities of Latin and to pur e poetic diction. The aim was to 

:initate the idiomatic constructions and phraseology of Ci

cero. In Greek the gr ammar was completed, Xenophon's Cyro

paedia and the larger Catechism of Brentius were read. 

Music was practiced and all conversation had to be in Latin. 

In comparing the status of Latin in the fifteenth cen

tury, a petiod of about one hundred years with conditions 
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existing in 1485-1540, a period of about sixty years, we 

observe that ther e was a great awakening in the study of La

tin, for the meaning of Latin had not been appreciated in 

the monasteries. The monks were strong ly opposed to human

ism, but in 1485-1540 the spirit of the Latin language and 

literature was appreciated as never before. The Latin Au

tho~s were read with great eagerness and their stylistic 

peculiarities discussed. The idiomatic constructions and 

the phraseology of the Roman writers were imitated. Latin 

was. studied as literature and there was devotion to class

ical ideas. 

There was now a period of decline in Latin study 1540-

1700. The Jesuits in 1540 established schools in which the 

instruction was formal and little interest was shown. Riv

alry and the Reformation eliminated t he earlier sympathy 

that had been shown with the humanistic movement. The sym

pathy ·of the masses was alienated. There was a break of 

one hundred and sixty years in Latin trends. During the 

latter part of the seventeenth century and the beg inning of 

. the eighteenth, the Pietistic movement took place in Ger

·many. There was a chang e in the spirit and motive in edu

cation. Ther e was a more v ital inter est in t he study of 

the classics, for at the end of the seventeenth century 

the schools of Franke and other pietists in Germany em

bodied t he realistic elements of Comenius. The pietists 

emphasized sciences and the study of the vernacular. 
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Francke established a school called the Padagog ium which in

cluded training in the vernacular, mathematics, geography, 

the natural sciences, astronomy, anatomy and mater ia medica. 

Semler's schoo~ emphasized mathematics and the sciences. 

Realistic instructors of pietists were brought by Johann 

Julius Hecker to Berlin where he opened his Realschule in 

1747. The Realschule were inferior to the gymnasium. In 

1859 two kinds of these schools were organized. Those of 

the first class had a course of nine years including Latin 

but no Greek. The course of the second class of these in

stitutions contained no Latin and was six years in length. 

The Realschulen were characterized by larger amounts of mo- ~ 

dern languages, mathematics and natural sciences than the 

Gymnasium with the classic languages as the main feature of 

the course.B 

Frederick the Great made reforms in the eighteenth cen-

tury so that a new humanistic spirit was introduced by such 

men as Herder, Kant, Lessing , Goethe and Schiller·. The ten

dencies at this time were aesthetic. The source of these 

tendencies was a distinguished classical Archaeologist, 

Johann Joacim Winckelman. Much of his time was spent in 

Rome, Naples and Pompeii. He was librarian to Cardinal 

Albani for a time. He elevated the taste of people in the 

decorative arts and published a monumental work in 1764 

8Frank P. Graves, Histort of Education, pp. 176 & 378. 
New York: Macmillan & Co., 19 8. 
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entitled, f} eschichte der Kunst des .Alterthums. vVinckelmann 

was considered "the teacher of his age and the expounder of 

Classic Art". His theory of the Beautiful i mpressed Goethe 

and influenced Lessing to produce his famous book entitled 

Laokoon. 9 

In comparing the eighteenth century with the old period 

of humanism 1485-1540, with a break of one hundred and sixty 

years intervening , we observe that Latin and Greek were the 

leading subjects of study in the Gymnasium, that students 

were introduced into the spirit of antiquity and tha t the 

ancient writers were treated not so much with reference to 

their stylistic pecularities as they wer e with reference to 

their human, mo~al and aesthetic influence. 

William von Rumbolt, 176_7-1835, marked an epoch as a 

philolog ist whose influence continued from 1809-1870. He 

wrote a book concerning the Basque language, Prufung der 

Untersuchungen uber die Urberwohner Hispaniens vermittelst 

der bask ischen Sprache, 1821. His chief publication was in 

three volumes Uber die Kawisprache auf der Insel Java 1836-

1840. He read a dissertation before the Berlin Academy on 

the comparative study of language and the origin of gram

matical forms. He was the first classical scholar to asso

ciate the science of comparative philology with philosophy, 

history and other subjectsfO 

9Harry T. Peck, op. cit., pp . 402-403. 
10 rnternational Encyclopaedia, p. 585, Vol. XI. New 

York: Dodd Mead & Co., 1915. 
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In 1809 William von Humbolt became the Head of the De

partment of Public Instruction. Philological Seminars were 

founded, the purpose of which was to g ive training and in

struction in the classics, the principal subject of study in 

the gymnasium. The various types of classical schools, the 

Gymnasium , the Lyceum, the Padagogium , the Collegium, the 

Lateinische Schule and the Akademic were unified. They all 

became nine year standard schools called Gymnasien . Insti

tutions that could not meet the standards of a nine year 

classical school were permitted to do the first six years 

of work as Pro Gyrnnasien or modern languages could be sub

stituted for the ancient. Ttiese schools were middle class 

institutions known as BUrgerschulen. Only a few Realschulen 

existed. There were uniform courses of classical instruction 

for all the Gymnasien and Pro Gymnasien in 1816. Latin, 

Greek, German and Mathematics were taught, also History , 

Geography, Religion and Science . The maximum of time was 

given to Latin and the minimum to science. Greek was re

quired from 1824-1837, but modern languages might be al

lowed. After 1837 Greek was a fixed requirement. 11 

After the revolution of 1848 a great reaction set in. 

University freedom was restricted. Tne German institutions 

of learning lost their earlier vigor. The number of stu

dents declined. Latin and Greek were made compulsory. 

Uniform programs of work were made . Latin - was reduced to 

11Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit·. , pp. 5?2-574. 
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grammatical drill and put back to the type of teaching that 

was popular in Sturm's time. In 1854 some new regulations 

were introduced by Frederick /illiam IV, 1840-1861, and 

schools were put back to the time of Frederick the Great .12 

In spite of these changes, however, the gymnasium held 

its own. The Classical Investigation says: 

"The Gymnasium was virtually the only school that gave 
access to the university and thus to the professions and im
portant positions in the state. It was assumed that the 
classical training of the Gymnasium alone imparted that 
clearness and precision of thought, that accuracy and trust
worthiness in detail whi ch were essential for positions of 
leadership in the state."13 

There wa~ a definite change in the trend of Latin study 

in 1872. The Neo Numanistic movement had come to an end. 

The thought and content of the classics had been sacrificed 

to minute researches in grammar and style.14 

The time had now come when a change was demanded. The 

schools were now to be used with a new purpose in view. 

They were to be used to build up the nation, to support the 

work and function of the state. Emphasis was nowt~ be 

placed on Scientific subjects,and modern languages . replaced 

the earlier emphasis on Greek .15 

In 1882 some concessions were made to modern demands by 

Bonitz , a member of the Prussian Ministry , who reduced the 

12Ibid., pp. 582-585. 

13c1assical Investigation, Part III, p. 135. New Jer
sey: Princeton University Press , 1925. 

14Ibid., p. 136. 

15Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., p . 585. 
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number of hours for Latin and Greek . There arose a body of 

critics who sought to break down the gymnasium. In 1885 

Wilhelm II wrote a letter in which he expressed his reaction 

to the kind of classical training that prevailed . In this 

letter he called the classical teachers fanatical philolo

gists . He called the essays that were written in Latin and 

Greek a monstrous nuisance. The classical curriculum was 

narrow and contracted. The schools failed to meet the de

mands of »social democracytt. The Classical Investigation 

says tha t everything valuable in national history and liter

ature was being neglected, that the schools failed to bring 

out those permanent, humanistic and civic values that are 

inherent in a proper study of the classics. The Ka iser of 

Germany was the leader of a group that demanded reform. 

There was a long discussion until at last a conference met 

in Berlin Dec . 4th, 1890. This conference was composed of 

forty-four. There was a majority in favor of the tradition

al curriculum. The Kaiser made a speech in which he made 

the statement that the philologists since 18?0 had emphasized 

the subject taught and not the formation of character or the 

ne~ds of life today. Dr . Vir~how , a great university teach

er, said that the Gymnasium had failed because of the empha

sis placed by it on certificates rather than on the cultiva

tion of powers and capacities of the students. 

Dr. Friek, a school ~irector in Halle says: 

Latin composition can fall; according to my conviction. 
For the sake of Cicero we occupy our scholars for years with 
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the period of the Roman commune and its disreputable heroes 
like Catiline, when the reading ought to bring about an 
ideal intercourse with the really great spirits of the 
Roman period. 

Dr. Jaeger believed that the scholar was best educated 

who had studied Latin and Greek . Dr. Hornemann believed 

that t he number of hours in ancient languages should be re

duced, that gr ammatical formalism had prevented the intro

duction of the pupil to the historical greatness of the 

Roman people. Helmholtz believed that while Latin was use

ful for cultivating the language sense it is of little use 

for cultivating a refined taste not only for language but 

also for moral and aesthetic matters. 

On Jan. 6th, 1892 regulations were made by the confer

ence. The aim was: "To enable boys to understand the more 

important classical writers of the Romans, and to g ive them 

a linguistic training." During the first t wo years the ac

quisition of a vocabulary was emphasized. The regular and 

irregular verbs were studied, also the rules of syntax. 

During the first two years the rea_ding was based on Roman 

mytho~ogy and history. There was much work done in class 

of an explanat~ry type followed by translation at home and 

retranslation. There was practice in oral and written work. 

The first Latin author wa s Cornelius Nepos introduced in the 

third year. Caesar was read in the fourth year. In the 

fifth year Caesar was continued and Ovid's Metamorphoses 

were read. In the sixth year the Orations of Cicero, Livy, 

Vergil and Ovid were read. In the seventh year, Li~y, 
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Sallust, Cicero's Orations and Vergil were read. In the 

eighth year Tacitus was read and also Cicero's Letters and 

Horace with supplementary private reading from Livy. In the 

ninth year Tacitus was read, a longer oration of Cicero, 

Horace and Livy. The rules of grammar were taught by the 

inductive method with the exception of the last two years. 

Model sentences were used, selected from reading done in 

class. The two main things emphasized were comprehension of 

subject matter and the introduction to the intellectual life 

and civilization of the Romans. The reading of prose was 

closely associated with h istory. 

The requirements of the Realgymnasium were similar to 

those of the gymnasium. The instruction in grammar was simi

lar to that of the gymnasium. Tho limited in amount, the 

method was practically the same • . Periodical translations 

were made from La tin. In t he fourth and fifth years Caesar's 

Gallic War was read. I n the sixth year Caesar wa s continued 

and Ovid's· Metamorphose s were read. In t he seventh year Ovi c 

was continued. In t he eighth and riinth years Cicero's Ora

tions and Vergil's Aeneid were read. 16 

When the new curriculum was issued on January 6, 1892, 

there was a reduction of the total number of hours of in

struction from 268 hours to 252 hours. Th is was done at t he 

expense of the ancient languages. There was a loss of fif

teen hours in Latin and four hours in Greek as indicated in 

16classical Investigation, op . cit., pp. 135-155. 
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the following table which indicates the change made from the 

Revised Curricula of 1882. 

. 

TABLE IV 

LOSS OF HOURS I N LATIN AND GREEK 1882-1892 

Gymnasium. 

Latin VI V IV UIII* OIII* UII* OII* UI OI Total 
1882 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 8 ?? 

1892 8 8 7 7 ? 7 6 6 6 62 

Greek 
1882 7 7 7 ? 6 6 40 

1892 6 6 6 6 6 6 36 

The Realgymnasium was deprived of eleven hours of in
struction in Latin in 1892 as compared with t he time 

table or 1882 

Realgyrnnas i um. 

Latin VI V IV UIII* OIII* UII* OII* UI or Total 
1882 8 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 54 

1892 8 8 7 4 4 3 3 3 3 43 

*OII means upper secunda; UII, lower secunda; OIII, 
upper tertia and UIII, lower tertia.17 

Dean James E. Rus sell summarizes the situation as 

follows: 

The prominence g iven to thought , conten t, intellectual, 
aesthetic and moral in all classical study is everywher e 
apparent in the new program. It decides what authors are 
to be read, and the relative work of .each; it g ives a new 
viewpoint for estima t i ng t he value of grammatical rules, 
composition and the oral use of the classic tongues. Pupils 
are to read Latin and Greek not for a mental discipline, 
which will help them to solve any intellectual task no 
matter how difficult or disagreeable, but for the purpose of 
bringing into t heir lives the noblest and best influences of 

17Ibid., pp. 152 & 156. 

. 
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the spiritual life of classic antiquity. The ability to 
understand and interpret the literature, rather than facil
ity in using the language is the chief end.18 

There were many critics of the new regulations but 

there was no formal solution of the problem until 1901. The 

proceedings of the conference that lead up to these regula

t-ions were not marked by any significant discussions. 

The new regulations of 1901 were issued on April 3rd 

·of that year. These regulations were simply an . improved 

edition of the regulations of 1892 according to the classi

cal investigation. The work of the first three years is 

practically the same. In the fourth year Caesar's Gallic 

i/ar is read. In the fifth year Caesar's Gallic War is read . 

or a portion of the Civil War. In the sixth year several 

orations of Cicero are read, also Livy and Ovid. In the 

seventh year several of Cicero's Orations are read, the De 

Senectute of Cicero, Sallust and Vergil 's Aeneid. In the 

eighth year Cicero's orations are read, also selections from 

the philosophical and rhetorieal writings of Cicero , the Ger

mania and gricola of Tacitus , the Dialogus of Tacitus, the 

Histories and Annals of Tacitus, selections from Horace . 19 

The courses of study in Latin in the xyrnnas iu:m are 

practically the same as those of the Realgymnasia . There 

lBJ. E. Russell, German Higher Schools, ·p . 257. 
New York: Quoted by the Classical Investigation, Part III , 
P• 155. 

19classical Investigation, .2£• cit., pp. 155-168. 
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is very little difference in the courses during the first 

three years . During the remaining years the courses pursued 

are similar to those just outlined. 

The new regulations issued in 1901 were an improvement 

over those issued in 1892. In the Gymnasium during a period 

of nine years the total number of the hours of instruction 

was increased from 252 to 259 and in the Realgymnasium from 

259-262. There was an increase in favor of Latin as indi

cated in the following table. 

TABLE V 

Al'T INCREASE IN FAVOR OF L.A.T IN 
IN THE GYl\,fNASIID.1 1892-1901 

Gymnasium VI V IV UIII OIII UII OII UI* OI*Total 
1892 8 8 7 ? 7 ? 6 6 6 

1901 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 

Realgymnasium 
1892 8 8 7 4 4 3 3 3 3 

1901 8 8 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 

* U means unter, below; and O means ober, above or 
higher. UI - Lower Prima. OI - Upper Prima. 

62 

68 

43 

49 

In 1892 the aim of Latin instruction in the gymnasium 

was: "To enable boys to understand the more important class

ical writers and to give them a linguistic training ." 

The new aim in 1901 was as follows: "On the firm basis 

of grammatical training to achieve such understanding of the 

more important Latin Classical writers as shall serve as an 

introduction to the intellectual like and culture of 
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antiquity.n21 

In modernizing the curriculum in 1901 and 1902 an ex

amination into the changes made shows the status of the 

classics in relation to other subjects. Greek was made 

elective. Instruction was g iven in Latin, French and English 

in the Realgymnasium. While the courses in Latin in the 

Gymnasia are similar to those of the ealgymnasia, the in

struction in Realgymnasia in Latin is said to be inferior to 

that g iven in the Gymnasium. The real difference be-tween 

the Gymnasia and the Realgymnasia is the difference in em

phasis placed on the classics. In the Gymnasia Latin is em

phasized. In the Realgyrnnasia science is emphasized. In 

the Realgymnasia French and mathematics receive the greater 

attention so that the Realg ymna sium differs from the Gym

nasium in the stronger emphasis placed on non-classical sub

jects as seen in the greater number of hours g iven to mathe-

matics and science and in the f ewer hours g iven to Latin, 

in the omission of Greek and in the requirement of English 

as well as French. 

The Gymnasium has a nine year course with Greek and La

tin. The Realgymnasia has a nine year course with Latin and 

no Greek, The Oberrealschulen gives ·a nine year course with 

neither Latin nor Greek. The Gymnasia embraces nine classes 

or one year courses, Sexta, Quinta, ~uarta, lower and upper 

Tertia, lower and upper Secunda, lower and upper Prima. 

21Ibid., p. 166. 
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Pupils are admitted at the age of nine or ten years and La

tin is the basis of instruction from the beg inning to the 

very end of the course·. In the Prussian schools eight hours 

per week are g iven to Latin for the first five years and · 

seven hours ·for t he next four years. The emphasis placed on 

Latin is much greater in other states of Germany than in 

Prussia where sixty-eight hours are g iven to this subject 

while in WUrtemburg eighty-one hours are g iven to it.22 

Sadler calls attention to four point~ concerning 

classical education in Prussia. 

First, there has arisen a new wave of enthusiasm on be
half of the classical humanities and especially on behalf of 
the study of Greek literature and philosophy. Second, there , 
is an evident reluctance to dispense with the formal disci
pline imparted by good teaching of La tin.. Third, there is 
a more general recognition of the fact that, whatever be 
the case with Greek, Latin is, for historical reasons, in
dispensable to any high degree of intellectual interest in 
any learned profession. Fourth, there is a laudable readi
ness in some quarters to throw to the winds the monopoly of 
certain privileges formerly possessed by the Gymnasien. 
This last shows confidence in the assured future of classi
cal studies.23 

In the Reformschule at Frankfort on the Main the first 

three years of the course are devoted to French. · In the 

fourth year Latin is begun. In the sixth year Greek is 

studied. Fifty-two hours are devoted to Latin in this school 

instead of sixty-eight hours as in the regular system. The 

.plan of the Reformschule is preferable in some respects to 

22International Encyclopaedia, Vol. X, pp. 516-519. 
New York: Dodd, Mead & co., 1915. 

23England Board of Education, Special eports, Vol. IX, 
~. 89. Quoted by ClassiQal Investigation~ Part III, p. 173. 
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1~25. 
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the plan pursued in the other schools for French is an eas

ier language for - beginners than either Latin or Greek . After 

studying French for three years and also having a knowledge 

of the German Grammar , the study of Latin is much easier 

than under the old system and the results are better.24 · 

In comparing the nineteenth century with the opening of 

the twentieth century in Germany we may compare the period 

1809-18?0, about sixty years, with the period 1892-1931, a 

period of about forty years. There is a great contrast be

tween these two periods. The period 1809-1870 was neo hu

manistic at first due to the influence of Wilhelm von Rum-

bolt. The study of Latin through his influence was combined , 

with philosophy, science and history . Latin was considered 

indispensable and was a required subject. It was assumed 

that Latin fitted a man for leadership in official positions. 

The results were very good until about 18?2. The neo human

ism tha~ characterized the early part or the nineteenth cen

tury had disappeared~ Instruction in the classics had been 

formal. Too much attention was paid to research in grammar 

and style. Too little attention was paid to the thought and 

content of the classics. It is not to be wondered at that a 

reaction took place. The old time classical curriculum did 

not meet the demands of the situation for new branches of 

knowledge were coming into existence. There were new pro

blems to solve. There w~re new sciences being developed. 

24classical Investigation, op. cit., pp. 1?6-177. 

. 
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New philosophies were being put into practice. '.l:b.e classics 

did not afford the training that was necessary to prepare 

young men for entrance into the commercial and industrial 

activit,ies of the age. The schools had failed to develop 

the loyalty and the patriotism that were necessary to stem 

the rising tide of social democracy and in addition to all 

this the outbreak of the World War was approaching. This 

increased the agitation against the study of the classics, 

but in spite of all that the Latin courses in Germany have 

been modified to meet modern requirements. 

The Classical Invest i ga_t ion says: 

Logical linguistic training as the aim was abandoned 
and · little scope given to the aesthetic and idealistic view
points of Neo Humanism. Nor did the doctrine of formal dis
ci~line any longer retain the prominence which it had en
joyed. Their place was taken by the study of ancient 
literature and its meaning for modern times.25 

The future of the classics in Germany is a question 

involved more or less in uncertainty . The Classical Investi

gation presents the situation as follows: 

All the evidence that is available at present seems to 
point to the ultimate adoption of a compromise in which the 
Frankfort plan will serve as a model . The secondary school 
system will be more fle x ible and more accessible than before 
the war and with more opportunities for transfer from one 
course to another; the cosmopolitan school , excluding voca
tional and technical courses, will be the common type, with
in · which the classical studies will be retained, and though 
begun later than has · been the German tradition, will be no 
less efficient as a result of the many reform pro~osals 
emanating from within the classical group itself • . 6 

25 Ibid. , p. 155. 

26~., p. 199. 



CHAPTER IV 

TRENDS IN LA.TIN IN ENGLAND 670-1931 

In 670 A. D. Theodore of Tarsus and bbot Hadrian ar

rived in England from southern Italy and began to instruct 

pupil~ in Latin and Greek. They taught at Canterbuy and 

raised the school to a high rank. They were instructed in 

secular and divine liter~ture, both Latin and Greek. 1 

The Abbot Hadrian according to Bede was so advanced in 

the study of literature that he had no small knowledge of 

the Greek language and he knew the Latin tongue as well as 

that of the English which was his mother tongue. 2 

In 674 the monastery of . Wearmouth was founded. In 682 

the monastery of Yarrow was founded. The cathedral school 

was established at York, one of the oldest of the English 

schools. Alenin was educated at this school. He wrote a 

poem describing the school. This poem was entitled: "De . 

Sanctis et Pontificibus Ecclesiae Eboracensis". Elbert in

structed his pupils in gr ammar which of course means that he 

instructed in Latin , for the grammar taugh t in those days was 

Priscian's Latin Grammar. ~thelbert was one of the foremost 

teachers of Latin in the eighth century. Alenin succeeded 

Ethelbert at the school of York and t a ught Latin there until · 

he was called to France by Charlemagne to take charge of the 

Palace school in 782. 3 

1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, .212.• cit., p. 139. 
2~bid., p. 84. 
3catholic Encyclopaedia , Vol. V, p. 554. New York: 

Robert Appleton & Co., 1909. 
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There was a great classical library at York. In addi

tion to the works of the Church Fathers and other Christian 

writers, the following Latin authors were recorded in Ale

nin's metrical catalog: 

"Wise Aristotle looks on Tully near 
Sedulius and Juvencus next appear, 
Then come Albinus, · Clement, Prosper too, 
Paulinus and Arator. ·Next we view 
Lactantius, Fortunatus, Ranged in line 
Virgilius Maro, Statius, Lucan, shine. 
Donatus, Priscian, Probus, Phocas, start 
The roll of masters in grammatic ~rt. 
Eutychius, Servius, Pompey, each extend 
The list . eom:rninian brings it to an endl"4 

Alfred the Great occupied the English throne from 871-

901 . He was interested in the study of Latin for .he estab~ 

lished a palace school where books i~ both Latin and Saxon 

were read. He imported scholars from Mercia in the western 

part of central England and also from Frankland~ Werefrith, 

bishop of the church of Worcester,was one of these scholars 

who translated the books of the Dialog~es of Pope Gre.O'ory 

and Peter, his disciple, from Latin into Saxon . Another 

was Plegmond , a Mercian by birth, and archbishop of Canter- . 

bury. Others were Ethelstan and Werewulf , all of them very 

learned men . 

Ethelward, the youngest of Alfred's children,was placed 

in schools of learning with other children of the nobility. 

Books in Latin and Saxon were read in these schools. The 

king translated into English the Shepherd's Bo'ok , called in 

4Ellwood P . Cubberley , .2£• cit . , p . 8? . 
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Latin, Pastoralis, as he had learned i_t from Plegmund, the 

Archbishop. 

The decay of learning had become very general in Eng lanc 

in King Alfred's time, for there were very few people in the 

kingdom who could translate a letter from Latin into English. 

The king believed that all the freeborn youth in England who 

were rich enough to be able to devote themselves to .it should 

learn to write in English while those who continued their 

studies should be taught Latin.5 

Alfred was king of England in the time of t he Danish 

invasions. The Danes had ruined learning and education 

wherever they went. Knowl edge of Latin was confined almost 

exclusively to the clergy. It was in order to remedy these 

evils that Alfred established schools where t he pupils could 

learn English and translate Latin. Some of the books trans

lated from Latin into Saxon have been mentioned, as for ex

ample, the Dialogues of Gregory, a very popular book in the 

middle ages. Other books transla ted were Gregory's Pastoral 

Care for the benefit of the clergy, the Universal History of 

Orosius, Bede's Ecclesiastical History and Bo~thius's Con

solation of Philosophy.6 

In comparing the period 670-?82 with 870-901 we observe 

a great contrast in the pursuit of Latin studies. In the 

period 670-?82 the -schools were of high rank and the 

5rbid., pp . 94-97. · 

6Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol . I, p. 590. New York : 
& London: 14th Edition, 1929. 
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instruction was all in Latin. Ther e was a great deal of con

versational Latin for the teachers of those days knew Latin 

as well as their mother tongue, but when Alfred crone to the 

t hrone it was necessary to establish new schools because of 

the destructive work of the Danes. Alfred's work was the re

verse of that of h is predece s sors, for he encouraged t he 

study of Saxon and had many books translated from -Latin into 

Saxon by great scholars imported from abroad. He emphasized 

the study of English and encouraged those who continued 

t heir studies to learn Latin. 

There was now a period of three hundred years 900-1200, 

a period that marks the decline of the cathedral schools and : 

the rise of the uni vers it i.es. It was at the close of this 

period that the universities of Oxford and Cambridge were 

founded in t he twelfth century. 

Some of the noted Latin professors in t hese universities 

should receive our consideration a s for example, Sir Henry 

Saville 1549-1622. He was e specially di s tinguish ed as a 

Greek scholar. He prepared a magnificent edition of the 

works of Chrysostom at an expense of $40,000. He assist ed 

in preparing the King James Version of t he Bible. He was en

trusted with parts of the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostle s 

and the Book of Reve lation. He pr epared an edition of t h e 

Cyropaedia of Xenophon in 1618. His work in Latin consisted 

of a translation of four.books of t he -Histor ies of Tacitus 

and the Agricola. He also wrote a Commentary on Roman 
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Warfare in 1591. This was translated into Latin at Heidel

berg in 1601. 7 

Thomas ~ata~er who lived from 1574-1654 was a Puritan 

scholar • . He published a Greek text of Marcus urelius ac

companied by a Latin Version and a commentary. Hallam says 

that this was the earliest edition of any classical writer 

published in England with original annotations. He gives 

many illustrations from the Greek and Latin writers in t h e 

introduction. 

Jeremiah Markland 1674-1757 was a noted scholar who 

produced an edition of the Silvae of Statius. He showed re

markable critical ability in his comments on the Letters of 

Cicero to Brutus . He aiso issued an edition of Eurip ides, 

consisting of three plays. 

Thomas Rud.diman 1674-17 57 was a Scotchman who ~rote a 

grammar entitled, Rudiments of the Latin Tongue. Many edi

tions of this book were issued. It was reprinted in England 

and used as , a text book in the American colonies. He wrote 

a book entitled, Grammaticae Latinae Institutiones. This is 

quite an elaborate work , noted for its excellent treatment 

of syntax. He also issued an edition or the Latin works of 

George Buchanan, a Scotclunan who assa.iled Queen Mary in 

Lat in verse. 

Ri chard Bentley was master of Trinity College, Cambridge 

?Harry T. Peck, History of Classical Philology,pp. 3 55-
356. New York: Hou 5 hton Mifflin & Co., 1911. 
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in 1700. He wrote a critical appendix to John Davies' edi

tion of Cicero's Tusculan Disputations. He wrote no1tes on 

the Plutus and Nubes of k'U'istophanes and also on fragments 

of Menander and Philemon. His Horace appeared in 1811. In 

1720 his Proposals for a new edition of the Greek Testame_nt 

appeared. He proposed to compare the text of the Vulgate 

with that of the oldest Greek manuscript. His reputation 

r~sts ma.inly on his edition of Terence which appeared in 

lrl26 and deals ch'1efly with metrical questions. He pr'epared 

.an edition of the Fables of Phaedrus and the Sententiae of 

Publius Syrus . His minor works are the Astronomica of Mani-

lius; not~s on the Theriaca of Nicander and on Lucan , Ernen-
t.) - . 

dations of Plantu~ his notes on Paul's Epistle's to the 
I""" 

Galatians , printed from an interleaved folio ·copy of the 

Greek and Latin Vulgate in Trinity College, Cambridge and 

his Opuscula Philologica, published at Leipzig in 1781.8 

Bentley is considered one o·f the greatest heroes of 

classical scholarship. He has been called the founder of 

historical philology . His introduction to Terence throws a 

flood of light on early Latin metres . He made brilliant 

and ingenious emendations on classical texts. He was one 

of the world's greatest scholars in the field of ~lassical 

criticism. His Dissertation on the Epistles of Phalar·s is 

considered the work by which he is best known. He· wrote a 

Latin book, entitled, Epistola ad Millium, a monograph of 

420 • 8Encyclopaedia Britannica, ~- ill•, Vol. III, pp. 419-
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less than one hundred pages in which more than sixty Greek 

and Latin authors are explained. His reputation rests 

mainly on his introduction to Terence. 

Peck says: 

In his books we see, not the carefully finished scholar, 
but the mere play of a giant , whose mind is really bent on 
other things. - This is true of his Dissertation on Phalaris; 
and it is just as true of his critical edition of Horace 
(1?12), in his Terence (1726), in his Milton {1732)t and in 
his Manilius {1739) and the famous Critica Saera with its 
notes on the Greek and Latin text of the New Testament.9 

Richard porson was a distinguished classical scholar 

at Cambridge 1759-1808. He was a specialist in ~reek. He 

restored the Greek inscription on the Rosetta Stone . He 

prepared annotated editions of several plays of Euripides . 

Peck says that he was essentially a Grecian and that his 

Latinity was not so remarkable as that of Samuel Parr who 

was essentially a Latinist and practiced the composition of 

Latin epitaphs and various inscriptions. In 1787 he pub

lished an edition of the works of one named Bellenden, to 

which he wrote a preface in Latin modelled after Cicero and 

studied in Cambridge as a model of Latin prose.lo 

Between the period 1662-1Z42 which we have just con

sidered and the period 1850-1900 there is a break of one 

hundred years 1750-1850. During this. break in Latin trends 

classical scholarship had declined at the Oxford and Cam

bridge Universities. The time was spent at these institu-

ra>tions in drinking and ca:rousin,O' so that nothing was done 

9Harry T. Peck, .2£.• cit., pp. 361-371. 
lOrbid •. nn. 374-376. 
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there for the advancement of classical learning. Edward 

Gibbon , the great historian,criticized Oxford University 

as follows: 

To the University of Oxford, I acknowledge no obliga
tion and she will as readily renounce me for a son as I am 
willing to disclaim her for a mother. I spent fourteen 
months at Ma gdalen College; they proved the most idle and 
unprofitable of my whole life. 

During the time that Oxford and Cambridge were ·on the 

decline there was a great deal of classical research done 

outside of the Universities and valuable additions were made 

to the collections of the British Museum.11 · 

The Universities of Oxf.ord and Cambridge were still on 

the decline when Thomas Arnold of Rugby appears on the scene •. 

He was especially proficient in Latin and emphasized the cul

tural rather than the linguistic aspects of that language, 

but the reform that he attempted to introduce lasted only 

for a short time. 

It was about the middle of the nineteenth century that 

Henry Sidgwick (1838-1900) lectured on the classics at Can

bridge. He stated his views as follows: 

A boy is considered to have been made a complete classi
cal scholar when he has been taught to translate elegantly 
and correctly from Latin and ureek into English prose; to 
compose correct and elegant Latin and Greek prose and Latin 
and Greek verse. Classical study ,the result of which does 
not include all these accomplishments, is supposed to be 
deficient in thoroughness. 

Matthew Arnold, 1822-1888, a great English poet and 

school inspector, hiieved that the study of man and the study 

llibid., pp. 3?8-384. 
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of nature should be combined, that antiquity affords an un

surpassed source of light and stimulus and that the activity 

of the human spirit is imperfectly known without a knowledge 

of the ancient classics, ~reek and Latin. 

Sir Michael Sadler emphasized ideas of a similar type 

by saying that one should have some general knowledge "of 

the struggle between Rome and Carthage, and between Rome and 
Carthage, and between Rome and Macedon, of Julius Caesar's 
military writings, of the fall of the Roman Republic and the 
rise of the Empire , of Vergil and Horace , of the condition 
of the world at the time of the birth of Christ, and of the 
extension of Roman citizenship to the provinces of the Em-
pir~" . ~ · 

In comparing the period 1662-1?42 with the period 1850-

1900 we observe that there was a great contrast between 

these periods . The period 1662-1742 was characterized by a 

very critical study of Latin. The study of linguistics was 

emphasized in teaching Latin , bu t during the period 1850-

1900 emphasis is placed on the cultural phase of Latin 

study . There is a new aim advocated , namely, to interpret 

Greek and-- Rom~n civilization with reference to its bearing 

on modern life, that a knowledge bf the classics is valuable 

as a preparation for the learned professions such as medi

cine, law and theology and that a knowledge of Latin is in

dispensable in mastering English . 

In 1902 there were four types of secondary schools in 

England . 

12c1assical Investigation, Part III, pp. 4-7. 
General Report, Princeton University Press, 1924. 
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The first group consists of schools that receive pupils 

at the age of twelve or thirteen, who have already had three 

or four years of secondary education, includin Latin and 

~reek . The curriculum of these schools is classical and the 

pupils continue their studies here until the age of eigh teen. 

The second group consists of grammar schools for boys 

and high schools for girls in which the normal age of en

trance is nine or ten and there the pupils remain until they 

are eighteen years of age . More attention is g iven to mod

ern subjects in these schools than in those of the fir st 

group . 

The third group consists of private schools where the 

traditional curriculum including Latin is found . This group 

corresponds to the public high schools in the United States 

with the exception of vocational education . 

In 1919 the Classical Investigation recommended that a 

Latin examination at the age of sixteen presupposed a four 

years ' training in Latin and some training in Greek . The 

pupil must have a good knowledge of the syntax of Latin so 

· that he can read passages of moderate difficulty in Caesar , 

Ovid , Cicero and Vergil with the aid of a dictionary. 

In the Manchester Grammar School we have a good type of 

a schoo1 with a clas s ical course that prepares pupils for 

entrance to Oxford and Cambridge Universities . The course 

is completed in six or seven years under normal conditions 

and the sixth form is usually reached at the a ge of sixteen 
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years. The pupils are organized into groups according to 

their ability so that some allowance must be made for repeti

tion as it appears in the curriculum outlined as follows with 

special reference to Latin. 

In the form known as .Classical Lower .Second, Macmillan's 

Shorter Latin Course, Part I, is studied and also Kennedy's 

Shorter Latin Primer. 

In the Class i-cal Upper Second , ~pencer' s Sealae Pr imae ~ 

is studied and Kennedy's Shorter Latin Primer. 

In the Classical Lower Third and also in the Classical 

Upper Third Wilkinson's Conquest of Italy is read and also 

Macmillan's Shorter - Latin Course, Part . II, and Kennedy's 

Shorter Latin Primer. 

In the Classical Lower Fourth Caesar's Cormnentaries on 

the Galliq War are read in addition to the Macmillan . and 

Kennedy books above mentioned. 

In- the Classical Middle Fourth and Upper Fourth the 

same . books are read as in the Classical Lower Fourth and 

Caesar is completed to -the fifty-third chapter. 

In the Classical Lower Remove the seventh book of 

Caesar is read to the end of Chapter 64 and Vergil's Aeneid 

is read II, 1-500. 

In the Classical Upper Remove Caesar· and Verg il are 

continued,also rnold's Prose Composition exercises, 1-50, 

Kennedy's Revised Latin Primer is studied and five hundred 

lines of Vergil are committed to memory. 
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In the Classical Fifth Vergil's Aeneid book II is read, 

also Caesar book VII, Kennedy's Revised Latin Primer and two 

hundred and fifty lines from Caesar and Vergil are committed 

to memory. 

In the form called Classical Transitus the following 

authors are studied: The El~gia~Poems of Ovid, Caesar De 

Bello Gallico VII, 54-90, Cicero Pro Archia, Vergil's 

Aeneid VII, Arnold's Prose Composition, _Kennedy's Revised 

Latin Primer and Myers History of Rome. 

In . Classical Sixth Cicero's Pro Cluentio and Divinatio 

in Caecilium and In Verrem I, Lucretius, De Rerurn Natura, V, 

Latin of the Empire by Gillies and -Cummings, the Aaricola of 

Tacitus, Livy book XXI, the Trinurnmus of Plantus, Odes of 
. -

~Harace, book III and Vergil's Aeneid book VI, 1-540.13 

In 1903 a Classical Association was organized in Eng

land. The aims of this association were in the first place 

to impress the people with the claim of classical studies 

to a place in national education; second, to bring about an 

improvement in classical teaching by discussing its methods 

. freely; third to call attention to new discoveries and in 

the fourth place ttto create opportunities of friendly inter

course ·and cooperation between all lovers of classical learn

ing in the country. 

In 1905 the English Classical Association held a meet

ing and passed the following resolution: 

13Ibid. , ? 19 pp. - • 

-~ 
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That having regard to the smaller amount of time wh ich 
can now be devoted in the schools to classical work this 
Association ought to consider what part of the study of 
Greek and La tin is of lesser importance in order t hat atten
tion may be more concentrated on what is essential. 

In 190? the committee of the association presented a re

port in which they recognized the importance of the study of 

English grammar and literature. Th ey recommended the study 

of one foreign language instead of two for beg inners. In 

the study of Latin they recommended the intelligent reading 

of the more important Latin authors and also a linguistic 

and log ical discipline. They believed that things of common 

occurrence should be emphasized in the study of Latin, that 

the essentials of Latin should be taught in order to prepare 

pupils for an intelli~ent reading of a Latin author, and 

~that Latin Grammar and Latin Prose Composition should also 

be studied because of the linguistic discipline afforded by 

them. 

The Committee prepared t wo courses of Latin study , a 

shorter course extending through a period of three years and 

a longer cour se. 

The shorter consisted of the reading of selections from 

simplified editions of Caesar and Livy, of some Fables of 

Phaedrus and also of some of the easier eleg ia~ poems of 

Ovid and stories from t he Fasti and Metamorphoses of Ovid. 

The advan ced course covered a period of four years. 

During the first ye~r the Letters and Orations of Ci

cero are read and Verg il's Aeneid books I and II. 
~ 
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During the second year Livy XXI and XXII are read, 

Vergil's Aeneid· books XII, IV and V, also some of the Odes 

of Horace. 

During the third year one of the longer orations of 

Cicero · is read or a · part ·or Caesar's Civil War , the Somnium 

Scipion.is and the Pro Arch.ia of Cicero, the Agricola of 

Tacitus , Vergil's Aeneid book VI and books VII - XII . 

During the fourth year t_he Annals or Histories of Taci

tus are read, the .Tusculan Disputations or the De Oratore of 

Cicero , the Letters of Cicero , the Satires and Ep istles of 

Horace , ·selections from Catullus and Propertius , Selections 

from Lucretius and the s atires of Junnal . The following au

thors were s~ggested for rapid reading in class: the De Ami

citia and De Senec·tute of Cicero , Livy , Quintilian's Insti

tutes of Oratory , Seneca's De Clementia or selections from 

the Epistulae Morales , one or two plays of Plantus or Ter ---
ence and the Eclogues and eorg ios of Vergil. 

In 1g10 detailed suggestions were prepared by the com

mittee for the four years course as follows: Latin should 

be especially composed for instru c tion in the elements; 

simplified Latin texts should be used; abridged texts should 

be ·used from which the more difficult. parts have been omit

ted; unabridged texts may also be used , but towards the end 

of the course these texts may be ·abridged by making such 

omissions as seem necessary . 

In 1916 a council was formed consisting of the British 
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Academy and ~ive other associations devoted to humanistic 

branches of lear ning . This council passed the following 

resolution with reference to Latin and Greek: 

While it is probably impossible to provide in struction 
in both Latin and Greek in all secondary schools, prov ision 
should be made in every area for teaching in these subjects, 
so that every boy and g irl who is qualified to profit from 
them shall have the opportunity of receiving adequate in
struction in t hem. 

1, . The Classical .Association passed the follo wing resolu-

tions: 

First, that· the primary aim in educationa l reconstruc

tion should be to secure for all classes the trainin~~ of · in

telligence and character which befits t he citi zens of a free 

and civili zed na tion. 

Second, that this tra i n ing is concerned both with the 

thoughts and acts of mankind as recorded in literature and 

history, and with t he laws and processes of nature as ascer

tained and applied by science. 

Th ird, that the study of t he classics, as es sential to 

any f ull appreciation of literat ure a nd insight into h istory 

should be placed within the reach of all who have the capac

ity to pursue it. 

Fourth, that t he just claims of other studies be met 

without detriment to the study of t he cla~sics, i f a ll edu 

cation is based on a true scientific method and pursued in a 

broadly human sp irit. 

Fifth, that t he premature spec i ali zation in any parti

cular study is contrary to the public advantage, a s well a s 
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to the best interest of that study itself and ot its stu

dents. 

In 1919 t he British Ministry of Reconstruction claimed 

that t he classics should be included in the Curriculum be

cause they contained elements of the highest spiritual and 

intellectual value. Also because a kno wledge of Latin and 

Greek is indispensable in order to understand modern lan

guages. Greek and Latin afford certain elements of mental 

training not g iven by the modern languages. Greek and Latin 

g ive a valuable training in dealing with social and politi

cal problems for our legal system is based on t hat of Greece 

and Rome. 

The British Classica l Committee considers that the 

~classical course should cover a period of at least three 

years, that Latin should be studied because of the help that 

it g ives in the understandi ng of English and o t her modern 

lan~uaaes, that this assistance cannot be obtained f r om 

French be6ause the study of t hat language is too easy in the 

initia l sta~e and too idiomatic and f inally t hat t his aid 

cannot be obtained f r om English because of its "less formal 

and complicated syn t ax t' . 

The Br i tish Comm ittee believes that a teacher of Latin 

should know his subject, tha t he should have some knowledge 

of Greek in addition to that of Latin, and that he should be 

familiar with the history and civilization of · t he ancients. 

He s hould also know something about classical art and 
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archaeology . The emphasis formerly placed on grammar and 

composition is made subordinate nta the attainment of the 

grasp of an:cien t ·1i tera ture in its historical setting n. The 

Committee recommends a more extensive use of the oral method 

in teaching Latin without sacrificing the trainin 5 that 

comes from the translation of Latin into Eng lish. The his

tory , geography and grammar intimately associated with the 

Latin text s hould be studied. Continuous Latin texts should 

be introduced at an early age so that if the pupil leaves 

school early he will become acquainted with at least one or 

two of the leading classical authors . 

Th e Committee recommends that the teacher . should read 

to the class a good idiomatic translation of the selection 

to be prepared . He should read to the pupils the Latin text 

and explain difficulties . The pupil will then have a fore

taste of what is in store for him. 

The Committee advocates the study of ancient history 

in connection with Latin because many of the very same· pro

blems with which we have to contend presented themselves to 

the Greeks and Romans . 

The Committee recommends the study of ancient art in 

connection with the study of Latin , for if the pupil can 

see and handle the various objects in use among the Romans 

he will have a higher appreciation of the study of Latin and 

his interest in Latin will be greatly increased . 

The En
0
lish Classical Investigation calls attention to 
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a pamphlet entitled, The Case for La tin in Secondary Schools , 

by Dr. J. W. Mackail. He says that Latin is an element of 

high value in human education, that this lanO'ua .O'e should not 

only be placed within the reach of pupils who want to learn 

it for special reasons, but that it should be an element in 

the course wh ich the whole body of the pup i ls normally pur

sue. He argues on t h e importance .of Latin for English and he 

supports his argument by saying that sixty thousand words in 

the En glish language are of Latin origin while only thirty 

thousand are pure En 0 lish and ten thousand are derived from 

other sources. The study of Latin should also claim our at

tention because it is the source from which French , Spanish 

and Italian are derived . It is well to be familiar with 

~Latin poetry because some of our greatest English poets de

rived their inspiration from it and have left us matchless 

masterpieces ofeJ3nius that will shine on to the end of time. 

The English Classical Investi gation -closes its report b~ 

calling attention to the situation at the present time with 

reference to Latin in the curriculum. During the first year 

solid foundations a r e laid in a ccidence~ syntax and vocabu

lary. An easy La tin reader is used at first and no Latin 

author is introduced until t h e third year . The s tudy of La

tin prose composition receives more a ttention i n English _ 

sch ools dur inO' the first two years than in American schools. 

Caesar · is the first author studied. Th is work may be varied 

with the use of Ovid or Eutropius. In the third year 
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selections are read from the following authors: Caesar, 

Sallust, Cicero, Verg il, Ovid, Livy, Pliny and Horace. 

These authors are also read in the fourth year with a con

siderable amount of sight translation. 

The Eng lish schools are more thorough than American 

schools in laying foundations with an abundance of easy 

reading and drill in grammar. The range of authors · selected 

is wider, the study of Roman history is emphasized and the 

English pupil' is one or t wo years younger than the American 

pupil when he has completed a four years' course in the 

high school. 14 

Kirkland says that there has been a great advance in 

the study of Latin during the last twenty-five years in En~-

~land. Latin has established its claim to a secure p lace in 

mat of the public schools. There is a revival of Greek in 

the boys' schools where an unbroken classical tradition has 

been maintained and the number of pupils tak ing Greek in 

the g irls' schools is increasing. He concludes by saying : 

, .• 

On the whole the outlook is distinctly encourag ing ; 
but while the quality and standard of Latin work in the 
average Secondary School remain at their present level, 
there is no room for complacency. Improvement can only come 
with a more generous provision of time for the teaching of 
Latin and, above all~ with an increased supply of well 
qualified teachers.lo 

In comparing the latter half of the ·nineteenth centur y 

14Ibid., pp. 20-53 •. 

15John c. Kirkland, The Status of Latin and Greek in 
England, pp. 247-248, The Classical Journal, Vol. XXVI, 
~-- ,r,rz" 
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with the last thirty years in England we observe that during 

the latter half of the nineteenth century the cultural as

pect of the study of Latin was some what emphasized rather 

than the lin0 uistic side which prevailed during the first 

half of the nineteenth centur y. We also observe that less 

attention has been paid to Latin Composition and t he writing 

of Latin verse than during the period from 1850-1900, that 

more attention is being paid to Roman social history, art 

and archaeology than formerly and that many of the problems 

which we face today existed among the Gre eks and Romans , and 

finally that conversational work in La tin is being encour

aged without sacrificing the training that comes from the 

translation of Latin into English . 



CHAPTER V 

TRENDS I N LA.TIN IN THE UNITED STATES , 1630-1924 

The old Latin Granunar School was a type of school pe

culiar to this country from 1630-1750. According to the 

catalog of the Boston Latin School which reg istered t wo 

hundred and twenty-five scholars, the pupils were distributed 

in .six separate apartments . There were six instructors, a 

Principal, a head master, a sub-master and four assistants. 

In order to be admitted the boys must be nine years of age. 

They must be able to read and write. They must also be able 

~o parse common sentences in prose. The course of instruc

tion covered a period of five years. The school was divided 

into five classes. The entering class commenced the Latin 

Grarmnar all together under the eye of the principal. They 

~continued under his instruction until he had become ac

quainted wi t h them as individuals with respect t~ character 

and capacity. The most industrious boys or those who 

learned with the greatest ease received the highest grades. 

Divisions of t welve or fifteen boys were made until t he 

whole class was separated into divisions of an equal number • 

. Boys of like capacity were placed in the same class and t he 

classes thus arranged for t he year were d istributed among 

the assistant teachers. One division wa s ~iven to each 

teacher. 1 

Latin and Greek constituted the curriculum of the Latin 

1Ellwood P . Cubberl~y, Reading s in the History of Edu
cation, pp. 584-585 . Ne ~ York: Houghton Mifflin & co.,1920, 
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Grammar School. The purpose was to prepare boys for entrance 

to the colonial colleges. Latin was the language of the 

classroom. It was also spoken on the playground or at least· 

an attempt was made to speak it there. Lilly's Latin Grarmna.r 

was the most important Latin book studied and the rules were 

all in Latin. 2 

It was in the Boston Latin School that Ezekiel Cheever 

taught Latin in 1670. Cheever's Accidence was the first 

great text book in colonial times. It was a beg inning Latin 

book and its popularity was so great that it continued in 

use until 1838 when the last edition was printed . Ezekiel 

Cheever was a teacher in the New Haven Public School 1641-

1644. While connected with this school he wrote his famous 

=-book on Accidence. This book was the only beg inning Latin 

book in use in the colonies for a p eriod of forty years. It 

was a small book and consisted of only seventy-nine twelve 

mo . pages.. It served as a Latin Primer and when completed 

the pupil -was introduced to Lilly's Latin Grammar where the 

rules of syntax were all expressed in Latin. 

This gr~1ID1ar was printed in London in 1?55. There were 

three parts amounting in all to three hundred pages and inte~ 

leaved in order to serve the student until he should have ac

quired a good reading knowledge of t h e lan ua 0 e. Cheever ~s 

Accidence was the wonder of the age. Eighteen editions were 

issued before the Revolution and it was used as generally 

2Ellwood P . Cubberley, History of Education , p . 653. 
New York: Hough ton, i:H ff lin & Co. , 1920. 
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as any elementary work ever known.3 

The old Latin -Grammar Schools with their limited cur

riculum and designed exclusively as college preparatory 

schools, were inadequate to meet the demands of the situation 

and so academies came into existence which continued as lead

ers in education from the time of the Revolution until the 

middle of the nineteenth century. There were t wo kinds of 

these academies. There was the local academy which aimed to 

supply the educational needs of the neighborhood. There 

were academies with broader courses of instruction drawing 

students from a wide field and permanently established. The 

first Academy to become incorporated was founded in Phila

delphia by Benjamin Franklin in 1?53. Phillips Academy at 

~Exeter, Mass., was chartered about the same time. These 

Academies were fitting schools for colleges. The courses of 

instruction were largely classical. The text books used in 

Latin were Cheever's Accidence to which attention has already 

been called, Corderius, Nepos and Vergil, with some other 

authors. Ward's Latin Grammar was used in which all the 

rules and explanations were in Latin. The pupils were 

drilled in Latin Prose Composition far enough to fit them 

for the university. Studies in Greek were superficial. 

Gloucerter's Greek Gr ammar wa s used and the Greek Gospels 

3Edwin Grant Dexter, History of Education in the United 
States, pp. 26, 27, 41, 217 - 218. New York: Macmillan & 
co., 1906. 
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were translated for entrance to college.4 

In the latter part of the eighteenth century, about 

1?93, ther e was a change in Latin trends. It was about this 

time that ~lexander Adam published the fourth edition of his 

Latin Grammar. In the preface to this edition he writes: 

The compiler was first led, at an early period of life, 
to think of composing this book, by observing the hurtful 
effects of teaching boys grammar rules in Latin verse, which 
they did not understand; while they were ignorant, not only 
of the principles of that language, but also of those of 
their mother tongue. · Experience has since afforded him the 
most convincing proofs of the impropriety of this practice. 

And then again Adam~ says: 

As the ancient Romans joined the grammar of their own 
language with that of the Greek, so we ought to connect the 
study of English grammar with that of the Latin; and when 
the learner properly understands Latin gracnnar, he ought to 
join with it the study of Greek, the knowledge of both of 
these being requisite for the thorough understanding ot the 

:. English. · This is the practice in England and other coun
tries where the best Greek and Latin scholars are formed. 

It had been customary to commit to memory the rules of 

syntax in verse as given in Lilly's Latin Grammar, but now 

there is a distinct change in the trends, for the rules are 

all committed to memory in Englisn. 5 

In 1811 a revised edition of Ross's Practical Latin was 

published. Orthography, etymology, syntax and prosody are 

discussed. Words are classified. Number, Gender, Declen

sions, Moods and Tenses are considered. In the old edition 

of this book there are some rules of syntax that appear very 

4Ibid., pp. 90-95 • . 

5norrance s. 'Nhite, Humanizing the Teaching of Latin, 
The Classical .Journal, Vol. XXV , April 1930, pp. 509-510. 
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strange to a modern scholar as, for example, when the author 

says that the accusative case governs the infinitive mode: 

Gaudeo to Valere, I rejoice that you are well. The Latin 

here is correct, but the statement of the rule is odd. A 

modern Latin grammar would say that simple statements in in

direct discourse are governed by the infinitive with subject 

aceusati~e • . Verbs of feeling take either quad or the accus

ative and infinitive in indirect discourse. Ross tried to 

make a hair splitting distinction. He says that Ga~ deo quod 

tu valeas is· grammatical and that Jaudeo te valere is ele

gant, while the fact of the matter is that one is just as 

correc·~ as the other . Here is another statement that is in

correct. The author says that quad meaning that denotes 

what is past and is joined to the indicative, but ut meaning 

that denotes what is to come and is joined to the subjunc

tive. He is making a contrary statement here for he has al

ready used quod with a present subjective in the sentence 9 

Gaudeo quod tu valeas . In the new edition of his Latin 

grammar Ross says that the subjunctive is governed by the 

conjunction . This statement is inaccurate , for there are a 

great many cases where the sub junctive is used , not intro

duced by a conjunction, a s for example indirect questions 

and i mperative forms of speech , in indir~ct discourse. Ross 

recommends that Latin and Greek should be studied before 

French and that various pas~ag~s in the classical authors 

should be committed to memory . He also advises the learning 

w 
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of the Protestant Episcopal and Nestminster cate chisms in 

Latin . 

George Ironside publi shed a book in 1813 entitled , 

Introduction to Latin Syntax based on Rudiments of the Latin 

Tonaue by Ruddiman . In the preface to this book the author 

says : 

The examples and English exercises contained in the In
troduction being of a select kind and consistin~ generally 
of moral , historical or mythologi cal sentences , the pBrusal 
of them will accordingly be attended with peculiar advan
tages. The f i rst sort have a natural t endency to form and 
dispose the mind to virtue , and to produce such impressions 
as will influence the temper and behaviour of youth , not 
while at school only , but thr ough the whole course of their 
life . By the use of the second and third sort , boys will 
acquire a stock of ancient history and mytholog y , and so 
get acquainted in some measure with the Roman writers before 
they beg in to read them . 6 

In 1825 a revised edition of .i dam ' s Latin Grammar was 
~issued . The following improvements were made . There was an 

attempt to remedy the situation where a discussion of a 

principle of syntax appeared in various parts of the gramman 

Pronunciation is treated with greater clearness . Synopsis -----
of verbs are introduced and there is a list of Latin authors 

arranged according to the various ages of Roman literature 

in place of Ruddiman ,·s La tin rules of prosody . 7 

An interesting incident associated with the study of 

dam ' s Latin Grammar appeared in a recent number of the 

Wellspring , an illustrated Sunday school-paper . Mary Lyon 

6Evan T. Sage , Some Early Text Books , The Classical 
Journal , Vol • .LX , (Feb . ~925 ), pp . 282- 286 

7Dorrance s . Wh ite , .Q.E.• cit ., p . 512 . 
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was attending an Academy at shfield, Mass., about a century 

ago. The principal gave her a copy of Adam's Latin Grammar . 

He told her to study the first lesson and let him know when 

she was ready to recite it. She committed to memory the 

rules of syntax, the declensions of nouns and adjectives 

and the long list of the conjugations of verbs. On Monday 

afternoon in the school room where the pupils were assembled 

both for study and classes, Mary Lyon recited the entire La

tin grammar in one recitation. The last page of the book 

was reached by sunset with very few mistakes and only an 

occasional pause . The teachers and scholars were astonished 

at this marvelous accomplishment. They wondered how she had 

committed all this work to memory in so short a time for she 

~had studied Latin only from Friday afternoon to the following 

Monday. She answered their question by saying: "I studied 

all day Sunday ." 

During the first half of the nineteenth century there 

was a ser·ies of Latin grammars and readers published by a 

minister , the Rev . Peter Bullions . Concerning his Latin 

grammar we are told that the sixty-ninth edition appeared in 

185? based on Adam's Grarmnar and to some extent on the gram

mars of other Latin scholars. The reader that supplemented 

the grammar was an adaptation of Jacob•s·Latin Reader pub

lished in 1826. The principles of the grammar must be 

8Marion F. Lansing, nrn the Schoolroomn , The Wellspring, 
Vo 1. 8? , (Sept • 14 , 19 30 ) , p • 2 • 
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learned before beginning the reader. The author recommends 

short lessons in the reader and fre quent reviews. The pupil 

is expected to answer such questions as the following : Does 

this sentence have any connection with the Preceding ? If so, 

what is the connecting work? In arranging or construing the 

sentence, which word do you take first? which next? which 

next? He tells t he pup il to find the verb and then the sub

ject. Here are a few other questions. Is this word simple 

or compound? If compound, of what is it compounded? Is thi s 

word primative or derivative? If derivative, from what is it 

derived? What is its primary meaning? What English words 

are derived from it?9 

In comparing the period .1650-1790 with 1790-1850 ape

riod of one hundred and forty years with the first half of 
~ · 

the nineteenth century we observe that considerable progress 

ha s been made. In the fi r st period the rules were all in 

Latin and the Colloquia of Erasmus was used with Lilly's 

Latin Grammar. In the latter part of the eighteenth century 

about 1793 there was a decided change in Latin trends as al

ready suggested, for the rules of Latin syntax were n9w 

stated in English. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centu~ 

ries a Latin dictionary had to be used, but at the opening 

of the nineteenth century readers were introduced as for ex

ample, Jacob's Latin Reader in 1826 and an adaptation of the 

same book by Adams. Vocabularies were placed in these books. 

9Evan T. Sage, 2£• cit., p. 286. 



There was also a controversy over the English and Roman meth

ods of pronunciation. This led to a marking of the vowels 

which "aided in the determination of cases". There was one 

respect, however , in which Latin made no improvement in the 

first half of the nineteenth century and that is the fact 

that the Latin 0 rammar must be learned before proceeding to 

the use of the Latin reader. 

Sage says: 

By modern standards the authors of these books were 
deficient in scholarship. But there is a fine confidence, 
which we might well imitate, in the education efficacy of 
Latin , a complete trust in mental discipline, unmarred by 
psychological experiment or educational theory. Ve can 
har.dly expect a return to the conditions under which they 
taugh t - the lack of competition, the abundant time, the su
perior human material, nor should I, for my part, .des ire such 
a return. The times expect other things of us, but with 
their devotion , their faith, their steadiness of purpose , 
~dded to our superior preparation, we should be ashamed to 
be d~scouraged , and we 1Bhould feel there is no limit to the 
service we can render. 

We now come to about the middle of the nineteenth cen

tury. Charles Anthon who lived from 1?97-1867 taught Latin 

and Greek · in Columbia College. He produced a large number 

of annotated editions of Greek and Latin text books in whose 

commentaries he drew from German sources . Hi s books have 

been critici zed because of t h e fullness of his annotations 

but I have used his annotated editions of Vergil's Aeneid 

and Homer's Iliad. These books, I must confe s s, are a store

house of information. In the notes to the Aeneid fine shades 

of meaning are discussed and in the Iliad information is 

lOEvan T. Sage, Ibid., p. 287. 
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given that helps the pupil to make rapid progress. Anthon 

issued a Latin Grammar and a Latin lexicon. Peck says that 

he was the first Anerican to bring German influence to bear 

on classical study. 11 

There was a distinct change in Latin trends, however , 

when Anthon issued his Latin text books. In 1841 we are told 

~hat six editions of his First Latin Lessons appeared • . As 

already suggested during the seventeenth, eighteenth and 

first half of the nineteenth century the Latin grammar must 

be committed to memory before beginning the Latin reader, 

but Anthon 's plan was to use the reader and the grammar at 

the same time. In the ·introduction to his Latin Lessons he 

says: 

By the old plan the student was required t~ plod through 
his gr&~ar several times before he was allowed to enter the 
process of translation, and, as a natural consequence , he 
acquired a . disrelish for the language on its very threshold, 
while many things were escaping from his memory . which might 
have been firmly fixed there, had something like the present 
plan been a~opted. 

Anthon 's plan was to simplify the study of Latin, to 

teach and illustrate the principles of Latin syntax with 

references to the gra.r.rrnar as the pupil proceeded with the 

reading. The instruction must be thorough for Anthon's plan 

was to make the ~upil "thoroughly acquainted with all the 

important rules that regulate the inflections of the Latin 

tonguer' . The vocabulary to his Latin Lessons was very ex

tensive, consisting of one hundred pages. The exercises were 

lL_ · 
. rrarry T. Peck, .2.E.· cit., pp. 452-453. 
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long , consisting of a great many sentences , but t he author 

knew how to arrange h is work without t he confusion t h a.t had 

characterized the Lat i n books of ear l ier times. An thon's 

books were popular in the middle . of the nineteenth cen tury 

and his First Latin Lessons marked a new epoch in Latin 

trends in this country . 

There were other La t :t.n books that appeared about the 

middle of the nineteenth century , as for example the First 

and Second Latin Books by the Rev . J . A. Spencer , published 

in 1846 , books that emphasized the conversational method of 

teach ing Latin·. In those days the Ollendorff method of 

teaching French and German was popular . 

this method to Latin in American schools . 

Spencer adapted 

In 1851 another 

First Year Latin book appeared, entitled Arnold ' s First Latin 

Book by Albert Harkness . Smith's Principia Latina was pub

lished in 1853 . These books marked a distinct step in ad

vance in the teaching of Latin and Greek. Sir William Smith 

who lived from 1813- 1893 was an English lexicographer . The 

Principia Latina published by him· were small books . His 

plan was to present the La tin lessons for the first year , in 

several books instead of in one book . There was an abundance 

of exercises for translation and the .parad i gms filled many 

pages, but the vocabularies were not well arranged. He be 

g ins with a small number of words and then doubles the number 

after the first few lessons and finally closes with a vocabu

lary of fifty words in the last lesson . He seems to forget 

that there are nouns in the Latin language and so he intro-
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duces a large number of verbs in his vocabularies instead of 

making a reasonable distribution of them. 

Arnold's First Latin Book by Prof. Harkness illustrates 

the synthetic method of teaching Latin. That is to say, he 

aimed to combine the separate elements of thought in a Latin 

sentence into a whole instead of following the old time tra

ditional or analytical method according to which the pupil 

looked first for the verb and then translated it and tried to 

fit it into the rest of the sentence or he looked for subject 

verb and object and then translated. 

Wh ite says: 

It is a noteworthy contribution by Mr. Harkness that he 
reversed the vocabularies placing the Latin first and includ
ed a vocabulary before each lesson. He vastly improved the 
print and distributed the grammatical material more evenly 
throughout the book. But the short, disconnected sentences, 
with previous principles endlessly repeated, are filled with 
deadly monotony.12 

Smith's Principia Latina, Arnold's First Latin Book and 

Spencer's Latin books were used until about 1875 when another 

book appears entitled Allen and Greenough's Latin Method • 
. 

These authors consider that not mare than three or six months 

should be devoted to the study of the Latin grammar. They 

prepared twenty-eight lessons in Latin intended to prepare a 

student for entrance to college. A knowledge of forms is em

phasized. The introduction deals with pronunciation. The 

first lesson treats of the root and stem of Latin words. 

Gender and Case are explained. In the first twenty-six 

12norrance s. White, 2.P_· cit., pp. 515-516. 
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lessons there are exercises consllting of exercises to be 

translated from Latin into English and also from English 

into Latin. The Latin into English exercises consist of 

about fifteen sentences each and the English into Latin ex

ercises contain about six sentences each. Simple sentences 

are introduced illustrating the syntax of subject and predi

cate. The verb sum is conjugated in lesson six. The object 

accusative is illustrated in lesson seven. uestions of sim-

ple fact are considered in lesson eight, questions are formed 

in Latin by adding the syllable ne to the emphatic word, also 

questions asking of some circumstance about the fact formed 

by prefixing to the sentence an interrogative word, and ques

tions when the syllable -ne is added to a negative word and an 

affirmative answer is expected. In lesson nine, the third 

declension of nouns is g iven. 

to their stems and declined. 

Nouns are classified according 

Adjectives of the third declen-

sion are treated in lesson ten; the comparison of adjectives 

in lesson eleven; the fourth and fifth declension in lesson 

twelve; personal and demonstrative pronouns in lesson thir

teen; relative, indefinite and interrogative pronouns in les

son fourteen; numerals in lesson fifteen; verb forms in les

son sixteen; esse in lesson seventeen and questions on moods 

and tenses in lesson eighteen. The first conjugation of 

regular verbs is g iven in lesson nineteen. The passive voice 

is treated in lesson twenty. The infinitives and participles 

of arno both active and passive are studied in lesson twenty-
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one . The remaining lessons from twenty- one to twenty- eight 

inclusive are devoted to the conjugation and synopses of 

verbs , both regular and irregular , verb stems and particles . 

The authors say: 

The preceding lessons include practice on the forms of 
Latin inflection , but with such constructions only , as the 
definitions of the cases , moods and tenses naturally suggest. 
Before reading continuous passages , some less obvious con
structions must be learned . These are divided into· sections 
of convenient length for single lesson·s , and may be so stud
ied if the teacher prefers; or he may , at his discretion , 
proceed at once to reading the annotated passages which fol
low , taking up each principle as it occurs in practice . In 
either case , it will aid -greatly in the intelligent progress 
of the learner , if the constructions here given should all 
be studied and made familiar , before attempting the reading 
of any author in course . 13 

Selections for reading at sight complete the work out

lined in the book. The authors say : 

Constant practice in reading at sight is the surest way 
to secure a practical acquaintance with the vocabulary and 
grammar of any language . . ... uch time and labor are wasted in 
learning merely about the language s we study , instead of 
studying the languages themselves , or the ideas expressed in 
them . It is one thing to be able to read passages wh ich we 
have already studied; but qu ite a different thing to have 
such knowled ~e of a language, that its words su ?ges t cor
responding ideas , and it s moods

4 
tenses, cases , .etc ., suggest 

their right log ical rela tions . l . 

The authors of this book also emphasize strong ly t he 

study of word derivation . They believe that the derivat ion 

of words is one of the mast important branches of granmar, 

that no one can know a l anguage unles s he is able to analyze 

its words and group t hefl together as families in their 

. 13J . H. Allen oc J . B. -..r.reenough , Latin Method , p . 46 . 
Boston: Ginn Brothers, 1875 . 

14Ibid . , p . 56 . 
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natural classification , that no progress can be made in read

ing at sight without a knowledge of word derivation . The 

exercises i ven are i n tended to a id in a cquiring this know

ledge. I n reading the passages selected it is expected t hat 

t h e pupil will be guided not only by the dictionary meaning 

of the words but also by t he meaning s of r oot or stem and 

t er minations as explained by t he laws of derivation and t he 

groupings of families of words . 15 

Allen and Greenough' s La tin Composition w. as published 

about .t he same time as the Latin a thod . The exercises for 

translation into Latin are fine English selections from some 

Roman history or from a book of reading selections of a su

perior t ype . The sentences are fine types of English , rather 

long and hard to translate . These sentences are well adapted 

to advanced Latin composi t ion in colleges . They are not al 

all su ited for preparatory work for which they were intended. 

The authors excuse themselves by saying that it is difficult 

to understand the periodic senten ces of Cicero or Livy , that 

ttthere is no such thing as makin 0 a Ciceronian period or an 

indirect discourse in Caesar or Livy an easy thin6 to boys" , 

and that "the student is not fully master of them until he 

can to some extent follow and repno duce them in his own work ". 

This latter statement is a good piece of ·advice and also the 

suggestion that the teacher should go over in deta il the whole 

15rbid ., page 52 . 
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ground of each exercise in advance with the pupil . 15 

There is a great contrast be.tween the llen and Green- _ 

ough's Latin Composition published in 1875 and Harkness Latin 

Composition published in 1868. In the latter book the sen

tences are carefully selected from Caesar and Cicero . The 

illustrations are clear and well defined . Each lesson is in

troduc~d by grammar references, remarks and vocabularies. 

The remarks explain the process by which we pass from the 

English expression to the Latin and comnenting upon such pe

culiarities as seem to require attention. The author consi

ders this series of models the best possible miide for the 

learner in the actual work of writing Latin. The book is 

simple, progressive and comp lete. The aim is to g ive the pu

il a practical a cquaintan ce with Latin Composition. The 

ook is divided into three parts , Forms , Syntax and Style. 

The Ollendorf method is used , which i mplies t he principles of 

imitation and repetition. The book is progressive and aims 

o make the pupil L, a ster of a subject before he proceeds to a 
l? ew one. 

In comparing the period 1800-1850 with the period 1850-

890 , we observe that there was a great improvement, for in 

he early part of the nineteenth century there were no vo cabu

aries in the text, a dictionary was used.instead. There was 

o marking of vowels and there were no explanations of the 

16Ibid., pp . 4 and 5. 
17Albert 

New York : D. 
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text. The Latin grammar was completed before beg inning the 

reader, but about 1840 vocabularies were introduced into the 

text; vowels were marked ; explanations and notes abounded; 

pictures were introduced into the tex t ; vocabularies were 

placed before the lessons and the grammatical material was 

more evenly distributed. The Latin readers not only had 

references to the grammar but they were used with the grammar 

from the beginning instead of waitin 0 till all the grammar 

had been learned. The old plan was to. commit to memory moral 

maxims and to read selections of an ethical or moral signifi

cance in order to prepare the pupil to become a Christian 

gentleman, but in the period from 1850-1890 the plan is to 

let morality take care of itself and emphasize the teaching 

of Caesar. 

In 1890 Harkness' Easy Latin method was published. I 

taught this book,as soon as it was off the press , in Oxford, 

Kansas . It was an elementary grammar, a book of La tin exer

cises and a Latin reader combined. This book contained ev

erything that the pupil needed for the work of the first 

year. It reminds me of· Place's Beg inning Latin Book which 

appeared thirty years later, because of the colored pictures 

that it contained and also because of the strik ing presenta

tion of the subjeet. The old plan was to follow the order 

of the grammar . The case constructions formed one group. 

The mood and tense constructions formed another group, but 

Harkness distributes the various parts of speech all through 
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the book and rules of syntax are used as they are needed 

instead of being collected in a group . You get something 

about nouns in one lesson , something about adjectives in an

other lesson , a portion of the verb work in a lesson or a 

lesson about one or two of the pronouns . The plan of the 

book was to teach a little at a time , here a little and there 

a little so that when you came to the end of the year you had 

a fair understanding of First Year Latin . 

Bennett criticizes books of this type as follows : He 

says that books of this sort separate things that log ically 

belong together , that they separate thin~s in the early 

stages or · teaching which must later be associated , and that 

in introducing the translation of English into Latin before 

the forms are thoroughly mastered , they involve a serious ex

penditure of time without any corresponding gain . 18 

Bennett believed that the five declensions should be 

treated in one group ; that the pronouns should form a group; 

that t he four conjugations of the regular verbs should form 

a group and that the irregular verbs should be taken as a 

whole ; and so in 1898 he published a book entitled , Founda

tions of Latin , in wh ich th is plan is followed . He did not 

like the plan of the new bo6ks . He claimed that the verb was 

dismembered and scattered through the book like that of 

Harkness Easy Latin Lessons , for example , and that the variou~ 

18charles E. Bennet~ & G. P . Bristol , The Teachin~ of 
Latin and Greek in Secondary Schools , p . 54 . New York: 
Longmans, Green & Co ., 1911 . 
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constructions of a case or a mood are not presented in t heir 

connection with each other but that they are detached and in

troduced here and there one by one. The first lesson deals 

with pronunciation. Lessons t wo to nine treat of t he· five 

declensions. The adjectives of the first and second declen

sions are g iven i mmediately after the second declens ion of 

nouns. The rules for subject, object, predicate nouns, ap

positives, the a greement of an adjective with a noun and of 

a verb with its subject are introduced. The English Latin 

exercises for the first thirty-two lessons are placed after 

lesson sixty in order to discourage the use of English Latin 

exercises during the a cquisition of the forms. If t he forms 

are mastered , the pupil will have no difficulty in writing 

the Eng lish Latin exercises in lessons thirty-five to sixty 

even, if they have not written those in lessons three to 

t h irty-four. In lesson t h irteen the pronouns are treated and 

this work continues t o the end of lesson fifteen. The four 

conjugations are tr.eated from lessons sixteen to t wenty-e igh t 

inclusive, deponent verbs in lesson XXI X, a nd irregular a nd 

impersonal verbs from lesson XXXI to xxx:r.r inclusive. The re

maining lessons from Z)C:~ - LX are devot ed to a discussion of 

the principles of syntax with vocabularies containina words 

common to Caesar. ' ome of the sentences ·are taken· directly 

from Caesar's Commentaries, in others a few changes are made. 

The book closes with reading selections consisting of fables 

and selections from Roman History taken frrnn Jacob's Latin 

Reader. 
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Hale 's First Latin Book was published in 1907. The 

words in the vocabularies are nearly all from Caesar. In 

the fir st forty-eight lessons every new word is used in t wo 

successive lessons or reappears later. ~ords closely con

nected are put in the same lesson or in lessons not far a

part . The En 0 lish vocabulary is of the same length as the 

Latin. The principal parts are given for all verbs and the 

genitives for the nouns. This book is characterized by the 

repetition of impressi9ns. The same principle holds good 

with reference to the more troublesome constructions . The 

forms are all g iven in the body of the book and there is much 

repetition. Every set of forms is used in a context to en

force its me aning . The reading matter is mostly i~ the form 

of dialogue. This is a natural method of procedure and helps 

to fix in mind the persons of the verbs. _ summary of syntax 

is givencRfter the supplementary reading. This summary is 

., useful for :review in connection with the reading. The words 

employed -in . the sentences illustrate new constructions al

ready familiar. These sentences are taken f r om what the stu

dent has read or written so that he feels the construction 

before he formulates it. 19 

Hale used the word order method· in teaching Latin . He 

anticipated the recommendations of the Classical Investiga-
. . 

tion at least thirty-seven years. His plan was to select a 

short Latin sentence and put it on the board on~ word at a 

19THlliam G. Hale , A F.irst Latin Book , Preface, pp.1-6. 
Chicago: Atkinson, Mentzer and Grover , 1907. 
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time . Then he would proceed to ask questions about the posi

tion , inflection and significance of the word . He tried to 

draw from the pupils what the probable thought of the Roman 

was in the sentence under consideration . The following ques

tions illustrate his method of procedure: ttWhat indications 

are there here for the word itself? hat light does it throw 

backward upon the words airea4y past ? What light does it 

throw forward upon the part of the. sentence t hat s ti 11 re

mains?" Hale ' s method was to teach Latin so that the pupils 

would understand it without translation . He believed that 

this ability should be attained to a considerable degree in 

season in order to allow at least · the last two years of the 

university course to be devoted in part to a true reading of 

classical literature under the teacher ' s supervision . 20 

Prof . Hale says in his pamphlet , the Art of Latin , 

"I g ive you a short sentenca and I shall call upon one man 
and another to take up a sentence and go rapidly thrdugh it 
as Latin, word after word , telling _how it should be thought 
out . In preparing your lesson in order to be sure that your 
eye does not stray and run ahead , cut out a p iece of flexible 
pasteboard or a p iece of stiff writing paper , as long as 
·twice the width of your printed text and two or three inches 
wide . Cut a strip from the top running half the length and 
deep enough to correspond to one line of your text . Use t his 
pie ce of paper to expo se just one word at a time . The words 
preceding of course are all visible and as you push your pa
per on you can see all of the2rentence that has been trav
ersed without lookin0 ahead . " 

A book that revolutioni zed the presentation of the syn

tax of High School Latin was edited by Lee Byrne in 1909 . 

20Ibid ., pp . 26- 33 . 

21Ibid ., pp . 31- 32 . 
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He examined one hundred and forty- one constru c tions . He 

found that these were employed in 49 , 361 instances . They 

are all tabulated in his book in such a way that you can tell 

in what part of Caesar , Ci cero or Vergil each one is found 

and then the totals are g iven for each of these authors and 

in the last column , the grand total. Some constructions are 

not usually taught as grammati cal categories . This _reduced 

the number to 13? employed 46 , 425 times . Omitting construc

tions used less than five times by an author , he still. fur 

ther redu ces the number of cons tru c t ions t o 109 , employed 

46 , 339 times out of a total of 46 , 425 . Th i s means that 79 . 5 

per cent of the constructions are employed i n 99 . 8 per cent 

of the instances so that one can accomplish 99 . 8 per cent of 

the ~esult with 79 . 5 per cent of the effort which means a 

25 . 5 per cent increase in the efficiency of our work in syn

tax . 22 

Prof . Byrne suggests the basis on which a distribution 

of constiuctions can be made by half years . He says that in 

the preparatory year if we take in the first semester those 

constructions used 90 times in Caesar and in the second se

mester , those used 50 , the apportionment will be 26 and 19 

respectively . In Caesar a groupin0 of 20 and 11 is secured 

by assigning those used over 12 times to the third half year 

and those used five times to the fourth . The table on the 

following page is a tentative recommend a tion for distribution 

221ee Byrne, Syntax of Hi gh School Latin , pp . 4 and 5 . 
Chi cago : University of Chicago Press , 1909 . 
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by half year s. 

Half- Year 

1 . ...... . 
2 •••••••• 
3 • ••••... 
4 • .•••••• 
5 •••••••• 
6 • • • • • • • • 

? • • • • • • • • 
8 • ••••.••• 

Total. ••• 

Nominative 
Vocative •• 
Genitive ._. 

Dat i ve ••.• 

Accusative 

TABLE VI 

BASIS OF NUMBER OF NEW CONSTRUCT IONS 
ARRANGED CCORDIN1 TO HALF YEAR 

Basis Number New 
Construc tions 

90 times in Caesar 
50 times in Caesar 
13 times in Caesar 

5 times in Caesar 
5 times in Cicero 

Review of a ll prose 

5 times i n Ver 0 il 

constr uc
tions 

Review of all Construc ti ons 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TABLE VII 

26 
19 
20 
11 
19 

0 
14 

0 

109 

SYNOPSio OF .,YNTlL'{ BY YEARS - CASES 

First Year 

Nominative 

Possessive 
Objective 

Par ti t ive 
Material 
Indire c t 

Object 
Special 

verbs 
Compounds 
Reference 
Purpose 
Direct 

object 
Limit 
Subj . of in
fin i tive 
~1H th prep
ositions 

Se c ond Year Th i rd Year Fourth Year 

Quality 
r ith ad j ec

tives 

gent 
Posse ssor 

With ad
jectives 

Adverbial 
Ti me &. Space 

Vo cative 

Two a c c . 
makin ;.;) 

Exclama
tion 

Remembering 
miser et , etc. 

Direction , 
etc . 

Cognate 
0yne cdoch i

ca l 
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TABLE vrr23 
Cont'd. 

First Year Se cond Year Third Year Fourth Year 

Ablative •• Separation 
Agent 
Means 
Cause 
Manner 
Accompani-

Locative •• 

ment 
Specifica-

tion 
Absolute 
Place 
Time 
With prep
ositions 

Sour ce 
ti.tor, etc. 
Difference 
,uali ty 

Locative 

Comparison 

Prof. Lodge of Colwnbia published a book entitled, The 

Vocabulary of High School Latin , whi ch appeared about the 

same time as the Syntax of High School Latin by Lee Byrne . 

The first division presents in alphabetical arrangement the 

combined vocabulary of the first four books of Caesar's Gall

ic War, the foui orations of Cicero a 0 ainst Catiline, the 

Manilian Law and the Poet Archias and also Vergil's Aeneid , 

books one to six inclusive . Caesar 's words are printed in 

black, Cicero 's words in ordinary type and those of VerPil 

in small capitals. The number of times that a word occurs 

in each author is stated after each word. ~ords found less 

than five times are printed in small type . Those found five 

23 
b'd 26 27 I 1 • , pp. - • 
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TABLE VIII23a 

SYNOPSIS OF SYNTAX BY YEARS i 
TENSES AND MOODS 

First Year 

Tenses .•••• Regular se
quence 

Independent Inaicative 
clauses 

Substantive quod 
clauses Volitive 

Indirect 
uestion 

Relative Indicative 
clauses ••• 

Adverbial Indicative 
clauses •• • 

Purpose 

Result 

Time- cum 

Cause- quad 

Subord . in 
indirect 
discourse 

Infinitive. Subject 
Comple
mentary 

Object 
I ndirect 
Discourse 

Second Year 

Subj • for Im
per . Or . Ob . 
Subj . for In
terr . Or . Ob . 

quin , etc . 
Fear 
Result 

Purpose 
Charact er -

istic 
Time- ante
quam , etc . 
Time - durn, 

etc . 
Time - post 
quam , etc. 
Cause- cum 

Conce s sion 
- cum 

Concession 
- etsi 

Attraction 
Apposition 
With ad
j ectives 
Historical 

Particip le . Perfect Present 
u-erund ive 
Passive p er 
riphrastic 

~erund and Gerund Supine in 
sun ine .... - um 

2~a Ibid •. p . 28 . 

Th ird Year 

Irr . seq . 
Result 

Imperative 
Subjunctive
Jussive 
Subjunctive
Deliber . 
Subj . Con-

cess . 
Subj . 

Potent 

Result 
Cause 

Fourth Year 

ne and 
Imperative 
Subjunctive
Hortatory 
Subj . Jus
sive 2 p . 
Subj . 
Optative 
~::mbj . Ob-
li0ation 

Proviso Comparison 

Concession 
quamquam 
Condit ions-

Simple 
Conditions 
M. v . fut . 

Conditions 
Cont . fact . 
Conditions 
- I nd . disc. 

Purpose , e tc . 

Active peri- Future 
phrastic 

Supine in 
-u 
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or more times are numbered from 1 to 2000. One thousand of 

these word~ are from Caesar, five hundred from Cicero and 

five hundred from Vergil. These two thousand words consti

tute nine-tenths of the vocabulary of Latin in the ordinary 

sense of the term. These words are listed in the order of 

their first occurrence in the second division of the book. 

Lee Byrne thinks that books of this type are valuable, for 

while the method of using them may differ with different 

teachers, they are useful in forming the basis of linguistic 

work . That which is unnecessary can be eliminated and that 

which is necessary can be introduced at the right time. · In 

sigh t translation and in composition work the pupil can be 

_held responsible for the 2000 words of Lodge's Vocabulary 

in taking a college entrance examination. 24 

There were several committee reports made during t he 

period from 1890-1924 that are worthy of consideration. The 

report of the committee of ten was published in 1894. This 

committee crystallized the content of the Latin courses that 

had developed.up t o this time. Nepos or Viri Romae were re- /J-f-.< 

commended a s a possible substitute for Caesar, but this plan 

failed, and so the traditional course was followed in the 

curriculum, consistin~ of four books of Caesar, six orations 

of Cicero, and six book s of Vergil's Aeneid. The Latin word 

order method advocated by Professor Villiarn G. Hale in 1 8 87 

was recommended. Vords were stud ied in sentences before they 

24Ibid., pp . 62-64. 
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were studied in isolation. Syntax was consi~ered indispens

able in order to read Latin . The mastery of inflection was 

emphasized. The recommendations of this committee were 

good, but they failed of acceptance . An a~tempt was made to 

cover too much ground for all the elements of the granunar 

were covered during the first year and an excessive amount 

of reading was required. 

The report of the committee of twelve was published in 

1899. This committee recommended an excessive amount of 

reading in Latin authors beyond the requirement of the com

mittee of 1910. From four to five books of Caesar, from six 

to nine orations of Cicero, from six to nine books of Vergil 

and one thousand lines of Ovid were required. The Latin word 

order was recommended . It is evident , however, that there 

was no interest manifested in methods of teaching Latin . 

The report .of the committee of fifteen published in 

1909 was considered an important document . It was the offi

cial basis for college entrance examinations until 1929 . 

This committee encouraged more varied reading in secondary 

schools than forner conmittees but at the same time the kind 

and amount of reading recommend ed were of the traditional 

type. The aim wa s to prepare pupils to study Latin in col

lege. No attempt was made to evaluate educational objec

tives.25 

25Tu . De~itt Gray, The Teaching of Latin, pp . 1-5. 
New York: D. ppleton &, Co., .1929. 
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In 1913 a preliminary report was publ i shed by the com

mittee on classical languages of the N. E. A. The traditional 

course was condemned in this rep t . The offic ial report of 

the committee in anc ient languages completed in 1921 was 

never published . ~ome of the suggestions of this committee 

are quoted by Prof . Inglis . The committee suggests that 

school adminstrators and teachers of Latin should not expect 

too mu ch or too little t r ansfer . They should guard against 

expecting transfer to be automatic . The committee also re 

commends a careful analysis of the mental traits that should 

be employed in the study of Latin , in order to determine what 

mental traits it is desirable to t r ansfer from that field to 

other fields , what traits are actually transferred and what 

traits may be transferred . The committee enumerates the 

following mental traits that one must have in the study of 

Latin in order to expect the most transfer ; namely , habits 

of mental work , tendency to neg le c t distracting and irrele

vant elements , ideals of thoroughness , ideals of accuracy 

and precision , also attitudes towards study and i ntellectual 

achievement . The committee holds that i n proportion as such 

potential values are consciously the aim of the work in Latin 

and consciously developed, in like p~oportion conditions are 

favorable to their realization as actual .results of the work . 

in Latin . 26 

In ·comparing the period from 1840- 1890 with the period 

26A . J . Inglis , Principles of Secondary Education , 
p . 462 . New Yorlc : Houghton Mifflin Co ., 1918 , 
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from 1890-1924, it is evident that acme changes of consider

able consequence took place in Latin trends. During the pe

riod from 1840-1890 the Ollendorff method of teaching Latin 

was in traduced . Smith's Principia Latina were popular. Vo

cabularies were placed before each lesson instead of being 

g iven only at t he close of the book. The Latin reader was 

used in connection with the grammar instead of se~arately as 

had been the custom. In 1890 the work of the first year was 

a little more directly related to that of the second year. 

The Latin taught dur ing the first year was more in line with 

Caesar than before. In 1890 the Latin of the first year was 

all in one book. 

Things that are not essential are more and more elimi

nated. The vocabularies are limited to Caesar, Cicero and 

Verg il. The text books are printed better and pictures are 

introduced. The syntax is distributed through four years 

instead of being all crowded into one year. The work in 

Latin Composition is printed in the text instead of in a 

separate book as in the case of the illen and ureenou hand 

the Harkness text books on Latin Composition. The long pe

riodic sentences to be translated into Latin yield to sen-

. tences of a simp ler type that can be.more readily compre

hended. 



CH.APTER VI 

TRENDS I N LATIN I N THE UN ITED STATES 1924- 1931 

From 1921- 1924 an investigation was conducted called 

the Classical Investigation , sponsored by the America n Class

ical League and the 0 eneral Education Board . 

The purpose of the investigation , as defined in the 

orig inal plan , is to prepare a constructive program of re

commendations for improvement in t he teachin .=> of Latin and 

Greek in the secondary schools of the United States . Im

provement in the teaching of Latin and Greek may be defined 

as a better and more effe c tive adjustment of means to the 

ends proposed . Th is involves , first , an investigation into 

the present status of Latin and Greek , including a study of 

the actual objectives aimed at in cur rent practice , the ex

tent to which t h ese objectives are attained or attainable , 

the means commonly employed and the means most effectively 

employed in attainin:, t h em; and , secondly , a constructive 

program involving t he determina tion of the most ·i mportant ob-

jecti ves , and the means to be recommended as most ~ffective 

in obtaininO' t hem a s to (a) content of courses, ( b) methods 

of teaching , ( C ) qualifications and training of teachers . 1 

The sources of information are as f ollows: curriculum 

studies, incl~ding the raw materials· of the ex is t ing Latin 

course, pr evious studi es of s uch , and anal yses of language 

and con tent mater i a l f or its reorgani zat ion; s tatistics of 

1 i . L. Carr and Mason D. Gray , "The Classical Survey," 
.Classical Journal, Vol. ~CVII, (Oct . 1921) , p . 17 . 

- 122- · 
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attendance and grades ; a general questionnaire and other col

lections of opinions of expert Latin teachers; scientific 

studies of the teaching of Latin, independent of the inquiry; 

extensive tests and experimental studies done under the di

rection of the committee; general educational theory and com

parative data from foreign countries.2 

At the time when this investigation was made there was 

an enrollment of 940,000 pupils in Latin in the public and 

private schools of the United States . Out of the 20,500 

secondary schools in this country there were 10,000 schools 

that reported. Of these schools 4500 offered four years of 

Latin or more. Twelve hundred of them offered three years 

of Latin, thirty-six hundred offered two years, two hundred 

offered one year and there were five hundred and ninety-four 

schools that offered none at all . 

The results of the investigation were published in 1924 

in a volume consisting of three hundred pages entitled, The 

Classical Investigation, Part I, General Report . 

The .first few page s of this book classify the objectives 

in Latin study as i mmed iate and ultimate. 

The investigation says that, 

The indispensable primary i mmediate objective which 
underlies the entire pr ocess for each year of the course is 
progressive development of power to read· and understand La
tin. This involves an increasin~ mastery of the elements 
of the language, namely, vocabulary , forms and syntax . The 
relative emphasis to be attached to t he se elements year by 

2 
The Sixth Year Book of the Departmen t of Superintend-

ence, nThe Hi gh School Curriculum , " p . 372. ·vashinb ton, !) . C.: 
Department of Superintendence of the N. E. A. 1928. 
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year will depend upon the contribution which they make to 
read and understand Latin or to the attainment of certain of 
the ultimate objectives . 

The ultimate objectives are class ified as follows : 

The objectives of the first year are seven i n number . 
1 . An increased understanding of those elements in 

~ng lish which are related· to Latin . 2 . Increased ahility to 
read , speak and write· Eng lish . 3 . Development of right at 
titudes toward socia institutions . 4 . Development of cor
rect mental habits . 5 . Development of an historiaal and cul
tural back round . 6 . Increased ability to learn other 
fore"tgn languages . 7 . Elementary knowledge of t h e simpler 
general principles of language structure . Th e development 
of literary a ppreciation may be designated as 7 for the 
sake of convenience and the improvement in the literary style 
of the pupil's written English may be designated as ?B . 

The objectives for the first year are 1 - 7 inclusive . 
The objectives for the second , third and fourth years are 
the same as those of the first year with these excep tions, 
that objective No . 1 is placed first for the first and second 
years and first in the third and fourth years . No . 7 is 
placed in the first and second years only . No . 7A appears in 
the third and fogrth years only while No . 7B a ppears only in 
the fourth year . 

According to the sixth year book of the department of 

superintendence , the i mmediate objective , t h e ability to 

read and comprehend Latin , has first rank in i mportance in 

all the years of the course ; of the ultimate objectives , an 

understanding of elements in English related to Latin has 

first rank in grades VII - X, fourth rank in grade XI and 

sixth rank in grade XII . 

According to the classical investigation the present 

content of the -four year Latin course as commonly found _in 

the schools is too exte nsive in amount or too difficult in 

3c1assical Investigation , Part I, General Report , 
Princeton University Press, 1924 , pp·. '79- 82 . 
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TABLE IX 

OBJECTIVES RANKED ACCORDING TO 
IMPORTANCE FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL4 

Ob.iectives Grades 
'7 8 9 10 - -I. Immediate: Ability to read and 

comprehend Latin 1 1 1 1 
II Ultimate: 1. Understanding of 

elements in English related 
to Latin 1 1 1 1 

2. Ability to read, write and 
speak English 2 2 2 

3. Historical and cultural 
background 2 3 3 3 

4. Correct mental habits 3 4 4 4 
5. Right attitudes toward 

social situation 4 5 5 5 
6. Ability to learn other 

foreign languages 6 6 
'7 . Knowledge of simpler prin-

ciples of language struc-
ture. 7 ? 

8. Literary appr·ec ia t ion 
9. Literary style 

kind, or both, to provide a suitable medium for 

11 12 

1 1 

4 6 

1 1 

2 2 
3 3 

5 5 

7 

6 4 
7 

the satisfac-

tory attainment of the objectives which were determined upon 

.as valid for the course in secondary Latin. 

In reorganizing the content ·of the four year · secondary 

school course in Latin, the committee makes the following re

commendations : 

1. That the formal study of the elements of language 
during the first year be reduced by the postponement of many 
forms and principles of syntax until later in the course; 
that the formal study of some of these forms and principles 
be omitted entirely from the secondary course and that iri 
general the functional rather than the formal knowledge of 
these elements be emphasized throughout the course. 

4
The Sixth Year Book of the Department of Super intend

ence, £E..:_ .ill.•, p . 375. 
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2nd. That the vocabulary forms and principles of syn
tax to be learned in each successive year of the course be 
selected in such a way as to provide conditions most favor
able for developing progressive power to read and under~tand 
Latin and for attaining the ultimate objectives which teach
ers regard as valid for their pupils. 

3rd. That not less than eighty pages of easy, well 
~raduated and attractive Latin reading material be intro
duced into the course, beg inning at the earliest possible 
point and continuing at least through the third semester. 

4th. That this easy reading material should be such as 
to contribute both to the progressive development of power 
to read and understand Latin and to the attainment of the 
historical cultural objectives which teachers regard as 
valid for their pupils . 

5th . That practice in writing Latin be continued 
throughout the first, second and third years . It may well 
be omitted from the work of the fourth year in order to al-
low full time for the reading. · 

6th . That the amount of classical Latin authors to be 
read in the standard four year course shall be not less than 
35 pages of Teubner text in the second year , 60 pages in the 
third year and 100 pages in the fourth year. 

7th . That there be enough freedom of choice in the La
tin Authors to be read to make it easily practicable for 
teachers to select the readin0 material which in their judg
ment will provide the best medium for attaining during the 
secondary course the historical cultural objectives which 
they regard as va lid for their pupils. 

8th. That such additional material of instruction be 
introduced into the course as will provide for fuller at
tainment of various ultimate objectives of the study of 
Latin .5 

The vocabulary to be learned during the normal four 

year course should consist of 400 to · 500 words to be selected 

for thorough mastery in the first year of the course and ap

proximately 500 words in each succeeding year of the course. 

The principles of syn tax taught durin.a- the first 

5classical Investigation , op. cit., pp . 123-124. 
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semester should be limited to a very few noun, adjective and 

verb constructions of frequent occurrence, including the 

general principles of agreement and the commoner uses of the 

accusative and ablative cases with prepositions; the many 

noun and verb constructions now commonly included in the 

work of the first year should be distributed over the work 

of the later semesters and in particular the teaching of the 

uses of the subjunctive should not be undertaken before the 

third semester. 

The requirements · in the syntax to be thoroughly mastered 

during the normal four year course should comp.rise only the 

princip les g iven below and should be distributed by semesters 

as follows: 

First Semester: Agreement : verb with subject, adjective 

with noun, appositive with noun . or pronoun, predicate noun or 

adjective with subject. Case uses: the nomina tive as sub

ject , t he genitive of possession and other adnominal uses but 

without differentiation or separate identification; the da

tive of indirect object, the accusative of direct object, the 

accusative in prepositional phrases includina those with ad 

and in expressing place ~hither but without differentiation 

or separate identification; the vocative in direct address, 

the ablative of means , the ablative in prepositional phrases 

including those with ab, de , ex, cum, in, expressing separa

tion, place whence , agent, manner , cause, accompaniment, 

place where, but without differentiat ion or separate ident i

fication. 
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Second Semester: The agreement of a pronoun with its 

antecedent. Case uses; Accusative as subject of an infini-

tive, the accusative of duration or extent, the ablative of 

time and the ablative of cause. Verb uses: The present in

finiative in indirect discourse. 

Third Semester: Case uses: the dative with intransitive 

verbs as these are met , the dative with compounds as these 

are met , the accusative of place whither without a preposi

tion, the ablative absolute , the ablative of respect, the 

ablative with deponents as t hese are met. Verb uses: I nde

pendent volitive subjunctive, subjunctive in a clause of pur

pcs.e with ut and ne, subjunctive in a clause of result with 

ut and ut non, subjunctive in a cum clause of situation, sub

junctive in indirect questions, . sequence of tenses as far as 

needed in reading and writing , complementary infinitive, per

fect and future infinitives in indirect discourse. 

Fourth ~emester: Case Uses: Genitive of description, 

dative of reference, dative of purpose as met in the reading, 

dative of possessor, ablative of separation without a prepo

sition, ablative of description. Verb uses: Subjunctive in 

a substantive volitive clause, in a relative clause of pur

pose, in a clause of anticipation, in a cum clause of cause, 

in a subordinate clause in indirect discourse, infinitive as 

subject or object, gerundive. 

Fifth and Sixth Semesters: Case uses: dative with ad

jectives as these are met , dative of agent, ablative of 
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comparison, ablative of degree of difference, the locative 

case. 

Verb uses: the subjunctive in a cum clause of concession~ 

the subjunctive in a relative clause of description or in a 

clause of characteristic, the subjunctive in a substantive 

clause of, fact with ·ut, the passive periphrastic , the sub

junctive in present and past conditions contrary to fact. 

~eventh and Eighth Semesters : Case uses: Genitive with 

adjectives as these are met , genitive with verbs of remember

ing and forgetting, genitive with impersonal verbs, the 

double accusative with verbs of making . 

Verb uses: Historical infinitives, subjunctive in wish

es, subjunctive expressing possibility and obligation .6 

The comnilttee recommends that there should be an early 

arid thorough functional knowledge· of a few of the most im

portant forms as a basis for a fairly extensive reading ex

perience and that ·the learning of the remainder of the forms 

determined upon as desirable for the course as a whole . should 

be postponed until the needs,arising in the later reading, 

supply the compelling motive for their acquisition . 

The forms to be thoroughly mastered during the normal 

four year course should comprise only those 0 iven below and 

they should be .distributed by semesters as follows : 

First Semester: Nouns of the first and second declen

sions, adjectives of the first and second declensions, 

6rbid., p . 123 and pp . 156-166. 
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formation of adverbs from adjectives of the first and second 

declension, the pronouns: quis, ego , tu, is . 

Verbs: The indicative of sum except the future perfect, 

the indicative active and passive of the first and second 

conjugations except the future perfect , the imperative of 

all conjugations present ,active , second singular and plural, 

the infinitive of the first and second conjugations,preseni , 

active and passive , the principal parts of selected verbs of 

the first and second conjugations . 

Second Semester: Nouns of the third declension , adjec

tives of the third declension , i stems and comparatives , 

formation of adverbs from adjectives of the third declension , 

the comparison of regular adjectives , the pronouns: qui , hie , 

ille , ipse . 

Verbs: Indicative of the t h ird and fourth conjugations , 

active and passive , excep t the future perfect , the i Bperative 

of all conjugations present , passive , second singular and 

plural , present infinitive a c tive and passive of the third 

and fourth conjugations , the perfect ·passive participle of 

all conjugations , the principal parts of .selected verbs . 

Third Semester: Nouns of the fourth and fifth declen

sions , irregularities in the declension of pronominal and 

numeral adjectives , comparison .of the irregular adjectives 

magnus , parvus, multus , bonus, malus . 

Verbs : Subjunctive .of sum except the perfect , subjunc

tive , active and passive of all conjugations excep t the 
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perfect , the perfect infinitive a ctive and passive and future 

a ctive infinitive of all conjugations, the present active 

and future active par ticiples of all conju 0 at ions, the 

gerund and the principal parts of selected verbs. 

The fourth semester: Pronouns , aliquis and quisque . 

Verbs: Irregularities in the conjugation of possum , eo , fero , 

volo , nolo and malo , deponent . verbs of all conjugations, the 

future passive participle of the gerundive of all conjuga

tions and the principal parts of se lected verbs. 

Fifth Semester; Nouns: Locative; Verbs: future perfect, 

indicative active and passive of all conjugations , perfect 

subjunctive active and passive of all conjugations, the su

pine and pr incipal parts of selected verbs. 7 

The committee recommends that the reading of continu

ous Latin should beg in at the earliest possible moment con

sistent with whatever method may be employed in the intro

ductory sta.~es of the study of Latin , that for at least the 

first three semesters a large amount of simple , well- graded 

easy Latin should be included in the course and that the 

first classical author should not be introduced, at least 

in unmodified form, before t he beg i nning of t he fourth 

semes ter. 

Two standards for the selection of reading matter a re 

recommended. The first test of easy reading aterial is its 

relative value as a medium f or developing the power to read 

?Ibid ., p . 143 and pp . 160-162~ 
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Latin . This material should be abundant , repetitions , simple 

and varied in form , attractive in its content and carefully 

adapted to the capacities of young boys and g irls . The 

second test is that the subject n atter should from the first 

deal mainly with themes readily adaptable to the attailliTient 

of the historical cultural objectives . The material pre-

sented should consist of such cubjects as classical mythol--
ogy , Roman traditions , dramati c events in Roman history , the 

home life of the Romans , anecdotes and fables that illustrate 

Roman life and thought , Roman legends and stories and also 

examples of Roman wit and wisdom . 

In general it may be said that the committee recommends 

not less t han eighty pag es of easy , well gradua ted and at 

tractive Latin reading material to be introduced into the 

course beg inning at the earliest possible point and continu

ing at least through the third semester and that the first 

classical author should not be introduced in unmodified form 

before the fourth semester . 

The practice in writing Latin should be continued 

throughout the first , second and third years . It may be 

omitted from the work of the fourth year in order to allow 

full time for the readihg . 8 

There is a list of books ~ iven in t he classical report 

and recommended by the committee , a list of books con taining 

easy Lati~ reading for uBe in the first three semesters of 

Br b id ., pp . 123- 125 and 127- 128 . 

,~o 
7' 
( 
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t h e course . The rec ommendations concerning the reading con

ten t are as follows : 

First Semester . Not less t han 15 pages of cont inuous 

easy Latin selected in accordance with the criteria already 

defined . Th is material may be selected from one or more be

g inners' books supplemen ted by selections f r om such readers 

as : Atk inson and Pearce ' s Dent ' s First Latin Book , Godley ' s 

Fables of Or.bilius , Part I , Paine and Mainwaring ' s Primus 

Annus , Paine , Mainvaring and Ryle ' s Decem Fabulae , Julia 

Reed's Short Stories of Roman life , Sonnenschein ' s Oro Mari

tinia , and Spencer ' s Scalae Primae . 

Second Semester . Not less than 25 pages of continuous 

easy Latin of somewhat greater difficult y than that read in 

the first semester , selected in accordance with the criteria 

already defined . Th is material is taken from one or more be 

g inners ' boo~s and supplemented by sele ctions from various 

readers, some of which are a continuation of t hose already 

mentioned . There is a list of fourteen read i ng book~ given 

in the classical report , including easier and more familiar 

paijS,ages from the Vulgate Bible . 

Third Semester . During the third semester not less than 

40 pages of continuous ·easy made or adapted Latin are read . 

Th is material may be selected from a list of forty. reading 

books . About one half of this list is published in England 

by the Oxford University _Press , Longmans Green & Co . and 

also by the Ma cmillan Co. There is much modern material in 
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these books. Viri Romae is read and selections of ancient 

material adapted from such classical authors as Livy , Caesar 

and Eutropius . -~ome other books of a similar type have ap

peared since the report of the Classical Investigation was 

adopted.9 

During the fourth semester an amount of classical Latin 

equivalent to not less than thirty-five pages of the Teubner 

text is recommended by the committee. These selections are 

made from such classical ~uthors as Aulus, Gellius, Caesar, 

Eutropius , Nepos , Ovid, Phaedrus , Valerius Maxi:mus, Curtins 

and Terence . 

The Investigation says that teachers who wish to take up 

the reading of classical Latin in the third semester should 

substitute the equivalent of not less than fifteen pages of 

Teubner text selected from the authors and works listed under 

the recommendations for the fourth semester, but teachers who 

wish to continue the use of made or adapted Latin during the 

fourth semester should read seventy pages selected from such 

readers as those listed under the recommendations for the 

third semester. 

During the fifth and sixth semesters an amount of class

ical Latin equivalent to not less than sixty pages of the 

Teubner text selected from Caesar, the Orations and Letters 

of Cicero, the Essays of Cicero, Nepos , Ovid, Pliny , Sallust , 

Terence and Vergil . 

9Ibid., pp. 127-128 and pp. 144~148. 
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During the seventh and eighth semesters an amount of 

classical Latin is to be read equivalent to not less than 

one hundred pages of the Teubner _text selected from the Ora

tions, Essays and Letters of Cicero from Catullus, Horace, 

Livy, Ovid , Plantus, Terence and Vergil. -
It is expected that the teachers will select the reading 

material wh ich in their judgment will provide the best medium 

for attaining during the secondary course the historical cul

tural objectives which they regard as valid for their pupils. 

Two criteria are suggested by the committee in making 

selections f r om classical authors as follows: The suitabil

ity of the Latin as a medium for the progressive development 

of the power to read and understand Latin and the suitability 

of the content for the development of the historical cultural 

objectives. Some teachers may wish to beg in the first class

ical author in the t h ird semester while others wish to post

pone this reading to a later semester as for example, the 

fifth. The committee suggests that there should be a reason

able freedom of action in this ma t ter as well as in the 

choice of authors to be read. The decisive consideration 

which determines the time at which the first Latin author 

should be taken up by any g iven class is not an arbitrary 

number of semesters but the attainment of actual power by the 

pupils to read the e a sier La tin with some degree of facility. 

In selecting reading material the following suggestions 

are made by the committee: 
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The extent to which the material is adapted in diffi

culty to the ability of the pupil. 

The suitability of the thought content to the maturity 

of the pupil. 

The suitability of the materi~l for creating in the pu

p il a sense of progress in the mastery of the language and 

finally the- attractiveness of the material to the pupil.lo 

In the course of study su 0 gested by the committee it 

should be observed that only 290 pages of Latin are required, 

namely, 80 pages of Caesar, 82 pages of Cicero and 128 pages 

of Vergil in the Teubner text. In Cicero two of the orations 

against Catiline are omitted, the second and the fourth but 

no reason is g iven for the omission of the fourth. It is 

hard to tell why the Murena of Ci cero should be included in 

the list, for this oration is diff icult. There are good rea

sons for including some of his other works as for example, 

Pro Ros cio Amerine in which Cicero defended the constitution, 

De Officus, a moral treatise, De Fihibus, a philosophical 

treatise, the Jugurtha of Sallust , an attractive book of con

siderable historical importance and Sallust 's Catiline , a 

suitable preparation for reading Cicero. 

Vergil 's eneid may be read after althou~h it is gener

ally read later. Pliny, Terence and Vergil are read in the 

third year . In the fourth year Catullus, Horace and Livy are 

read. The old plan was .to read Caesar , Cicero and Verg il. 

lOibid., p. 124, pp . 129-130, pp . 149-151. 
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According to the new plan other authors may be substituted , 

but the substitution of an author in the place of Caesar in 

the fourth semester is not new . Many new books are recom

mended , each one containing a small amount of ma terial . It 

is more convenient and less expensive , however , to have the 

material in one book , including grammar and prose composition

Many edttions of Caesar and Cicero of this type have been is

sued. There is a wide range of choice in the fourth semester 

but it seems to me that many of the authors suggested as sub

stitutes are not equal to Caesar in interest . 

Lodge says: 

The chapter on content in this Report is , to sum it up 
in a word , the Emancipation Proclamation of the Latin high 
school teacher . It g ives him a view and right of entrance 
into new and juicy pastures . The whole range of Latin Liter
ature , both ancient and modern is open to him. He can no 
longer complain that he is hemmed in and confi ned within set 
limits . The extent of his wanderings from the old enclosures 
depends entirely upon himself . There is only one condition , 
he must get results . And the competent teacher will feel 
his spirit rise with the challenge . He will go to it with 
enthusiasm and confidence . But-what of those teachers who 
have no training beyond the high school? They will have to 
get that training . They will no longer be able to defend 
themse1Ve$ by the plea that they have read all that they ex
pect to teach . They must read more Latin , they must study 
more Latin , they must become better teachers. Latin is now 
the best taught subject in the high s chool curriculum. With 
the impetus that such a report is bound to give , it is going 
to be better taught , and with better teaching t here is practi-~ 
cally no limit to the educational value which it can be made 
to disclose . 11 · 

The committee recommends that such additional material 

of instruction be introduced into the course as will provide 

11.Q.onzales Lodge , "The Report of the Classical Investi 
gation; Aims and Content of the Four Year Course , " Classical 
Journal , Vol . XX , (November , 1924) , pp . 68- 85 . 
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for fuller attainment of various ultimate objectives of the 

study of Latin. 

The desirability of making collateral reading in English 

an integral part of the course is also suggested. Ninety-six 

per cent of the teachers filling out the general question

naire expressed the opinion that supplementary material in 

Engl ish should be included in the course for the purpose of 

developing more effectively the historical cultural values 

of Latin. such reading should develop naturally from the 

contacts established through the content of the Latin read

in0 material itself. The topics to be emphasized at any · 

stage of the pupil's progress should therefore be identical 

in large measure with the topics to be included in the Latin 

·reading content as outlined. 

The reading in Eng~ish on topics that concern the his

torical sultural objectives is to be made a part of the work C.-

of each year of the course. The general reading and class

room discussion should have reference to the present day en

vironment of the pupils . The study of a few topics is pre

ferable to the superficial survey of a larger number and 

finally studies of this type will lead to a g ood preliminary 

view of Roman civilization. 

The topics for reading are as follows: The daily life 

of the Romans , Characteristic Roman qualities and stories 

illustrative of them, B~ligious ideas and mythology of the 

Romans , Roman history and traditions; a general idea of the 

development of Rome , of the main periods of the history of 
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Rome and of important legendary or historical personages as

sociated with them , Topo ~raphy and geo ~raphy . The government 

of ancient Rome , Pol i tical , social and economic attainments 

of the Romans , Significance of Rome as a Whole and the In

fluence of Rome on Nestern Civilization . 12 

The committee re commends the reading of Latin in the 

Latin word order . This means training the- pupil from the 

first to get the thought in the Latin order and directly from 

the Latin itself instead of backwards and indire c tly through 

translation . The pupil ' s ability should be developed to 

take in the meaning of each word and then of the whole sen

tence ; t he sentenc e should be read and understood in t he or

der of the original, with full appre c iation of the for ce of 

each word as it comes , so far as this can be known or in

ferred from that which has preceded and fr om the form and 

the position of the word itself . 

The methods to be employed in teaching pupils to read 

and understand Latin should be such as to develop in the pu

pil correct habi t s of indep endent study , to contribute both 

to the progres s ive development of power to read Latin as La

tin and to the concurrent attainment of the ultimate object 

ives which teachers consider valid for t heir pup ils , to en-

list t he interest of the pup ils , and to encourage the use of 

the facts and processes acquired in the study of Latin in 

12c1assical Investigation , 21?..· cit . , P. 124 , pp . 133-
and 151, PP • 152- 15? . 
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activities outside the Latin class . 

The committee believes that ability to read or to ex

press it in other terms , to get hold of the sense in the La

tin order without translation , can be acquired only by means 

of persistent training on the basis of some definitely con

ceived me thod to be followed consistently throughout the 

se condary course . They also recommend that there should be 

daily prac tice in comprehension at s i ght in accordance with 

the method adopted and that every possible effort should be 

made to insure the pupil' s use of this method in his inde

pendent preparation of assigned lessons . 

There are a few teachers who still hold to the analyti

cal method , exempl i fied in the introduction to Velch and 

Duffield ' s Eutrop i us published by Macmillan & Co . as follows: 

1 . Pick out the finite verb or the predicate and then 
find out its voice , mode , tense , person and number . 

2 . F ind the subje c t or subjec ts with which it a grees 
and then translate . 

3 . If the verb is incomplete , find the object or com
pletion and then translate . 

4 . ~ee if the subject is enlar ed by any of the me thods 
mentioned below; if it is , translate , takin~ t he enlargements 
with the subject . 

5 . See if t he object is enlar 0 ed ; if it is , translate , 
tak ing t h e enlar ,-'.,ements with the object . 

6 . Take the extensions of the predicate and translate . 
7 . Translate finally , puttin~ in the introductory con

junctions or other words not yet taken . 
The committee does not condemn this me thod or any other 

definite method if it is consistently followed by pupils and 
teachers , but they believe that the methods which will con
tribute most effectively in teaching pupils to comprehend 
Latin are as follows: 

Trainin
0 

pupils to .grasp the meaning of an entire sen
tence in the Latin order and then to translate the sentence 
as a whole . 

Training pupils ·to take in the thought of each word 
group as it appears and then to translate it . 
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Training pupils to read a Latin sentence and to answer 
questions upon it without translating it . 13 

The methods of t he Classical I nvest igation on the art 

of reading La tin were recommended by Prof . William J • Hale 

in 1887 . His p l an in teach ing First Ye ar Latin was to r ead 

t h e La tin .to t he pupils and t he y had to transla te it into 

En0 lish orally with books closed . He then read t h e ng lish 

exercises and the pupils translated them into Latin orally 

with boolcs closed . He taught advanced Latin by asking ques

tions on the syntax word by word and ther e was very little 

translation until examination tirQe . In teaching modern lan

guages t he teacher asks questions in French or German and the 

pupil answers in the foreign language that is being studied . 

If he answers correctly it is evident t hat h e understands t h e 

French or German of t he lesson under consideration and trans

lation is not n ecessary . The same principle may be applied 

to La tin if it is not too difficult . 

Prof . Lodge s ays : 

To obtain the ability to read Latin is difficult . 111 
teachers know that there is no royal road to t h is knowledge . 
Nor can it be gained in a brief period , or by short cuts , or 
under favorable conditions . Time , and then more time is ne 
cessary, and the best of teaching , and such class room con
ditions as will admit of attention to individuals . So the 
i mmediate aim is also a continuing · one . It is dominant 
throughout the whole course . Emphasis on t he different ele
ments that contribute to it may vary from year to year , but 
it is never to be left out of view . 14 · 

Prof . Carr of Columbia in a recent number of the Classi-

13 1 . 1 I t.. t . C ass1ca nves 1g a ion , 212.• cit ., pp . 93 & 94 , 188-
190 and 197- 198 . 

14 Jonzales Lodge , 2.12.• cit ., p . 75 . 
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cal J ournal g ives some- irnmedia.te objectives which seem to him 

necessary to the attainment of ability t o read Latin as Latin : 

1 . Ability to pronounce accurately and automatically at 
sight a cap ital stock of Latin words , phrases and sen ten ces. 

2 . Ability to pronounce a ccurately at si ght unfamiliar 
Latin words as they appear in later reading . 

3 . A working knowledge of t he Latin sounds represented 
by the letters of the Roman Alphabet and a working knowledg e 
of the rules for placing the accent of a Latin word . 

4 . Ability to read a Latin sentence or paragraph fluent 
ly and with proper word phrasing and voice inflection , 

5 . Ability automatically and without transverbalization 
to get the correct meaning f r om a fairly large cap ital stock 
of Latin words when these are seen in sentence context . 

6 . Skill in getting the correc.t meaning from unfamiliar 
Latin words when seen in sentence contex t . 

7 . Ability t o recognize accurately and promptly commonly 
used grammatical forms and to selec t the appropriate gram
matical fun c tion of a given. form in·-its particular sentence 
context . 

8 . Habit of and skill in grouping t oge ther on the basis 
of form and function those Latin words . which make up major 
or minor thought units . 

9 . working knowledge of the general principles of La.
tin word order . 

10 . A language attitude toward Latin and a reading atti
tude toward the printed page . 15 

In a recent number of the Classical , Journal Professor 

Carr has g iven some graphic aids for reading Latin as Latin . 

1 . A vertical line at the and of a non-interrupting 
c lause unless the clause is followed by a period , semi - colon 
or interrogation point . 

2 . Parentheses to inclose an interrupting indicative 
clause . 

3 . Brackets to inclose a subordinate subjunctive clause , 
whether or not it interrupts the clause on which it depends . 

4 . Braces to inclose an interrupting indiuative clause 
within another interrup ting indicative clause . 

5 . Pointed brackets to inclose a subordina te subjunc
tive clause within a subjunctive clause . · 

The above rules ha ve special reference to the break ing 
up of a compound or complex sentence into clause units . 

15w. L. Carr , "Reading Latin as Latin - Some Difficulties 
nd Some Devices , " Classical .Journal , Vol. XXVI , (Nov. 1930) , 

p . 131 . 
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The pupil indicates participial near clauses by similar 
graphic devices, as follows: 

1. A dotted vertical line to mark off a dependent par
ticipial phrase which precedes or follows its clause. 

2 . Dotted parentheses to incl6se a dependent participial 
phrase wh ich interrupts its clause . 

3 . An encircling line to inclose an ablative absolute 
phrase . 

The pupil develops a feeling for certain fundamental 
Latin constructions by using the following graphic devices : 

1. A straight underscoring for a noun or pronoun used as 
a direct object . 

2 . A dotted underscoring for an accusative subject of an 
infinitive . 

3 . A wave line underscoring for a dative noun or pro
noun , regardless of its specific use . 

4 . Single quotation marks for an infinitive phrase .ex
pressing an indirect statem1nt . 

5 . 11.. Greek semico lon (' ) before ,. or after, the word of 
mental action on which the indirect statement depends . 

6 . A box line to inclose a word , for example , impero , 
rego , ita, tantus or a phrase such as non dubium est or eo 
consilio wh ich calls for a subjunctive clause . 

7 . A horizontal bracket over an independent subjunctive 
verb or verb phrase . 16 

Prof . Potter says: 

There are many short , simple sentences scattered through 
Caesar , Cicero and Vergil wh ich are easy of comprehension, of 
which the properly trained pup il can reasonably be expected 
to grasp the though t in the Latin order . But for most pupils 
and most passages the details must be painfully worked out 
one at a time and turned ihto the vernacular before the sen
tence as 8. Who le is grasped . 1

•· hat the·n shall Y"le say to those 
who ins_ist that the pupil should first read the Latin sen
tence taking in t he ideas as they are pre sented and grasp the 
thought before translatinJ any part into Engli sh? This is a 
specious doctrine wh ich i gnores the nest elemental facts of 
the psychology of language . It is an ideal to wh ich we shoulc 
dir e ct our efforts a s teachers , but an ideal wh ich is mostly 
beyond the reach of hi gh school pupils and only partially 
realized after many years of college ·study, and one to wh ich 
the ur~al procedure in study hall and recitation does not 
lead . 

16w. L. Carr , "Some Graphic Aids for Reading La tin as 
Lat in , '' The Clas vi cal Journal , Vol . _ I , (Feb . 1931) , PP . 399-
400 . 

17Franklin H. Potter,"Teaching for Comprehension," 
Classical Journal, Vol. XIII , (Oct . 1927) , pp . 18 and 19. 
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Prof . Walker of the University of Kansas says: 

If t here was any one thing wh ich the Report should have 
put clearly and·definitely , it was a method of teaching pu
p ils to read in the Latin order , since this is the basic 
recommendation and since previous attempts to f ormulate a 
method had failed of general acceptance . The thing cannot 
be done without a ready and accurate knowledge of words, 
forms and syntax . The same accurate knowled~e of facts is 
needed for attaining most of the o?jectives • .L8 

Whi le Prof . Walker criticizes the Classical Investiga

tion , he acknowledges a paragraph in Appendix Bas the saving 

feature of the chapt.er on method . That paragraph is a quota

tion from Professor Hale's nThe Art of Reading Latin" , which 

is as follows: 

The Latin sentence is constructed upon a plan entirely 
different from t ha t of the English sentence . Until that 
plan is just as f amiliar to t he student as :the English plan , 
until , for page after page he takes in ideas as readily and 
naturally on one plan as on the other , until , in short , a 
sing le steady reading of the sentence carries his mind 
through the very same development of thought that took place 
in the mind of the writer , he cannot read Latin otherwise 
than slowly and painfully . So , then , an absolutely essential 
thing to a man who wants to read Latin is a perfect worki~g 
familiarity with the Roman ways of constructing sentences . l9 

Professor Carr of Columbia says that in more advanced 

reading the problem of training the pupils to get the meaning 

directly from new Latin words is difficult . He considers 

that the building up of good vocabulary habits in the earlier 

stages of Latin reading and the selection of reading material 

so graded in vocabulary difficultj that the pupil has a real 

chance to guess the me,aning of new words, are prime 

1~Arthu~ T. Walker ; Report of the Classical Investiga
tion - "A Criticism , " Classical Journal , Vol. XJCV , (Nov . 1929) , 
p . 90. 

· 19 N. G.Hale ~ The Art of Reading Latin , pp . 7- 8 & pp . 12- 15 . 
Mentzer Burk & liO . , 188'/ . 
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necessities . 20 

Dorance Wh ite quotes a short difficult sentence from 

Cicero ' s second oration against Catiline and then suggests 

the application of Prof . Hale ' s formula : "Quern quidem ego 

hostem , Quirites , quam vehementer foris esse timendum putem , 

licet hinc intellegatis , quod etiam illud moeste fero , quod -
ex urbe parum comitatus exierit . " And now in applying ale ' s 

fonnula Prof . Wh ite .asks the follow i ng question : "What chance 

has the pupil r eading this s entence at the openin of the 

third. year , of divining the relationship be tween the quern •••• 

hostem , subje c t of esse timendum , now resolved into a nomina

tive , the understood subje c t of the quod •••• exierit causal 

c lause , unle s s he mechani cally endeavors , by trial and error , 

to place the element s of that terrible sentence in l og ical 

English order?n21 

Edith Frances Cl aflin calls attent ion to the use of the 

metaphras e or word by word rendering in the order of the La

tin , either oral or written . She thinks that there is a fear 

on the part of many t ha t the use of the metaphrase may lead 

to mechanical and over- literal translation , but this need not 

be so , if the pupils understand that it i s a metaphrase and 

not a translation . She considers the metaphrase an ex tremely 

useful intermediate step , or preliminary ; to real transl.a tion.2~ 

20 W. L. Carr , op . cit ., p . 136 . 
· 21Dorrance s . White , "What Pri ce Method?" Classical 

Journal , Vol. XXIII , · (Apr i l 1928 ) , p . 516 . 
22Edith Frances Claflin , "On Translating I.atin , " 

Class ical Journal , Vol . XX , (Nov . 1924) , p . 110 . 
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Prof . uray of o chester , N. Y. does not believe in meta

phrasing for he says that: 

In following this procedure the pupils turn each Latin 
word or phrase into English in the order in which it occurs 
in the Latin sentence . Whi l e th i s familiarizes the pupil 
with the order in which thought is expressed in Latin , it 
does not i nsure the a c tual comprehension of the relations 
of words as transverbal ized . The perception of relations , 
the crucial element , frequently comes only through a re 
arrangement of the transverbalized elements into the usual 
English order so as ·to make sense . Thus , the chief problem , 
a direc t under s tanding of Latin forms and their functions 
has , been evaded . 23 

Mi gnonette Spilman believes that a lo gical analysis as 

agains t a pure ly grammati cal analysis is more serviceable 

for getting the sense of Latin . She says that: 

Such an approach requires some shiftin~ of emphasis in 
teaching , for special attention must be given to those con
structions which are the more useful from ·a narrative point 
of view . It calls for stress upon the word group , consist
ing of the . clause or its equivalent, as expressing a lo ~i ~ 
cally complete unit of thought . It does not , however , demand 
any radical departure from familiar and proven procedures , 
and may be safely undertaken by any teacher . There is every 
reason to believe that , if teacher s will keep in mind Caesar~ 
method of building up narrative pe riods , and then definitely 
and positively provide the student with a foundation of forms 
and syntax for the control of this type of s entence structure 
rapid pro~ress can be made in the · art of reading Latin . 24 

In making a summary of the situation it seems to me that 

the method suggested by the committee is an .excellent one 

with reference to reading Latin as Latin . The Latin , however 

sh ould be moderately easy , for we are .Americans surround ed 

by Ame rican influences . If our environment were Roman as it 

· 23Mason D. Gray, The Teach in~ of Latin , p . 65 . ...Tew 
York:: D. .Apple ton & Co . , 1930 . 

24Mi, nonette . ,::>pilman , "Learning to ead in t he Latin 
Order ( J ·c1ass ical Journal , Vol . :XXIV , (Feb . 1929) , pp33 6 & 337 . 
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was in the case of Caesar and Cicero we could accomplish 

mu ch more . The teacher can ask quest ions in Latin based on 

the Latin text . If the pupil responds in Latin , it is evi

dent that he understands the mea n ing . If the Latin is rath

er difficult , the method of teaching would have to be modi 

fied . The teacher could give a comprehension test asking 

the questions in nglish based on the Latin text or transla~ 

tions of word groups ~ould be made vord for word as they 

occur in the Latin sentence and t he se translations could be 

combined into 0 00d ng lish sentences . I do not think that 

the committee would require the Latin teacher to be a slave 

to any par ticular meth od . They are recommendine what seems 

to them the best me thod . Teachers must adapt t h emselves to 

the situation wherever they are teaching , for some pupils 

are brighter than others . ~ome pupils will '.:)r~sp the mean

ing of a Latin sentence more readily than others . I have 

used the metaphrase method su::>gested by Mi '.Jnonette Spilman 

in teachin four years of Latin and I found it successful , 

for many pupils who had failed in Latin vere able to get it 

by this method , but I believe that if the pupil can think 

and express himself in Latin he has a reat advantage over 

the pupil who cannot do this . 

Professor Dunham says that experiments in Cleveland . ex

tending over a period of several years have shown that a 

10- B class , tau0 ht by the method under discussion , will as a 

rule read as much Latin as will the class that merely trans-
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lates without taking time to read in the original . However , 

during the lOA term the increased power of comprehension of 

the class taught by the oral method .will enable it to read 

and interpret two or three times as much as the ordinary 

class will be able to translate . 25 

The committee of the Classical Investig ation believes 

that pupils should be trained to put into adequate English 

a thou 0 ht already comprehended in Latin and so they have 

listed in order of preference specific methods for teaching 

the translation of Latin into English . 

Requiring for the review lesson a higher standard of 
translation than for the advance lesson . 

Making definite suggestions regarding special problems 
in translation as for example , ablative absolute construc
tions and relative pronouns at the beginning of a sentence . 

Requiring occasional written translation of special 
assignments . 

Encouraging criticism by members g{ the class of the 
Eng lish used by the pupil translating . 

In studying the vocabulary the classical committee re

cormnends that new words should first be met in the context, 

oral, written or printed and that the pupils through daily 

classroom practice in comprehension at sight should be 

trained to get at the meaning of most new words through in

telli0ent use of the context with the assistance of such 

light as is often thrown upon the meaning by related Latin 

· words and by English derivatives . In answer to the question 

25Fred s . Dunham, "'The Oral Method in Latin as Applied 
to the Teaching of Comprehension,"' Classical Journal , Vol . 
XX , (Jan . 1925) , p . 231 . · 

26c1assical Investigation, op . cit . , pp. 201 & 203 . 
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as to which of the seven methods listed the teachers believed 

should be most commonly employed by the pupil in gettins t he 

mean ing of new Latin words, the followinP- methods were sug

gested by them: 

ssociating a new Litin word with Enalish derivatives 
or with related Latin words before the word is met in a sen
tence . 

Determining the meaning of a new Latin word from the 
context, association with English derivatives or association 
with related Latin words as the new word is met in a sentenca 

Determining the meaning of a new Latin word from contact 
with English derivatives or association with related Latin 
words as the new word is met in a sentence . 

Associating the new Latin word with English derivatives 
or with related Latin words before the word is met in a sen
tence . 

These are the recommendations of t _he committee when the 
pupil is endeavoring to determine the meaning of a new Latdn 
word, but in mastering a vocabulary of 500 words during the 
first year or 500 words in each succe s sive year the follow
ing methods of procedure are su 0 gested: 

Repeated association with Eng lish derivatives . 
Drill on ~roups of related Latin words . 
Frequent occurrence in reading material . 
Vocabulary drills by me ans of such devices as per_ception 

cards , spellin~ down ·and the like . 

The committee says : nwe believe that if the me thod here 
recommended for the learning of the Latin vocabulary is ac
tually used by pupils in their daily study , it will lead 
naturally .and surely to the complementary activity of em
ployin:=> the known Latin in interpreting unfamiliar Tt1nglish 
derivatives . lmost all the teachers answering the general 
questionnaire express the opinion that pupils should be 
trained to associate new Latin words as they are learned with 

·already familiar English derivatives and believe that pup ils 
should be trained to use Latin words learned to explain t h e 
meaning of less familiar English derivatives . 27 

"The conµni ttee b·elieves that the ·methods to be employed 

in the tea.chin . of Latin syntax should be such as to deve.lop 

correct habits of independent study , to contribute both to 

the mastery of Latin syntax and to the attainment of ultimate 

27 Ibid ., pp . 206 , 207 , 209- 211 . 
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objectives which teachers consider valid for t he ir pupils , 

that all syntactical constructions should first be met by the 

pupils in an appropriate context , preferably that supp lied by 

a continuous narrative and that pupils should be trained to 

discover first the granunatical idea and next the way in which 

the idea is express . In the earliest stages most of the prin-· 

ciples to be learned in Latin will already have been met in 

English . s each principle is. taken up in Latin the pupil 

should be led to reco gnize the identity of the gr&'TI.Dlatical 

idea with that already met in English and to observe the ways 

in which this idea is expressed in the two lan~uages . The 

attention of the pupil should be d irected to any method of 

expressing a aiven idea in English wh ich is identical wi th or 

similar to the method used in Latin . In some cases it may 

prove desirable to develop a g iven gr ammatical principle 

through the use of Latin or English sentences illustrating 

the principle before the idea is encountered in actual read

ing , but we believe that the poor O'rasp of syntactical prin

ciples disclosed by the results of the national testin~ pro

bram is due in large measure to the lack of i mmediate incen

ti~es for the acquisition of each new principle and that such 

incentives will be f urnished far better by a consciousness of 

actual de sire for such knowledge arising 'from the pupil's 

experiences in actual reading . tt 

en the teachers answered the general ques tionnaire 
sent out by the committee they a greed that the syntactical 
pr i nciple s iri Latin should be presented as already indicated 
in nelation to similar principles in English. They expressed 
a preference for the following methods: 
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Developin
0 

the grammatica11.. principle through written 
or printed Latin sentences illustrating the principle. 

Beveloping the grammatical principle throu 0 h Eng lish 
sentence s emb odyin => the same principle . 

Meeting each construction first in the Latin readin~ 
material and then developin0 from t he context the grammati
cal principle involved. 

The committee believes that the early introduction of 
a greater abundance of easy connected reading will per mit 
5reater emphasis upon the third method listed a bove and less 
upon the first method than the reading material now commonly 
used pernits. These methods do not have to be used ex clu
sively , for some gr ammatical principles are best developed 
t hrou~h oral practice. This method should be used to supple
ment the writ ing of Latin in the earlier stages of the work. 
This oral work should be based on the tex t read. It may 
consist of turning sentences in the singular into sentences 
in the p lural and vice versa. Chan:~es may be made in person, 
tense or voice. 0.uestions may be asked and answered in La
tin. The oral work should not be carried so far, however, 
as to displace the writing of Latin. In answering the gen
eral questionnaire sent out by the committee the te achers ex
pressed the opinion that the writing of Latin is the most 
eft ective method for fixing grammatical principles . The 
exercises to be translated from ~nglish into Latin should be 
limited in the range of vocabulary and principles of syntax 
involved. They should be easy, free from special difficul
ties and interesting . During the first two years of the 
course the reater part of the work in the writing of Latin 
should be done during the class period under the direct su
pervision of the teacher. There should be a discussion of 
the principles of syntax involved and some practice with 
sentences _that illustrate the principles before writing . 

The committee believes that the excessive attention now 
g iven to formal syntactical analysis should be eliminated 
especially af~er translation. The story should not be in
terrupted by an analysis of syntactical principles, if t h e 
pupil has translated the passage correctly. If the pupil 
has failed to translate correctly because he did not under
stand the syntax involved, then the teacher should ask ques
tions on syntax or should encourage the pupils to do so. 

In the study of forms the methods to be emp loyed should 
be of such a type as to develop in the pupil correct habits 
of independent study, to contribute to the mastery of Latin 
forms and to the attainment of the ultimate objectives which 
teachers consider valid for t heir pupils to involve the use 
of association and apperception to enlist the interest of 
the pupils and to encourage the application of the facts and 
processes a cquired in t he study of Latin to t h e activities 
of life outside the Latin class. 
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The learning of inflectional forms is recommended to be 
closely associated with practice in their use . Vhen the most 
important functions of the case forms , singular and plural , 
have been recognized in context a sufficient number of times 
to warrant confidence that grammatical ideas rather than 
formal English equivalents have become associated with the 
endings , paradigms should be memorized. A similar treatment 
of the verb is recommended . The committee also urges that 
initial drill on forms should be functional in character and 
that this drill should be continued until t he significance 
of an individual form and the associated ideas suggest them
selves promptly upon the appearance of that form . 

The commit tee believes that when ~he organization of 
declensions and conjugations is taken up , attention should 
be ~iven to the general inflectional systems underlyin~ them. 
This is recommended because of the assistance which such a 
systematic organization will afford in combining and retain
ing a knowledge of the forms and also because of the value 
which such an emphasis has in ,:-) i ving the pupils a con ception 
of the genius of the omans - for order and system as embodied 
in their language . 28 

The recommendations of the Classical InvestL::>ation are 

in line with the teachings of :uintilian who says : 

Let boys in the first pla ce learn to decline nouns and 
conjugate verbs; for otherwise they will never arrive at the 
understanding of what is to follow , an admonition which would 
be superfluous to 0 ive, were it not that most teachers, 
through ostentatious haste , bea in where they ought to end 
and while they wish to show off their pupils in matters of 
::ireater d.isplay , 29 tard their progress by attempting to 
shorten the road . 

Although 2000 years have passed since the time of 

~uintilian, modern educators emphasize the same ideas that 

he did as indicated in the Classical Investigation and also 

by the testimony of Prof . Nutting of.the University of Cal

ifornia who says: 

28classical Investigation, op . cit., pp . 229-231 . 
29 . · · 1 · I 2 I f J . S . Watson , uinti 1an IV : 2, nstitutes o Oratory 

translated, Vol . I, page 35. London: George Bell & sons , 
1892. 
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Despite the trend of present- day educational theory 
there is much to be said in favor of an early and thorough 
mastery of the forms of Latin - a mastery so complete that 
the paradi 0 ms can be repeated forward or backward , together 
with instant identification of the general ran :.:>e of meaning 
of each form . To attempt prompt acquisition of the power to 
read Latin without such essential preparation is on a par 
·with undertaking to construct a piece of nicely adjusted ma
chiner! without knowing how to handle and apply the necessary 
tools . 0 

ome interesting facts concerning the transfer of train

ing are revealed by the Report of the Classical Investigation ~ 

The Thorndike -Ruger studies , for example , made with several 

thousand Latin and non- Latin pupils and covering a period of 

two years show that pupils who had studied Latin for two se

mesters made an average growth in their knowledge of English 

words derived from Latin two and one- half times greater than 

that made by their non-Latin classmates of the same initial 

ability and that those pupils who had studied Latin for four 

semesters made an average superior ~rowth in their knowledqe 

of these words several times greater than that made by non-

La tin pup·.11s of the same initial ability . 

The Lawler study based on an· analysis of 982 , 800 spell

ings made by seventh , ei~hth a nd ninth 0 rade pup ils , shows 

that of 2 , 977 different words in the list chosen 49 p er cent 

are of Latin orig in and t hat approx ima tely 70 per cent of 

the rn ispellin s occurrin t wo or mo e times int ese Latin 

derived words are remediable throu5 h the study of Latin . 

30H. C. Nutting , "The Foundations of Lati n , ·' The Class
ical Journal , vol . JCXV , (April, 1930) , p . 532 . 
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'• The Thorndike study based on the r esults of tests r un

n i ng t hrou ~h a period of one year shows t hat pupils who had 

studied La tin for two semester s made a growt h both in ability 

to use t he cor rect Eng lish form and in ability to state t he 

prin cip l e aovern in ; t he correct usage ten per cent 6reater 

t han that made by t heir non- Latin classmates of t h e s ame 

i n i t i a l ability. 

Th e Kirby study based on t h e record s of studen ts a t t he 

tate University of Iowa showed t hat under t h e pre sen t cond i 

tion s of teach ing Latin and Fren ch the student's chances of 

succe s s i n first year French i n college are sligh tly increasec 

in p roportion to t he number of years he has studied Latin in 

school. . 

The Hill study shows t hat La tin helps greatly in making 

pupils successful in first semester French in t he University 

of Iowa . Th is is observed especially in t he case of students 

Who offered three or fo~r years instead of t wo years of La tin 

for college entrance . Th e Cole study based on t he records or 

students at Oberlin College sh ows that t he s tudent ' s chances 

of success are sli ~htly increased i n first year French or 

Spanish in proportion to t he nu ber of years he has studied 

Latin in school and the results of t h e· Cleveland experiment 

show that by better correlation in the tea·ching of Latin and 

French in school the amount of Latin French transfer can be 

greatly increased. 

The Classical Report g ives an excellent summary of what 

is being accomplished by Latin transfer in other subjects. 
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An analysis of the records made by 10 , 000 College Board 
candidates in nine leading college preparatory studies show 
that the Latin students not only do better than the non
Latin students in all subjects outside of Latin and Greek, 
but also that with a single exception , which is probably 
easily explainable , the records in all these non-classical 
subjects go higher as the amount of Latin studied is greater. 

The conclusion_ of the Classical Investigation is that: 

Latin should be learned in order to be read and under
stood and that there should also be continuous and concurrent 
development of the larger enduring intellectual and histori
cal values which are derivable from LatiR . As the pupil's 
initial knowledge increases it should be collected and com
bined from time to time so that it may be held together and 
held more surely , and finally , the language should first be 
used and acquired to some extent and its structure should 
then be gradually discovered with the help of that portion 
of t he language already learned and used instead of havin~ 
the struc!yre learned first and then used to discover the 
language . 

In comparing the period 1894- 1924 with the period 1924-

1931 it is evident that considerable progress has been made . 

In t he earlier period we observe that books adapted to teach 

ing elementary Latin were beg inning to appear containing both 

readin :.) and grammar in one book , a great improveme nt over t he 

period preceding for it had been customary to use two books, 

a Latin Grammar and a Latin Reader· . T'le observe t hat in 1909 

Byrne's Syntax of Hi gh School Latin appeared showing how to 

distribtite the syntax through a period of four years instead 

of teaching it all in one year. Great changes were made in 

vocabularies between t h e years 1900 and 1920 , so that words 

adapted to each year ~ere used instead of ' a miscellaneous 

collection of words that could not be used as had formerly 

31classical Investigation , 2.£. cit., pp . 43 , 48 , 50, 
53- 54 , 23? , 24? - 248 . 
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been the case. Materials not essential to the author taught 

were eliminated. The Latin books from 1900-1910 were ador n

ed with picture s and in 1919 Place's Beginning Latin ap

peared adorned with beautiful co lored pictures . Dorrance 

White says that ten years before the publication or ,the 

Classical Investi gation the beg inner's Latin book was in

s pired by four important aims: to make the Latin languaae 

seem alive ; to make the first year's study of value for gen

eral culture; to minimize. the difficulties of beg inning La

tin; to prepare thoroughly f or the second year's work .32 

The relation of Latin t .o English was emphasized during 

this period . Vocabularies were based ·on Ladge 's vocabulary -
of High chool Latin and Browne 's Latin Word List. The study 

of Latin prefixes , suffixes and English derivatives was in

troduced. Mottoes in Latin , striking quotations , interesting 

stories and colored plates illustrating Roman life were in

troduced. All this contributed greatly in g iving interest 

and pleasure in the study of the first year ' s work in Latin . 

The publication of the Classi cal Investigation was fol

lowed b y the appearance of many new books as for example, 

Ullman & Henry 's Elementary Latin . The vocabulary of this 

book contains only 603 words. The vocabulary is based on 

Lodge ' s rocabulary . The study of English derivatives and 

the correlation of Latin and En glish grammar are emphasized . 

There is a min i mum of syntax based on sound teaching . The 

32norrance White , op. cit., pp . 519- 520 . 
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lessons are short and constructions are introduced in the 

order of their importance . There are systematic reviews and 

muc graded reading illustrative of 1 oman pub lic and private 

life . Conversational material is introduced and t wo La tin 

plays are included f or presentation . There is a supplement 

devoted to the correlation of French and Spanish with Latin . 

A color scheme is introduced for learning verb forms and 

also Latin word contests . 33 

The Se cond Latin Book by the same authors is divided 

into four parts . In part I there is a rapid review of first 

year Latin and i n part II there is a review of the subjunc

tive mood and other ma terial . In part III there is an abun

dance o f simple graded reading from Livy , Eutropius, Pliny 

and Aulus ~ellius . In part IV selections are g iven from the 

seven books of Caesar ' s Gallic ·.var . The vocabulary is small

er than that of the seven books of Caesar ' s uallic War . 

There are que stions on comprehension in t he book and much 

word study material . In parts I - III an intensive study is 

made of constructions frequently used in t he book . Collater

al reading in En 0 lish is sug~ested and the r e are sentences 

for transla tion from Engl ish into Latin. 34 

Ullman oc Henry's Third Latin Boole has recently ap

peared . This book will revolutionize· the teaching of third 

33B. L. Ullman & Norman E . Henry , Elementary Latin , pp . 
5 - 9 .·. New York : lacmiilan & Co ., 1927 . 

34B . L. UlL~an & Norman E . Henry , Second Latin Book , 
pp . 6-10 . New York : Macmillan & Co ., 1927 . 
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year Latin . It meets all the recommendations of the Classi

cal Investi ation lik e the books on first and second year 

Latin by the same authors . There are review selections from 

Caesar ' s Civil Nar . Problems of syntax , inflection , vocabu

lary , derivation , translation and word study are introduced . 

There is an abundance of exercises alon t hese line s , also 

word lists , su~gestions , hints , drills , summaries of pre 

fixes and suffixes and other devices . The reading ma tter has 

been carefully sele c ted in order to meet historical and cul

tural objectives . Ther e are questions for discussion and an 

abundance of illustrations i~ colors . The contents of the 

book are sele c tions from the following authors : Caesar's 

Civil War , Pliny and Gellius , Petronius , Seneca , Macrobius 

and uintilian , Cicero and Sallust and Ovid ' s Metamorphoses. 

It is evident that great thing s have been accomplished 

by the Classical Investi ~ation . New books are constantly ap 

pearing that carry out the recommendations of the Committee. 

In the Journal of ~ducational Re search for June 1929 , Miss 

Lucasse writes about some of the things accomplished by the 

Classical Investigation. She calls attention to the fact 

th~t the situation is different from what it used to b e . In 

former days there was no such complex environment as the r e is 

today . The aim ·of modern teaching is to g ive a broader out 

look on the civilization of the Romans , their ideals , .atti 

tudes and contributions tb moder~ life and in view of the 

fact that library r ~cilities are poor in smaller schools and 
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teachers poorly prepared , texts are necessary to g ive the 

required combination . The first year books contain accounts 

in Latin of Roman life and stories from Roman history . The 

approach to syntax , vocabulary and inflection are psycholo

gical rather than loa ical , the material is presented in 

natural way and not in the formal order of the grammarian . 

Something more is required than to know the forms . Deriva

tives are introduced in English sentences . In the second 

year book the same psycholog ical principles exist . Caesar 

is g iven at the beginnina of the fourth semester and then 

only the easier parts . A synopsis of parts omitted is iven 

in English . The relation of Caesar to subsequent history is 

suggested . Other books may be substituted for Caesar . works 

are in progress among the publishers along similar lines for 

the third and ftiurth years . Tests to determine aptitude for 

study are given . Latin is justified in having a place in the 

curriculum. vord counts and studies in etymology have come 

out of t h e investigation valuable in g iving definiteness of 

aim and objectivity in t he mak in0 of texts . There have been 

changes made in state and city courses of study in Latin all 

over the country . New York has issued a syllabus that con

forms to the recommendations of the Classical committee - The 

aims and principles set forth in the Classical Investi ~ation 

are t he 0 oal of the syllabus . In the sununer of 1928 an elab

orate course was worked out for use with new text books 

adopted by the state . The most radical and far rea ching 
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effect is seen in the radical changes made in the require-

ments of the College Entrance Examination Board . fter 1929 

no prescription of the amount or content of Latin to be read 

in the public schools is to be made . The translation is to 

be at sight, In the t h ird and fourth year there are passages 

for comprehension at sight . word list was published in 

1927 for the guidance of candidates preparina for examina

tions . The Classical Investigation deserves the credit for 

all of these improvements . It has recogn ized the new trends 

in secondary education . Latin is now mak ing for itself a 

substantial and well deserved place in the curriculum , not 

as a required subject but as an elective . 35 

The obje ctive test has been made prominent as a result 

of the Classical Investi~ation . deveral books have recently 

appeared or will soon appear that aive instruction along this 

line as, for example; Davis Latin Hurdles by F . L. Davis,Follet 

Publishing Co ., Chicago; F . Niles Bacon, Diagnostic Tests in 

Latin, ,..rinn & Co .; Frances L. c Tammany , Latin Speed. Tests, 

Troy , N. Y.; Ullman &.. Henry, Progress Tests in Latin , Macmil

lan & Co . ; T.H.Briggs, Pro 0 nosis Tests of bility to Learn 

Foreign Languages , n Journal of Educational Research VI (1922) 

pp . 386- 92; N. S. Allen, Study in Latin Pro ~nosis, Teachers' 

College, Colillllbia University . 

The Orleans Solomon Latin Prognosis Test , published by 

35FJ..orence J. Lucasse , "What t he Classical Investigation 
has ccomplished , t, Journal of Educational Research, Vol. ~r , 

(June, 1921) , pp . 15-21. 
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the World Book Company is considered t he be s t on the mar ket . 

Th ere are nine t ests in th i s book , six of wh ich include 

simple Latin lessons . The time for the test is fifty min

utes . Th is test was g iven to over three hundred pupils with 

a med i an correlation of . 80 at t h e close of t h e f irst semes

ter . This test of course was not perfect for t he coeffi 

cient of correla tion may ran i,e from zero to 1 in order to 

have a per fe c t posit i ve correlat i on . 

Prof . Hut ch i n son of Cornell College , Iowa , makes the 

following proph ecy . He believes t hat f uture a c tivities in 

the f ield of objective measurements in Latin wil l be a lonO' 

f our lines as follows : 

1 . Cons truc tion of standa r d ized a chievement tests in 
Latin a t different levels of a tta i nment wh ich will g ive a 
comprehen sive measure of t he students ' ab ility to read and 
comprehand Latin and use t h e tools n ecessar y to atta in t h is 
ability a s for examp le , vocabulary , f orms and syntax . ~.re 
shall t hen measure t he student ' s a ch ievemen t in Latin rather 
t han t he number of semesters he has t aken La ti n . 

2 . greatly increased use of informal , non- standard i zed 
objective tests for diagnostic and drill purp oses . 

3 . An effort to build prognostic test s i n La tin wh ich 
will have a nigh value in pred ictino t he success or f a i lur e 
of a stud ent in La tin . 

4 . ; more wi despread use of Lat in s t andar d i zed te sts i n 
s e ttlin · disput es on me t h odolo 0 y . 36 

In vi ew of the r e sults a ccomp lished by t h e Class i ca l 

I nves ti a tion , i t i s ev i dent that t here i s a brigh t fu t ure 

f or t hG stu~y of Latin . The situat ion today is f a r differ

en t from wha t it . has been i n any pr evious a ge of the world ' s 

h i st or y , for it is bei n stud ied t oday wi th particu l ar 

36 ark E . Hutch inson , "Objec t i ve Measurements in La tin -
Their Value and Purpose , " The Classi cal Journal , Vol. XXVI , 

(Feb . 1931) , pp . 358- 3 60 . 
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reference to its practical application to the affairs of our 

daily walk in life. There h as been a general awakening in 

Latin . study throughout the world as the result of the Class

ical Investigation . Interest in Latin is on the upward 

trend , for there is an enrollment of over a million students 

in the High Schools of our own country and an increase in 

· the enrollment in other 1a.nds as well . There vas a bi

millenial celebration of Vergil's birth last ·year and only 

recently on the Pacific Coast the Phi Beta Kappa Alumnae 

organization in southern California supplied speakers who 

made scores of addresses and this is only one of a great manJi 

illustrations that might be cited . Soon there will be a sim

ilar celebrat i on in honor of Horace and there is a prospect 

for another Cl a s sical Investigation in 1935 so that the fu

ture for Latin looms up brighter and brighter on the horizon 

of history as the world advances in knowledge and wisdom . 

This is true not only with reference to the Hi gh Schools and 

higher institutions of learning in our own country, but with 

reference t o the colleges , secondary schools and universities 

of France , Germany and England as well . 
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